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ABSTRACT

This paper examines whether/how the representation of zainichi Koreans (Koreans

living in Japan) in Yomiuri Shimbun, one of the national Japanese newspapers, has

changed since the end of World War II within postwar Yomiuri articles. In order to

accomplish this, a case in which a former zainichi Korean politician, Shokei Arai, was

suspected of receiving payoffs from a securities company, is analyzed and compared with

three cases involving (former) zainichi Koreans and two cases involving Japanese

politicians employing the principles of Critical Discourse Analysis based upon the theory

of Cultural Studies. Through the analyses and comparisons, it was found Arai's ethnic

background was mentioned only after his death. Arai's case, then, when it broke, tended

to be reported as one in which a Japanese politician was involved, though after his suicide

it became a case in which a former zainichi Korean politician was involved.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to look for a change in the representation of

zainichi Koreans, or Koreans living in Japan, in one of the Japanese national

newspapers, Yomiuri Shimbun, between the end of World WarII and the present day.

In order to accomplish this, it will be determined whether a former zainichi Korean

politician, Shokei Arai, who committed suicide in the end, was represented in the

newspaper as a former zainichi Korean or as a Japanese politician after the detection

ofthe scandal. The following is an outline ofthis paper.

In Chapter 2, a theory thoroughly employed in this paper in order to understand

the change especially in Japanese society and analyze each sample case is introduced.

It is generally called the theory of Cultural Studies and explains how our daily lives

are construed through the media on the basis of the power relationship among

powerful/influential organizations/people in society.

In Chapter 3, Arai's background, the history of zainichi Koreans, and the

change in social position of zainichi Koreans in Japan are explored. Contempt for

Korea arose among the Japanese in several complicated ways: because of the policy

of the then most powerful/influential organization, the Meiji government, and Japan's

colonization of Korea in 1910. Due to the latter, many Koreans could/did not return



to Korea, were severely discriminated against by the Japanese or by Japan itself, and

could not avoid status as "Others" in Japan even after Japan lost the war. Arai was

one of these "Others." However, Japanese discrimination against zainichi Koreans

gradually decreased over the years because of changes not only in Japanese society

but also in the world situation after the war.

In Chapter 4, Arai's personal/political history is introduced. It may be noted

Arai possessed unique characteristics. Such a personality caused some friction

between those around him and himself and seems to have driven him to near constant

stress. Partly because of his character, he came to embody a politician determined to

die for the nation.

In Chapter 5, Arai' case, the main subject of this paper, is explained. Arai was

suspected of receiving illegal payoffs through stock dealing with one of the major

securities companies in Japan, Nikko Securities. Once the scandal was uncovered

the mass media released day after day other news stories on him, which can be seen as

having strengthened suspicion against him, and on the day he was to be arrested he

took his own life. It is necessary, however, for most of the politicians in Japan to

raise funds individually, and one of the ways to do so is to engage in stock dealing.

It is guessed in this chapter that such a custom partly turned Arai to stock dealing.

In the sixth, seventh and eighth chapters, the two main organizations among the
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powerful/influential organizations related to Arai's case, the LDP and the prosecution,

and the media are explored in due order. These three chapters taken as a whole

provide us a clue for understanding the compositional arrangement of the power

relationship surrounding Arai at the time of the detection of his scandal within the

theory of Cultural Studies. In addition, it can be taken through these chapters that

the structures/characteristics of all three organizations, the LDP, the prosecution and

the media, are based on Japanese culture that makes the connections between

powerful organizations in Japan very strong once they are united with one another.

In Chapter 9, Arai's social position as one of the "Others" is confirmed. It

describes how Arai was treated by the main organizations to which he ever belonged

or ever had dealings, such as the LDP and the prosecution. Arai, we learn, could not

get used to and did not even try getting used to all the customs ofall the organizations

to which he belonged. That was one of the causes of the otherness he made for

himself At the same time, his behavior induced much pressure against him, which

lasted until his death, from these organizations. Once the matter of his

ethnicity/identity due to his background was concerned, however, he tried becoming

Japanese at all costs. It may be true it was partly due to Arai's personality that he

was finally involved in the swirl of the power relationship among these organizations.

This power relationship existed in Japan for a long time without many changes even
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after the war, and it may also be true that a foundation tending to encourage people to

refuse "Others" existed therefore in Japanese society. That is, Arai's background

was a decisive element in his otherness along with the bigger picture power

relationship.

In the beginning of Chapter 10, it is comprehensively proved the theory of

Cultural Studies can be applied to Arai's scandal in order not only to understand the

case but also analyze it. Then Yomiuri is introduced as provider of sample articles.

In addition, five other cases, three involving (former) zainichi Koreans and two in

which politicians are involved, all of which are used in reaching a conclusion for this

paper by comparing them with Arai's case, are given. Finally, the crucial criterion

for conclusion is provided: Whether Arai is represented in newspaper articles as a

politician or as a former zainichi Korean after the detection ofhis scandal.

In Chapter 11, each case of the six including Arai's is analyzed. And in

Chapter 12, the final chapter of this paper, a conclusion is given: Arai is represented

as a former zainichi Korean with reference to his background after his death, although

represented as a politician without any reference to his background until his death

within the range of analysis of this paper. This chapter notes that method of

representation, the former, is not normal in the Japanese media because it has been

somewhat taboo to feature zainichi Koreans by making their background clear
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especially when they are involved in criminal cases/scandals. Either way, however,

it was found through the analyses that Yomiuri was critical ofArai and did not succeed

in staying neutral until his death. This may be a direct result of the power

relationship in place at that time.

Lastly, it needs to be mentioned that all of the quotations from references in

Japanese, including the Yomiuri articles used for analysis, are translated into English

by this author.
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CHAPTER 2

CULTURAL STUDIES

Cultural Studies: Power, the media and society

First of all, a theory potentially useful to logically understand the change not

only in the representation of zainichi Koreans in the national Japanese newspaper,

Yomiuri, but also in Japanese society surrounding zainichi Koreans is introduced. It

is generally called the theory of Cultural Studies. Cultural Studies established its

own foundation by critically succeeding Marxism through the structuralist, Althusser,

though Hall (199211996a) says later, "There never was a prior moment when cultural

studies and marxism represented a perfect theoretical fit" (p. 265). Later Cultural

Studies introduced Gramsci's concept of hegemony, which shows how power works

in society, imported the concept of articulation, and was influenced by Ladau, who

made it possible to analyze society in discourse. As a result, Cultural Studies came

to be the area that explores how much our everyday life is connected to the

distribution and function of ideological power, how our daily life is constructed, and

how that construction is accomplished through the message of the media. The

person who brought Cultural Studies to that ambitious extent must be, as Sparks

(1996) names him, ''the central figure" (p. 71) in the development ofCultural Studies,
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Stuart Hall. Therefore, it is his writings that will mainly be explored in the

following sections.

A big change in Cultural Studies

Cultural Studies has, as just mentioned, imported some concepts. Actually, a

significant change happened in Hall's theory of communication along with the

introduction of those concepts. In order to make the change clear, Yamakoshi (2004)

offers two of Hall's writings, "Encoding/Decoding" (1973/1980) and "The

Rediscovery of 'Ideology': Return of the Repressed in Media Studies" (1982) and

compares them. First of all, those two writings will be looked at in order to

understand more deeply not only what sort of change Hall's theory experienced but

also the theory ofcommunication ofCultural Studies itself.

Encoding/Decoding

Hall's model of encoding/decoding has a focus on the audience and shows well

how the message of the media is actively interpreted by that body. In Hall's

encoding/decoding theory, the message, which is sent via the media, is encoded by the

author and decoded by the reader comparatively autonomously. Therefore, the

social meaning of the message is created and becomes reality through the two

processes of encoding and decoding.

It can be seen through encoding and decoding how reality is formed. To begin
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with, reality is always "mediated by and through language" (Hall, 1973/1980, p. 131).

Hall (1973/1980) believes the process of the formation of reality consists of

"distinctive moments" such as production, circulation, consumption and reproduction

(p. 128). Regarding the first moment, production, Hall sees the process of encoding

as the production of messages by the media and claims some elements like

historically defined technical skills, professional ideologies, institutional knowledge

and assumptions about the audience, all ofwhich exist within the media, influence the

process. That is, every message is produced under combined pressure and intentions

from inside and outside the media.

The message is circulated, but it is not until the audience side decodes that the

message becomes meaningful socially. To be exact, the message is meaningful in

society if it is appreciated as meaningful by the audience and articulated in practice.

Once the message is accepted by the audience side, it produces socially

dominant/preferred meanings that have influence on, for instance, the political and

ideological values of the audience and are finally institutionalized. That means, in

the wording of Hall (1973/1980), "meaning structures" are accomplished in that

society as the media side expects.

However, Hall believes not all of the audience decodes every message as per

the expectations of the media. The question of misunderstandings is solid proof of
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this. According to Hall (1973/1980), this happens because the audience itself

produced the meaning ofthose messages "in a negotiated way" (p. 138).

One message can be read in different ways with the possibility of producing

various meanings. That is, the social meaning of the message varies depending on

how much the encoder and decoder cooperate or confront each other for the

production of meaning. However, the different ways a message is read must be

limited because, to borrow the wording of Hall (1973/1980), "we could not speak of

an effective communicative exchange at all" (p. 136) if there were no reciprocity

between encoding and decoding moments. That is, no decoding exists without the

influence of the encoder of the message.

The Rediscovery of"Ideology": Return ofthe Repressed in Media Studies

As Yamakoshi (2004) points out, however, Hall later notices there exists

limitation in the various ways the audience reads due to the ideological struggle that

plays in a different dimension. In "Culture, the media and the 'ideological effect',"

presented in 1977, Hall introduces Gramsci's concept of hegemony with the

recognition that each culture is formed under definite historical circumstances. In

"the Rediscovery of 'Ideology'," presented in 1982, he imports Laclau's concept of

discourse and demonstrates that reality is constructed through the ideological struggle,

carried out by competing groups for their own interests in the discourse of the media,
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or through the struggle over meaning, not through the consumption of messages by

the audience. In the wording of Yamakoshi (2004), Hall shows "the conversion of

vantage point of his critical theory of communication" (p. 154) in that writing and

changes from analysis of the audience to analysis of the discourse.

The idea that language socially mediates meaning does not change, but

language is defined as "the medium in which ideology is generated and transformed"

(Hall, 1986/1996b, p. 36) if ideology, which is "the mental frameworks-the

languages, the concepts, categories, imagery of thought, and the systems of

representation-which different classes and social groups deploy in order to make

sense of, define, figure out and render intelligible the way society works" (Hall,

1986/1996b, p. 26), comes to be involved. That is, the meaning mediated by/through

language is deeply connected with ideology; it is produced on the basis of ideology

and is actually gained and constructed through the struggle among different

classes/social groups with different social interests. This is because the signification

is, for classes/social groups, "the means by which collective social understandings are

created" (Hall, 1982, p. 70), or ''the means by which consent for particular outcomes

can be effectively mobilized" (Hall, 1982, p. 70). What is employed to win the

struggle is ideological power, which becomes a foundation in signifYing and has the

power to signifY events in a particular way, and then the media, "the dominant means
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of social signification in modem societies" (Hall, 1982, p. 83), become a battleground

for the ideological struggle. However, some people/groups must first struggle to

gain access to the media while some people/groups already have this access due to

their social status. Therefore, it depends on the power they have whether they can

take part in the ideological struggle. What is most important is to gain access to the

media.

In fact, it is the media that support the victory of powerful groups with enough

power to attain hegemony, mastery and leadership, in other words, Hall's

(1986/1996b) words, by making "consensus" and producing "consent," and

produce/reproduce dominant ideology. Taking it further, the media make the

ideology the norm in that society. It is no wonder the norm accords with the interest

ofthe group that won the struggle and the media represent that interest as ''the general

interest" and then represent "the general interest" as "ruling." In this way, the group

can continue to dominate its society as long as it keeps winning the ideological

struggle. Such a situation can be maintained if other groups continue to "become

articulated to and within this particular ideology" (Grossberg, 1986/1996, p. 144).

But the connection by articulation is "not necessary, determined, absolute, and

essential for all time" (Grossberg, 1986/1996, p. 141), and as Hall (1977) says, "There

is no permanent hegemony" (p. 333), it is fluid according to the struggle.
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However, there is contradiction: The media is articulated with the

production/reproduction of dominant ideologies though they are, or must be,

independent from any groups. The reason is that the media cannot continue to exist

as legitimate unless it gains consensus in society. In order to maintain its existence,

the media unconsciously generalizes the interest that gained legitimate power to

dominate, as what is consistent with "the national interest" and tries to secure the

consent of ''the nation." To be exact, it is just like a quick act of jumping on the

bandwagon. Why does "the nation" inclusively become the target? It is because

this is that for which nonpartisanship of the media asks.

Then what is signified on the basis of the dominant ideology resulting from the

struggle comes to be understood as reality. It is a consequence that a system of

equivalence is achieved between language and reality. The system of equivalence is

secured through discourse, which has "the effect of sustaining certain 'closures,' of

establishing certain systems of equivalence between what could be assumed about the

world and what could be said to be true" (Hall, 1982, p. 75). The media can change

any event into social reality if it has at least the credibility and the discourse to do so,

if, in the wording ofHall (1982), it can render the event "naturalized" with ''the most

skilful and elaborate procedures of coding" (p. 76). This is because discourse has

continued to mount, not tightly though, by articulation one with another so far and is
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something into which all of the histories that have fonned society have been

precipitated as well as "a reservoir of themes and premises on which... broadcasters

could draw for the work of signifying new and troubling events" (Hall, 1982, p. 73).

In discourse, "the ideological frameworks and classifying schemes ofa society" (Hall,

1982, p. 72) continue to be re-produced unconsciously and without being noticed.

The audience corresponds to the reality constructed through reproduction in discourse

and are put "in a complicitous relationship of pragmatic knowledge to the 'reality' of

the discourse itself' (Hall, 1982, p. 75).

Cultural Studies oftoday

In that kind of process of change in his theory, Hall turns his attention to the

phenomenon that discourse "situates us as social actors or as a member of a social

group in a particular relation to the process and prescribes certain social identities for

us" (Hall, 1986/1996b, p. 40), and starts to take identity as "a 'production' which is

never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside,

representation" (Hall, 1990, p.222). He argues identities are produced/reproduced

with "difference" that results from the historical/cultural articulation through the

ideological struggle, or the struggle over meaning, in discourse. What is produced

from the effect of contradiction between identities and difference is discrimination.

It appears in various areas such as race, ethnicity, class and gender, and those who are

13



directed by the side of majority due to the result of the power relation are positioned

as "Other," or the side ofThem in an Us-Them relationship. The position of"Other"

continues to be fixed/naturalized as long as the power relationship is maintained.

Within this theory, Hall concludes, "Every regime of representation is a regime of

power formed" (Hall, 1990, p. 225).

The reason "Other" based on "difference" is important is that "Other" is

''fUndamental to the constitution of the self' (Hall, 1997, p. 237) in our daily lives.

Stereotyping in representing the "Other" is given as an aspect of the constitution of

the self Through stereotyping, the difference of the "Other" is exaggerated,

simplified, fixed and excluded. That difference is ambivalent and can be both

positive and negative. It negatively functions if, as aforementioned, it is filled with

contradiction and such. As a result, it can be "threatening, a site of danger, of

negative feelings, of splitting, hostility, and aggression towards the 'Other'" (Hall,

1997, p. 238). When the representation of the "Other" based on such a negative

differences becomes dominant/preferred in a society, specifically, discrimination

against the "Other" occurs in that society.
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CHAPTER 3

CONFIRMATION OF ARAI'S POSITION IN JAPANESE SOCIETY

Who is Shokei Arai?

Shokei Arai was born in 1948 in Osaka, Japan, to self-employed parents of

South Korean ancestry. He remained in Osaka until moving to Tokyo to prepare for

his second chance to take his entrance examinations after he failed the first for the

Department of Medicine at the University of Kyoto. In 1967 he was accepted to the

Department of Science at the University of Tokyo. This was at the height of student

movements in Japan and campus revolts occurred often at the university. He says in

his fIrst book, "Shinwa e no chosen" (A challenge to the myths) (Arai, 1983), he was

somewhat influenced by the movement, gave out handbills publicizing his opinions

and started to read the books of such philosophers as Marx. Finally, he became more

interested in economics, sociology and anthropology, and transferred to the

Department ofEconomics within the university.

In 1972, as soon as he graduated, he went to work for the iron manufacturing

company, Shin Nippon Seitetsu (Nippon Steel). He fIrst worked at the Hirohata

works in Himeji, Hyogo, but soon wrote an entrance examination to be a government

official, received informal assurance of employment from the Ministry of Finance,
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and started to work for it the next year, 1973. For two years from 1976, he was sent

on loan to the Ministry of Welfare and met Michio Watanabe, then Minister of

Welfare. Arai lectured on a tax system for medical doctors to Minister Watanabe

and they grew enough close to each other to meet for lunch at the minister's office.

In 1978, Arai was appointed superintendent of the tax office at Sakata, Yamagata. In

1980, Watanabe was assigned Minister of Finance and Arai was selected as one of his

secretaries.

In 1982, Arai left the Ministry of Finance for which he had worked ten years

and prepared to stand as candidate for the House of Representatives in the second

constituency of Tokyo. In November, however, a public secretary of one of the

candidates of the same constituency put black stickers bearing phrases like "North

Korean who has been naturalized in Japan since 1966" on the thousands of Arai's

posters around the area. This made Arai's background public. Later, and in

addition, copies of the Arai family register were anonymously sent to some leading

figures in the electoral district. Arai lost the next year's general election. In 1986,

however, he was first elected as member of the House of Representatives with the

support of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). Before he left the LDP in 1994, he

belonged to the faction ofNakasonelWatanabe. (Later this faction came to be called

just Watanabe because Arai's old Ministry of Finance connection, Michio Watanabe,
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took it over.)

In 1992, Arai appeared on television day after day urging two big~name LDP

politicians, Shin Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita, to resign. He was in the limelight

as a young standard~bearer of the political world. He severely criticized Kanemaru,

former vice-president of the LDP, for receiving five hundred million yen from a parcel

delivery company, Sagawa Kyubin (Sagawa Express) with links to organized crime.

Kanemaru was arrested for tax evasion, related to that "gift," in 1993. A group

called To no shinrai Imifuku 0 Imngaeru Imi (Group to Think ofRestoring Trust in the

LDP) formed by younger members of the LDP, including Arai, drove Kanemaru into a

comer and was successful in forcing his resignation from his position as a member of

the Diet. After that, Arai asked former Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita, who was

indirectly involved in the Sagawa Kyubin scandal, to leave the LDP.

In 1993, Arai formed a policy study group called Jiminto heisei kenkyukai. In

the same year, he organized another group, Shinsei Jiminto 0 tsukuru Imi, to renew the

LDP with not only younger LDP members but also younger independent Diet

members. In 1994, the latter evolved into a group called Riberaruzu, which planned

to leave the LDP to become an independent political party in support of Watanabe,

though Watanabe did not leave the LDP after all. Arai and four other of the LDP

members of Riberaruzu left the LDP and started the Liberal Party, taking leading

17



positions within it.

Later, Arai left the Liberal Party for the New Frontier Party. In 1997, he

returned to the LDP after winning his fourth election as an independent candidate and

left the 21 st Century Club to which he had belonged for a while. In December, it

became clear he might illegally have received money from a private company, and on

February 19, 1998, he, by his own hand, put an end to his life.

Why Arai needed to be naturalized

Arai was not treated as a Japanese citizen until 1966, although he was born and

raised in Japan. At eighteen years old he was naturalized as a Japanese citizen along

with his parents. In needing to present a reason for seeking the naturalization, Ami

expressed in an article by Sasaki (1983) in a magazine called Shukan Asahi, "I felt it

unreasonable that my parents did not even have the suffrage when I was in the higher

grades of elementary school and I started to persuade them to be naturalized claiming

that 'we should bear the responsibility for Japan so long as we live permanently here'

though they opposed it" (p. 162). It is necessary to mention here why Arai did not

automatically possess Japanese nationality though he was born in Japan. The

Japanese Nationality Law basically (and still) follows a principle of lineage. As

mentioned before, Arai's father and mother had South Korean ancestors. In other

words, they were descendants of South Koreans. However, both also were born and
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raised in Japan. In addition, and this point is very different from the case oftheir son,

both had automatically been treated as Japanese citizens from their births. In 1952,

however, they were divested of their Japanese nationality and formally became aliens

in Japan though, according to Lee (1981), all Koreans living in Japan were already

classified as aliens with the 1947 Alien Registration Law. That is why Arai, born the

year after the Registration Law, saw his parents had no right to vote. There are yet

more complicated reasons Arai's parents although born in Japan and treated as

Japanese citizens for a while required naturalization later.

They are these: The main cause of the case of Arai's parents could be the 1910

annexation of Korea by Japan. In 1910, the Japanese government set about

colonizing Korea and forced all Koreans to become Japanese citizens. Then, in 1939,

the National Manpower Mobilization Act was ordered because of the protracted war,

and hundreds of thousands of Koreans were involuntarily brought to Japan and forced

to work in the munitions plants, in coalmines and at other forms of hard labor. In

addition, many Korean women were brought to the frontlines as military prostitutes

and many died there. According to So (1999), it is also true Koreans voluntarily

flocked to Japan around all the time of annexation, not just at the time of the 1939

National Manpower Mobilization Act, to escape their poor lives in Korea. If things

had gone well, Korea's independence could have been achieved after Japan lost World
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War II; it was promised at the 1943 Cairo Conference. However, Korea was instead

divided at 38 degrees north latitude into two countries. The northern part was

occupied by the Soviet Union while the southern part was occupied by the United

States. In 1948, consequently, a country called the Democratic People's Republic of

Korea (North Korea) was founded in the northern part and a country called the

Republic of Korea (South Korea) was founded in the south. And in 1950, the

Korean War erupted.

Some of the Koreans who had been takenlhad come to Japan returned to Korea

after Japan lost the war. At least as many as 666,000 could or did not, however

(Kurihara, 1999). It may have been because only Japan formed the basis of their

livelihoods due to its thirty-six-year colonization. They may have felt uneasy about

(re)establishing livelihoods in Korea after giving up hard-earned positions in Japan.

In addition, they might have hesitated to return to Korea because their homeland was

now divided into two countries taking hostile attitudes towards each other because of

differences in political ideology. The Soviet Union, which ruled North Korea, was a

communist nation at the time while the United States, which ruled South Korea,

was/is a democratic nation, so eventually North Korea adopted communism while

South Korea adopted democracy. What was worse, it all came to a head and the

Korean War made return most unattractive. In Japan, Koreans who did not go back
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to their native countIy and stayed to live in Japan are generally called zainichi.

The Japanese government compulsorily granted Japanese national status to all

Koreans, forced them to speak Japanese as their native language, and foisted Japanese

names on them while colonizing Korea. In spite of this, the Japanese government

later stripped its Koreans of their Japanese nationality, taking advantage of the 1952

San Francisco Peace Treaty. Since that time, the government treated not only them

but also their zainichi offspring as aliens. Until 1992 they were obliged to be

fingerprinted once they turned sixteen. Even now they are required to always have

their Certificate of Alien Registration with them. Not all of the zainichi Koreans

have yet been given suffrage although all are obliged to pay taxes and follow the law.

Some organizations, such as Mindan (the Korean Residents Union in Japan), which

has been on the side of zainichi Koreans with South Korean nationality, and Soren

(the General Association of Korean Residents in Japan), which has been on the side of

zainichi Koreans with North Korean nationality, have helped zainichi Koreans when

dealing with the Japanese government as zainichi Koreans are often provided no

Japanese government services.

The aforementioned historical facts can effectively explain the reason Arai and

his parents became aliens in their own countIy and needed to be naturalized if they

hoped to gain Japanese nationality. It might not be too much to say that all the
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trouble the Arai family and other zainichi Koreans ever had living in Japan, as well as

the Korean War after the division of Korea, stem from the 1910 colonization of Korea

by Japan.

From what time have zainichi Koreans been considered "Others"?

It is true zainichi Koreans suffered severe discrimination at the hands of the

Japanese government. It is quite possible this developed from what is known to be

the Japanese exclusive culture, but it should be doubted such simple logic really

works on this case. There are historical views on Japanese contempt for Korea.

According to Yun (as cited in Suzuki, 1997), for example, the unsuccessful Hideyoshi

invasions of Korea in the sixteenth centuty directly induced Japan's contempt for

Korea. This was not the end of it. Certainly, in the views of Umezawa (1999),

Hasegawa (1999), and Iguchi (1999), Japan's encounter with the West strengthened

Japanese contempt for Korea.

Japan established diplomatic relations with a few countries such as the

Netherlands, Korea, and China even while it practiced a largely closed-door policy

between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries. Nevertheless, Japan basically

held the latter two nations, Korea and China, in contempt, its sense of superiority over

them possibly partly because Japan had already adopted a wide range of Western

academic disciplines from medicine to astronomy in the Dutch language on which its
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neighbors had not yet touched in those days. After the opening ofJapan to the world,

however, the Japanese identity was little by little dismantled by law-of-the-jungle

pressure from the powerful West. As a result, Japan became unsettled. Being

practical, the Japanese feared the West might colonize or overtake Japan. The

opening of Japan was carried out under unequal treaties with the U.S. and some other

Western nations because Japan did not yet have sovereignty and was not yet

recognized as a civilized nation in the international society of the time. In order to

protect Japan from external pressure and control by those countries, its government

officials came up with the idea they would make Japan unified as well as westernized,

or modernized/civilized, to catch up with the West. To accomplish this, they decided

they must bring the people together as one Japanese people with a slogan, "Rich

nation, strong anny." The Emperor system, a traditional authority based on the

Shinto religion, was employed. Pemaps because Japan was/is basically a

vertically-structured society, the sacredness and transcendency of the Emperor worked

well once he was placed at the center of power. According to Ito (1988), every

Japanese citizen became a member of Japan with the family register system that

started later. This made the Japanese people conscious of their nation and

determined they became Japanese citizens under the Emperor. Consequently, a plan

that Japan would invade Korea and Manchukuo (part ofChina), the areas most looked
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down upon by Japan, would spread the authority of the Emperor of Japan via the

family system used to unite the Japanese or Japan itself, in Korea and Manchukuo as

well in order to stand against the West was raised within the Japanese government.

Korea became the first target, possibly because the theory ofconquering Korea, called

Seikan-ron, already popillar all over Japan, supported it, or because the government

worried Russia might advance southward and thought Korea geographically would be

the best buffer. In 1875, the Japanese government re-established, through use of

force, diplomatic relations with Korea under an unfair treaty. That fixed the position

of each country: Japan became "the strong" while Korea was "the weak" (Suzuki,

1999, p. 66). Moreover, the ideology of a rigid four-layer caste system, established

in the Edo period between 1603 and 1867, was deeply ingrained in the Japanese mind

even after it was abolished when Japan was unified, and the Koreans were, in the

words ofKajimura (1983/1992a), "forced to physically stand in the very bottom ofthe

stratified ranking that has the Emperor as the top" (p. 153) even though there were

even Japanese, eta and hihin, prohibited from entering the caste system because their

occupations were considered taboo in Buddhist and Shintoist belief Such a societal

structure having Koreans at the bottom appears firm grounding for an ideology of

contempt for Korea.

Conversely, another theory-that the Japanese are ethnically mixed
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people--also appeared perhaps partly because an idea already existed that the

Japanese and Koreans share a common ancestry. According to Oguma (1995), the

theory further purports the Japanese are people resulted from an assimilation between

North and South Asian races. Those then in North and South Asia, who are related

by birth to the Japanese, can easily assimilate with the Japanese; it is a return home

for the Japanese to advance to those areas. As mentioned, Japan chose to be

civilized and modernized, taking the West as its model. Korea at the same time

resisted opening itself to the West and tried to keep its door closed to the world

resisting pressure to do so. Perhaps because of such an attitude, as also mentioned,

Japan considered Korea its inferior and decided it was not good for the Koreans, who

after all had the same ancestors as the Japanese, to remain un-westernized. The

Japanese came to the decision that Korea should throw in its lot with Japan and they

would westernize together. The idea can be viewed from the angle of sympathy and

assistance. As Kajimura (1964/1992b) points out, however, it came about while

Japan was looking down on Korea and it is needless to say the idea even in a sense

strengthened contempt for Korea.

The theories of conquering Korea and of Japanese mixed ethnicity, both of

which reinforced contempt for Korea, were spread and infused into Japanese society

mainly via newspapers. Therefore the 1910 annexation of Korea by Japan was
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justified and taken for granted even among the ordinary Japanese (Suzuki, 1997;

Watanabe, 2003). The consistent view of Korea by some intellectuals such as

Yukichi Fukuzawa, Shigenobu Okuma, and Shoin Yoshida, must have contributed to

it greatly. Contempt for Korea was the very logic shared among the then Japanese

intellectuals and even took on an aggressive and insulting shade ofmeaning.

In Korea, after the annexation, Japanese police and military police worked

together carrying out militaristic and despotic rule, and dominating every area in

government, economy, ideology, and culture. For instance, they cracked down on

every meeting as well as speech activity by Koreans and forced Japanese education

upon them. .In addition, they appropriated their land. Any activity by Japan, set up

to be favorable to Japan, was legalized. According to Iguchi (1999), the assimilation

was never one accomplished on the basis of"indiscriminate equality" (p. 57); rather it

was an "assimilation with discrimination" (p. 57).

Finally, Koreans formed the March First Independence Movement in 1919.

Until then, the Japanese government had completely ignored the existence ofKoreans

and devoted all its energies to defeating the country. Then, it was its goal to

assimilate all Koreans. Notwithstanding, disgruntled Koreans stood up and put

together the March First Independence Movement against Japan based on their

"otherness" (Watanabe, 2003, p. vi). As Watanabe (2003) puts it, the movement was
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the very occurrence that fundamentally shook Japan's framework consisting of the

relationship between the Japanese and "Others." After confrontation with the

movement, the Japanese government could not help changing its way of governing

Korea. Even so, skirmishes and terrorism against Japan continued. In Japan itself,

communists as well as anarchists appeared among the Koreans living there. They

also launched political movements, but the Japanese government suppressed these

more effectively.

In 1923, tragedy took place. A rumor that Koreans (living in Japan) had rioted,

set fires, and thrown poison into wells everywhere spread over Japan as soon as the

Kanto earthquake occurred. Because of this, as many as 6,500 Koreans living in the

Kanto area of Japan were massacred by not only the Japanese army and police but

also jikeidan (vigilante groups), which were formed by ordinary people. Finally,

Japan had come to eliminate the existence of the otherness of the Koreans by means

ofmassacre, no longer assimilation.

At fIrst (centuries ago), "Others" for the Japanese were limited to a small number,

including the Koreans, and before Japan's opening to the world they must not have

seemed so powerful as to shake Japanese identity. Once Japan met the West,

however, the number of "Others" for the Japanese increased and Japan could not help

selecting a way to stand up to the all-powerful West in one body. Furthermore, the
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theory of conquering Korea and that of Japanese of mixed ethnicity led Japan to

justifY annexing Korea in order to expand its power base. In order to complete the

extension of this power, Japan adopted the Emperor system based on family structure.

As Iguchi (1999) says, to put forth the idea assimilation more concretely, Japan

emphasized in its policy of assimilation that Korea would fuse with and assimilate

into Japan because, after all, Korea and Japan are neighbors and have shared the same

kind ofculture from ofold. Japan at the same time seems to have understood that its

colonization policy, which eventually aimed at Korea's assimilation into Japan, was

quite different from that of the western nations it attempted to mimic, which went no

further than colonization. As Oguma (1995) explains, to be precise there were no

clear differences in the area of culture, such as religion, between Korea and Japan as

seen between western nations and their colonies, and moreover the Koreans and

Japanese racially bear a close resemblance to each other; the difference between the

two can be seen only in that produced by national ideological dissimilarity and Japan

thought such a difference could be eliminated without difficulty. Consequently, it

may be that Japan tried limiting "Others" only to the West by eliminating the

eliminate-able differences of the Koreans, namely the unique Korean national

characteristics, and then by removing the existence of the Koreans themselves just

after the Kanto earthquake.
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Japan had tried eliminating the existence of the otherness of the Koreans by all

means, by military power especially, but a change occurred in the relationship

between the Koreans and the Japanese after Japan lost the war in 1945. As Nomura

(1996) says, Japan's defeat brought "liberation" to the Koreans and a zainichi Korean

expresses her feelings at that time: "I was happy" (p. 249). All Koreans had been

obligated to become Japanese until Japan lost the war, but they did not need to do so

any longer. Perhaps as a reaction against the oppression they experienced, at Japan's

defeat, as Nomura (1996) mentions, some of the zainichi Koreans committed outrages

against the Japanese, started labor disputes, and made quick money on the black

market; such behaviors were considered deviant and out of control. In these ways,

the Koreans started to expose their existence as "Others" again. Moreover, their

otherness was different from that of before Japan's defeat, marking yet again the

everlasting relationship between Korea and Japan, and enough something to inspire

dread in Japan and eventually to be deemed dangerous elements. Therefore, the

Japanese began to exercise extreme cautiousness toward the zainichi Koreans, forcing

them to be fingerprinted and to carty their Certificates of Alien Registration, and

trying to "hold them down" by making it clear zainichi Koreans were different than

the Japanese. Furthermore, the Japanese refused to accept any requests of Koreans

who were trying to get jobs, to obtain loans from banks, or to rent a flat if they knew
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they were Koreans. Japan had at this point lost any power to eliminate Koreans'

eliminate-able differences such as ideology and also their very existence as was done

at the time of the Kanto earthquake once it turned into a defeated nation. Therefore,

Japan tried this time eliminating their existence as "Others" by "enclosing" (Nomura,

1996, p. 251), which how Nomura puts it.

However, the zainichi Koreans tried to free themselves from the "enclosure"

one after another by making it clear they were Koreans. As Park (1999) points out,

the zainichi Koreans became an existence that could no longer be ignored. They

themselves had already (in 1970) made a strong appeal to the public to abolish any

discrimination in various areas such as hiring. In addition, they started a movement

to resist the fmgerprinting system in 1980. As a result, some national clauses that

prevented zainichi Koreans from receiving the benefits the Japanese received in such

areas as hiring, pensions and social security were eliminated and the fingerprinting

system was also abolished perhaps because of Japan's ratification with the

International Human Rights Agreement. The Convention relating to the Status of

Refugees drew international attention also to those campaigns by the zainichi Koreans.

That is, zainichi Koreans worked to improve not only the relationship between

themselves and Japanese but to abolish the discriminating structure in place by

inviting criticism from the world for Japan's exc1usionism.
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In 1988, the Olympic Games were held in Seoul, South Korea. In the rest of

the world, the 1989 revolutions in Eastern Europe were of significance. In

November 1989 the Berlin Wall collapsed and the next year East Germany and West

Germany were united. With this unification, cracks appeared within the eastern bloc.

At last, in 1991, the Soviet Union fell and the Cold War came to an end. Some

changes occurred in Japan as well around the zainichi Koreans once the 1990s began.

Some zainichi Koreans now played active roles in society with their Korean names,

although it had been natural for them before to use their Japanese names in public.

Furthermore, a boom of popular songs and TV dramas from South Korea occurred in

China at the end of the 90's and the word hanryu was coined to mean this boom.

Since then, hanryu has "broken out" in some nations of East Asia such as Hong Kong,

Taiwan, Vietnam, Singapore and Mongolia, and eventually it also came to Japan.

Hanryu took effect instantly in Japan too. Among the Japanese, South Korean

popular songs have been established as a music genre called K-pop. South Korean

films and TV dramas are always in the news. According to Kim (2002), hanryu

includes a variety of areas from musicals, online games and cooking to fashion,

popular novels and food/drink besides TV dramas, films and popular songs and covers

all popular culture. It is no exaggeration to say the South Korean culture itself has

won popularity allover East Asia including Japan.
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According to an article in the Japanese magazine, Keizaikai ("Hamyu," 2004), a

news commentator did not hide hislher astonishment, saying, "Our generation cannot

wtderstand and believe it" (p. 46), when slhe saw Japanese women gathering arowtd a

South Korean popular actor who came to Japan. As a whole, however, the Japanese

came to be fond of K-pop and South Korean TV dramas and films, all of which are

from the mother country of most of the zainichi Koreans, after due recognition of

these products' otherness. The phenomenon must have occurred not only because of

changes in the world situation but also since the transformation by zainichi Koreans

of the social structure within Japan provided the Japanese the groundwork for

acceptance of Koreans' national characteristics. Moreover, those changes in the

world as well as in Japan might be said to have greatly contributed to the new

Japanese attitude of favorable acceptance of the zainichi Koreans, whose existence

had once been denied. Japan has not yet established diplomatic relations with North

Korea due to some relics of the Cold War such as the kidnapping of Japanese citizens

by North Koreans. A good relationship with South Korea is enjoyed in Japan,

however, especially due to interaction through hanryu. Consequently, Japanese

feelings for the Koreans are clearly bipolarized on the basis of the border that

politically divides Korea in two, and it can be said that not only the South Koreans but

also the zainichi Koreans are no longer "Others" as based on the contempt
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perpetuated since the 1919 March First Independence Movement. The North

Koreans can still be presumed to be "Others."
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CHAPTER 4

ARAI'S NATURE: WHAT KIND OF "OTHER" HE WAS

No word "setback" in Arai's dictionary?

Arai was born into one of the discriminated-against classes in Japan, as one of

the peculiar "Others." In addition, it can be imagined that the discrimination Arai

faced was bad enough to be visible because, according to Kang (1998), Arai revealed,

when asked by one of his secretaries, Seiko Ishihara, the crooked ring finger of his

left hand was due to the bullying he suffered at junior high school. Nevertheless,

Arai's successes in life, such as attending the University ofTokyo and changing from

a salaried worker to a government official of the Ministry of Finance, are surprising

given his first failure on the university entrance exams as well as his unsuccessful bid

in that first election. As well, according to Kubo (1998), one of Arai's friends says

Arai failed an entrance examination for a junior high school, and according to

Nakagawa (1998), there was a rumor he could not get permission to work for the

Ministry of Finance though he had been given an informal assurance of employment

at the Ministry of International Trade and Industry just before he graduated from

university: In fact, he may have experienced many setbacks. In any event, Arai's

advancement was achieved in only about ten years. What sort of person was this
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Ami who accomplished such a feat?

A leader ofmatchless valor, in a sense

Kang (1998) asked some of Arai's high school friends for some stories about

Arai after his death: Motoko Michiura relates, "I remember well that Mr. Arai's

school record started to go well as soon as he went forward from the 11 th grade. One

ofmy friends said that Arai is working hard because he thinks he has no other choices

but the one to aim to become a doctor if he tries to live in Japan" (p. 113), Kazuyoshi

Kimura states, "He seemed to always have strained himself aspiring to strong power

(in the future) since he was at high school" (p. 114), and Akio Suzuki reveals, "Arai

always had an eye on the top. He started to say, 'I will be the president!' as soon as

he began to work for Shin Nippon Seitetsu (Nippon Steel)" (p. 113). In addition,

Kang (1998) offers, "He, at any rate, wanted to achieve greatness hastily" (p. 113) as

a common theme to everything Arai's friends provided. Here, Arai's strong ambition

can be seen. Arai himself in fact admitted he had a strong will to rise in the world

(Sasaki, 1983). Moreover, Arai was a babyboomer. Given this fact, Nagao ("Arai

Shokei daigishi," 1998) estimates Arai's intense ambition resulted from this social

factor saying, "[Babyboomers] have overwhelmingly tons of people who are the same

age as they. In the excessive competition [arising due to the large number of the

same generation], they are divided into two types: One of the types fights out the
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competition and are rapidly promoted while those from the other tum their back on

the competition and aim to become specialists. Arai was in the former type" (p. 32).

Arai's wife, Mariko (Arai, 1998), relates after Arai's death, "[Whenever Arai did

anything] from tennis, golf, basketball and judo to roller skating, he worked on it after

he studied how to cope with it and equipped himself with a theory on it. He was the

sort of person who does not like that he cannot do anything others can do" (p. 33).

Also, Oshima (1998) mentions after he revealed Arai directly telephoned to ask he be

given a chance to argue against an article by a commentator Susumu Nishibe carried

in a magazine called Seiron, "I knew later that the more difficult and tricky is the

problem Mr. Arm faces, the more increased is his fighting spirit" (p. 189). It can also

be inferred that Arai's ambition worked itself out in all areas on the basis of his

powerful hating-to-Iose characteristics. In fact, his obstinate nature can be seen in an

episode Ito (2001) introduces in which Arai did not listen to Toshihiro Yanagiya, an

early member of the B&B Club (the B&B Club will be explained in detail later),

saying, "You can win by losing, can't you?" (p. 152) when Arai criticized Shin

Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita. Mariko (Arai, 1998) finds Arm a person who

hated flattering people and never changed his attitude according to the person. Also,

Arai himself declares in his aforementioned book (Arm, 1983), "I won't change my

attitude according to the person as well as hislher position" (p. 62). According to
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Nakagawa (1998), a government official of the Ministry of Finance saw Arai as the

sort of person who continues to say, "I think like this. This way is right. Why

don't you think in this way?" (p. 122) Arai might have had it as one of his policies

that he persistently remained consistent. Arai, too, moved from party to party after

his criticism of Shin Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita. So he was taunted with the

label, "stray bird in the political world." According to Tahara (1998), Arai insisted,

"All of my behaviors can be explained" (p. 160), that is, they are reasonable, every

time he was criticized in that way. Mariko (Arai, 1998) reveals such actions were

due merely to Arai's faithfulness to the policies he needed to carry out and cites an

episode in the same article in which Arai told her he would not appear on TV because

he was not confident in his policies of the time.

Probably because of such strength of character, Arai was negatively perceived:

In the words of Kang (1998), "[He is] arrogant and proud, and does not listen to

others" (p. 114). However, some acquaintances have disclosed episodes that may

wipe out such an image. According to Ito (2001), Toshihiro Yanagiya, the

previously mentioned ex-member of the B&B Club, claims Arai is not the sort of

person who looks down on people, and Ito (2001) himself states as well that Arai tried

to associate with both the voters and his supporters on equal terms. Additionally,

Arai gave up objecting to the aforementioned Nishibe article in the end despite the
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fact that he completed an article against it after re-writing it, though not quite

satisfactorily. Oshima (1998) reveals, on the basis of Arai's case in the matter of

Nishibe's article, that Arai also had a modest side, giving this example: Arai said the

reason he put many citations of famous scholars in the re-written article was, "I do not

have either originality or trust in my words" (p. 189).

Warugaki of the Ministry of Finance

"[Arai] goes forward rapidly even if he gets others under his thumb once he

decides, 'I will do it,' only because he, kind of, severely feels inferior. It is true that

he has a lot of guts and is dependable, really. The other way around, however, he

may mercilessly smash the people who defY him that way. So he was not a

government official-type person from the beginning." This is the comment of a

bureaucrat ofthe Ministry of Finance carried in an article by Nakagawa (1998, p. 118).

What can be taken from it is that Ami's furious ambition might have backfired in the

Ministry of Finance where, in the words of Kaimai (1998), "'the order of rank and

class' is the most strictly put into practice" (p. 172) and made him ill at ease. This

guess is supported in an account by Nakagawa (1998): "Ami's way often came into

conflict with a long-running custom, the order, namely, ofthe Ministry of Finance" (p.

118). In his aforementioned book (Arai, 1983) Arai recalls he himself objected to

the methods of the Ministry of Finance and reveals, "I was all-out disliked" (p. 76).
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For example, he suggested they introduce a shift work system at the Diet because he

got impatient aimlessly standing by while politicians were replying and was told,

"You are sassy" (Arai, 1983, p. 77). In addition, Yamada (1998) writes Arai is a rare

type of government official because he clearly expressed his ideas. This explanation

by Oshima (1998) says it all: "Mr. Arai was an out of the ordincuy existence among

the 17 colleagues who entered the ministry at the same period" (p. 195). As already

mentioned Arai gave lectures on a tax system for medical doctors to the then Minister

of Welfare, Michio Watanabe, but furthermore, Arai's skill in presenting the lectures,

according to Oshima (1998), was great enough to make the then president of the

Japan Medical Association, Taro Takemi, who was the targeted audience member to

win over, dislike Arai, calling him one of the "red government officials" (p. 195).

Arai seems to have come to an awareness on his own that he was an extraordinary

character because he calls himself warngaki (bad boy) in his first book, "Shinwa e no

chosen" (Arai, 1983).

Because of the constraints, it must have been a good experience for him to get

out of the Ministry ofFinance as head ofthe Sakata Tax Office at the age of28 and be

able to work as he liked. In fact, he says in his first book (Arai, 1983), "I had the

time ofmy life at Sakata while I worked for the Ministry ofFinance" (p. 74). One of

the things he did at Sakata was tax the farm products there; he settled on imposition of
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a four-way tax on the fann products though he quarreled with the people of the

Agricultural Cooperative Association over it. According to Nakagawa (1998), Arai

personally conducted direct negotiations with the leading members of the Agricultural

Cooperative Association though it is usual for chiefs of the tax office ("on loan" so to

speak) to do nothing that might cause friction. Nakagawa (1998) also relates that the

leading members of the Agricultural Cooperative Association, who had direct

negotiations with Arai, were impressed by the tax office head because Arai had an

enough political ability to win his point and was seen as "dynamic, brave and

majestic" (p. 123) in the eyes of Suzuki (a fictitious name), who was an elementary

school student there at that time. It might be partly because there was the Ministry

of Finance behind Arai that the person was seen so by the boy at that point in time.

According to Nakagawa (1998), the reason the Ministry of Finance makes every

career bureaucrat like Arai take on the position of head of a tax office is "to make

them feel how authoritative the existence of the Ministry of Finance is" (p. 119).

Inose (1983) gives another reason: "The Ministry of Finance wants to develop every

career bureaucrat's sense of mission that they are people who are of great service to

the nation" (P. 257) and discloses that they are first showed to the top seat in a

banquet hall and get used to it while they go on loan as heads of tax offices. Arai

seems to have received not-quite-such treatment when he was sent to Sakata. As a
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proof, Furutachi (1998) retells a story Arai told his friend as one of his memories at

the time of acting as chief of the Sakata Tax Office. The story reads that although

Arai sat in the center of a banquet hall because he got to the hall early, he was made

move to the comer and the mayor of Sakata and some local politicians took his place.

Arai gave Inose (1983) the bureaucratic system as the other reason (the first being "I

admire Michio Watanabe") he left the Ministry of Finance and also expressed to the

writer his criticism against the feudalistic order within the Ministry of Finance.

However, he might have been sufficiently shocked by the fact there is a "bigger

existence" than the Ministry of Finance, which has enough authority to be called the

"Ministry of Ministries," to regale one of his friends with such a reminiscence. The

bigger existence might, in no small way, have tickled Arai's ambition. Later, Arai

turned to this bigger existence to obtain a position that allowed him to sit in the center

ofboth banquet halls and meetings.

This might be a digression, but Arai carried out something unheard-of also in

his private life while he worked for the Ministry of Finance: It was his wedding with

Mariko and the attendance of their first-born son. Mariko and Arai were already

going to have the son when Arai started to work for the Ministry of Finance in 1973.

Arai entered the ministry keeping it secret from everyone of the ministry, but the

couple found they were going to have another baby (their second son) after Mariko
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gave birth to their first son in the summer of 1973. Arai realized the dangers of

keeping this secret and he and his parents talked about it with the then chief of the

Budget Bureau to which Arai belonged at that time. Consequently, it was decided

they would have a wedding in April 1974. According to Arai (1983) himself,

everyone at the wedding was utterly surprised when the wife of the chief of the

Budget Bureau came out holding the first son after one ofArai's colleagues gave her a

signal. Oshima (1998) says it was only Arai, even as of 1998, who had a wedding

attended by the child ofthe couple since the beginning of the Ministry of Finance.

Ryoma "warugaki" Sakamoto ofthe Heisei era

The "Ryoma Sakamoto of the Heisei era" was what Arai called himself to

compare himself to Ryoma Sakamoto, a patriot who contributed to the Meiji

Restoration, brought the unification of Japan to fruition and appealed to the public,

with some young Diet members, for political reforms. Arai openly criticized the

aforementioned powerful figures, Shin Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita, of the LDP

to which he also belonged and succeeded in making Shin Kanemaru resign. Sasaki

(1998) takes such an action by Arai and the others as such: "It itself was extremely

impressive" (p. 237). He summarizes Arai's general activity as a Diet member:

"[Arai's activity] was seen in the situation where he sharply pursues the responsibility

ofpoliticians more than in the quiet discussion for reforming various systems" (Sasaki,
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1998, p. 237), and thinks highly of his activity in the fonner because he showed up

the problem of "politics and money" and pushed it to a primary task for political

refonn. In fact, Arai was replaced in his position as a director of the Committee of

Foreign Affairs because he appeared on a special television program just after Noboru

Takeshita was summoned when he was supposed to attend an infonnal gathering for

discussion by the directors of the committee. Ami was also then a warugaki (bad

boy) in the political world.

First of all, his warugaki behavior can be somewhat understood in light of his

view on the Sagawa Kyubin scandal. According to his second book "'Heisei no ran'

o okose" (Launch the War ofHeisei) (Arai, 1993) in which he wrote his various views

on the scandal, he and other like-minded Diet members thought remodeling the

structure within the LDP was necessary in order to prevent such a scandal from

happening in the future. They appealed to the public for structural refonns by

criticizing Shin Kanemaru. That is, they took the scandal as a problem of the

structure of the LDP, not as the problem ofthe individual, Shin Kanemaru.

What was the structure of the LDP that produced such a scandal? Arai (1993)

calls it in brief the "dual structure of power," which indicates that some factions that

work as "back power," are immanent in the LDP though the LDP is one political party

and even has political influence as "front power." The "dual structure of power" is
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the "dual structure of front power and back power" to be exact. (The internal

conditions of the LDP will be explored in more detail later.) In fact, and

nevertheless, it was powerful Diet members who individually held back power.

Moreover, it depended on how successfully they could raise funds. The originator of

making use of back power was Kakuei Tanaka, but Shin Kanemaru succeeded him

and was a good example of Diet members who exercised back power. Shin

Kanemaru obtained political influence by collecting money, and maintained his

political influence by distributing it to members of the faction to which he belonged.

As a result, he came to have not only influence on the personal affairs ofparties out of

power but also enough power to choose a prime minister in the LDP. Such a

structure that enables back power to be rampant is sustained by the flow of money.

Arai and others made the Sagawa Kyubin scandal a starting place for reforms, and

even drafted a bill to prohibit Diet members from giving and taking money perhaps

because the group felt this kind of scandal would be repeated unless the flow of

money was stopped. The group also acted to break down intra-Diet/factorial politics

and introducing a voting system under which voters could directly choose a prime

minister. As an aside, Diet members who held back power such as Kakuei Tanaka

and Shin Kanemaru were called "shadow shoguns," borrowing the words of

ScWesinger (1997).
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What the politicians oftoday need: Their own words

Probably because Arai could not stand the overuse of back power in Japanese

politics any longer, he also criticized locked-room or "in camera" politics in which

back power is fully exercised, and strongly demanded "openness" in politics in his

second book, "'Heisei no ran' 0 okose" (Arai, 1993). He insisted every decision

should be open to the public and be confirmed via debate not only among Diet

members but also between Diet members and the Japanese citizens, whether or not

made on the basis of selfish/factorial interests. And he claims in his third book,

"Erochikku na seiji" (Erotic Politics) (Arai, 1994) that all political parties should be

skilled in debate. That is, Arai appealed to the public for the restoration of words in

politics and stated it is essential especially for the politicians who ought to be leading

the people by such recovery. Even when Arai criticized Noboru Takeshita, for

example, he deplored the situation: The speeches of politicians had come not to be

trusted and that every matter had been decided anyway through locked-room

groundwork, not through discussion. He expressed his view that the biggest problem

in politics was to regain trust in discussion (Arai, 1992). From another aspect, and in

addition, he stated in a lecture meeting that words such as "Liberty, Equality and

Fraternity" moved the world during the time of the French Revolution and "Marxism,

Exploitation, Solidarity and Proletariat" moved it just seventy or so years ago and
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offered that politicians were in trouble because nowadays there are no such words

which move people (Arai, 1994, pp. 123-125). According to the minutes of the

lecture meeting, he concludes it is significant that politicians look for their own

expressions as a solution to regaining their own words. Arai thought that much of

the words of politicians. Nishibe's article proves it: Arai gave up refuting what was

said because he could not trust his own words. Arai at this point was sti11100king for

his own words.

Arai's political ideology

The reason Arai insisted on the importance of words in order to adopt

"openness" and "discussion" in politics must have been based on the

liberal/democratic political ideology he cherished as his ideal. He understood Japan

had maintained its identity with the liberal/democratic ideology, however, merely

because the country was part of the western bloc that took the liberal/democratic

ideology as its ideal under the Cold War. Furthermore, he also noticed the

liberalism/democracy that infiltrated postwar Japan was not the one established by the

Japanese themselves, and pointed out that the meaning of liberalism/democracy is

taken in Japan as "liberty is 'economic liberty' and democracy implies everyone

becomes well off" (Arai, 1994, pp. 19-20). This Japanese selfish interpretation came

about in the process of high economic growth, and Arai confessed in his third book
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(Arai, 1994) he felt there is a trap inherent in a society that intensifies economic

interests. But now the ideological confrontation between conservatism and

liberalism had collapsed with the end of the Cold War. Arai (1993) warned that

Japan had come to face an identity crisis and needed to re-identify itself and insisted

that Japanese traditional values, such as "religious customs, consciousness of the

Confucian physical constitution and the Emperor system, human relations, national

consciousness, and peasant consciousness" (pp. 128-129), the Japanese originally held

with the aim of distinguishing themselves from others in the deepest ways were

necessary in coordination with the liberalism/democracy that had been reconstructed

in the Japanese way. This would bolster the Japanese original new conservatism,

recognize what Japan is, significantly encourage the Japanese to reconsider the family,

and make political values not economic outcomes as in the past, but an ideology for

the future (Arai, 1993).

One of the reasons Arai came to embrace the Japanese original new conservative

ideology that includes the reconsideration of the family might have been his

earnestness toward Confucianism. Mari1m tells Ito (200I) she was surprised when

Arai said, "I want to become a priest" (p. 147), while working as a governmental

official. In his second book (Arai, 1993), he actually refers to the problem of

succession on the strength ofone of the Confucian concepts called xiao, and although
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he knew he would receive criticism, suggests legalization of the family estate system,

which requires the worship ofancestors.

In addition, Arai speaks very highly of the family-ism of Confucianism in a

conversation with Nobuyuki Kaji, a leader of Confucian studies in Japan, printed in a

magazine called Seiron (Ami & Kaji, 1995). Both recognized the individualism that

came to postwar Japan had changed into egoism and spoiled the country. In order to

control it, the family-ism of Confucianism that originated in East Asia (including

Japan) was thought effective. Moreover, they agreed the Japanese could then share a

history and promote the rebirth of a Japan of the East by worshiping their ancestors

and believing in those ancestors' souls.

At the same time, they put forward a review of the view of death and life

together with the reconsideration of Confucian family-ism. Arai denied the values

of perennial youth, eternal life, and immortality offering it is more human to say

human beings die in course of time. He might have come to espouse such an idea

because, though he refers to this in both his second book (Arai, 1993) and this talk

with Nobuyuki Kaji for Seiron (Arai & Kaji, 1995), he was greatly impressed with a

Jorge Luis Borges short story he read in his youth, "El Aleph," which concludes it

means a great deal for people to live because people die. For Arai, it is not until

ancestors and their descendants are connected with each other, though there is a death
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as a premise, that life can exist, as he takes life as, "a link that connects innumerable

passed-away ancestors with innumerable future descendants" (p. 130), in his first

book (Arai, 1983). Therefore, death, for him, must not have been a phenomenon

about which to superficially talk; rather, it must have been a concept to be understood

as sacred. In Japan, however, talking about and thinking of death tends to be

avoided because there is a notion it is good to live long. In this culture, Arai

provided a concrete plan to understanding death, agreeing with Kaji that education on

death is necessary in Japan. Arai thought it best to die in one's house and explains

that the rest of the family can feel death really happens when watching a family

member die (Arai & Kaji, 1995). Even for the member who is watched to his/her

last moment, according to Arai, his/her death is a solemn ceremony to close that life

and it is ideal to pass away after leaving last words while the rest of the family

members are present at the deathbed, not to die like an animal after admittance to a

hospital ICU (Arai & Kaji, 1995).

Arai never said Japan needed to instate Confucianism as a national religion.

However, he seemed not to have taken Confucianism independently of politics

because he implies it works best to use Confucianism to govern Japan, as the nation

happens to be within the sphere of Confucian culture. Arai's view of politics could

not help, it seems, being influenced by Confucianism because he suggested the
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reconstruction of the identity of Japan should be done in the Japanese way. He

thought it was not until the Japanese learned the preciousness of life in each family

and recognized the connection between ancestor and descendant that Japan could

realize its unique identity as a nation. He must have expected the reconstruction of

Japanese identity would have a positive effect not only in the area of the economy in

Japan but also in bringing about the development and continuation of Japan as a

nation. He came to think the Japanese might have to be ready for the ultimate: death

for Japan's development and ultimate continuation. Also, perhaps because he

thought he himself needed to indicate some determination to the Japanese citizens to

begin with as one of its politicians who are torchbearers of the future of Japan, he

came to impose a task on himself to die for Japan.

A politician determined to die

As Oshima (1998) says, "I think there are no politicians who like the word

'death' and use it as much as Mr. Arai" (p. 189), and Seiichi Ota, who acted for

political reforms with Arai, also gives evidence in an article by Suzuki (1998): "What

differentiates Arai from other politicians was that [Arai] always had 'death' as the last

choice" (p. 140). Arai was a rare politician who immoderately spoke of "death."

And he inevitably had a nation, Japan, following "death."

Arai often cited Max Weber's political concept, "the monopoly on the
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legitimate use of physical force," in his books and his lectures. He interprets the

concept as "having the power to kill people legitimately" in one of his lectures for a

company called Nemic-Lambda (Arai, 1994). Although he says in his first book

(Arai, 1983), "I feel dissatisfied with discussing an individual life connecting with a

nation at a bound" (pp. 170-171), and also flatly denied the war saying, "No more

war" (p. 171), he started to relate "death" even to politics using the content of an

address by former U.S. president George Bush in the time of the Gulf War affirming

the use of force in a political context. He (Bush and then Arai) felt the lives lost in

such a context can be seen as political death, not as individual deaths, and lead to a

regeneration. That is, Arai started to speculate upon the "last way" for Japan's

continuation because he came to think Japanese citizens needed to be resolved to give

their lives for Japan's continuation and what should be protected for it when Japan

inevitably found itself in serious straits, such as when urged to choose to/not to

continue to exist as a nation in time ofwar. Arai did say, however, these must be the

last words in a political context for any politician to ask the citizens-to give their

lives for something-and insisted politicians must also have something to die for (be

willing to die themselves) in order to ask this of the Japanese people.

It has already been mentioned that Arai called himself "Ryoma Sakamoto ofthe

Heisei era." Ryoma Sakamoto was, for Arai, one of the people who accomplished a
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political death, though he attained it by being assassinated, and Arai takes that

Ryoma's life was given to the nation. Arai must have determined from this not only

what a politician should be but also what he could die for. It was a nation, the same

as Ryoma's, for which Arai could give his life. Arai came to take a politician as "an

occupation of 'death'" on the basis of the recognition that the person who is not

determined to give his/her life for the nation is not qualified to become a politician

and, according to his second book (Arai, 1993), acknowledges suicide as a politician's

self-expression in the aforementioned lecture for Nemic-Lambda. It is no wonder

then for Arai with such an image of a politician in mind to be struck that Shin

Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita were unsuitable politicians. In a weekly magazine

called Shukan Bunshun (Arai, 1992), Arai not only criticizes the groundwork politics

that caused distrust of politicians among the Japanese citizens but also indirectly

points out that Noboru Takeshita was lacking in the attitude a politician required-to

be resolved to give his life for the nation-giving the example of Ryoma Sakamoto

after his position was changed because he skipped the aforementioned informal

gathering of the Committee of Foreign Affairs and appeared on TV. In addition, he

persists that the distrust of politicians among Japanese citizens occurred because

politicians were not determined to die for the nation and even concludes that it is one

of the ways of regaining the trust of citizens for politicians to show by example their
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way ofliving as well as dying.

A politician and kabuki player

According to an article in the weekly magazine Shukan Asahi ("Taibo

kyodaku," 1998), a person concerned with the LDP compared Arai's attitude for

political reforms to that of a kabuki player, not to that ofRyoma Sakamoto. Actually,

not a few people called Arai's political activity a "performance" and set a high

valuation upon it. Arai was good at speaking, a necessity for politicians (Park, 1999).

Park offers an episode for the article of Kang (1998) as an example: After the

aforementioned black sticker case, Arai made speeches to urge Japanese citizens to

create a society that gives everyone a chance to do anything slbe wants using the

phrase, "discrimination as a spring" (p. 114), incessantly. The audience wept in

sympathy with him.

According to Ito (2000), however, there were many lies in Arai's early speeches

but he had a first-class ability to patch up most. Nevertheless, there were some he

could not because of the remarks ofothers, though no one really knows the truth. As

mentioned before, for example, Arai made it public he was naturalized as a Japanese

citizen by persuading his parents to go through the process with him, and, according

to Kang (1998), he also told those around him he himself pressed his parents for this.

However, Kang (1998) reveals, on the basis of an article of a national paper, Arai's
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father stated the Arai family had a talk to decide whether all of family members

should be naturalized together because they were self-employed and experienced a

variety of handicaps due to nationality and Arai agreed with the family decision.

Park (1999) thinks as well it was not Arai who began to talk about naturalization and

even discloses that the national paper with which Arai's father talked was one called

Mainichi Shimbun. As for the time of naturalization, moreover, Arai himself said as

an unsworn witness in the Lower House Budget Committee for investigation into the

truth about his scandal that he was naturalized at the age of sixteen. Most of the

mass media at that time reported this and even Mariko was quoted in the

aforementioned article in Shukan Bunshun (Arai, 1998) after Arai's death as saying

Arai was naturalized when he was sixteen years old. However, in fact, Shukan Asahi

(Sasaki, 1983), not long after Arai was naturalized, reports, on the basis of Arai's

letter of complaint against the person who put the black sticker around Arai's electoral

zone, it was in 1966, when he was eighteen, that he was naturalized. Park (1999)

concludes as well it would be appropriate after all to take that Arai's naturalization

was done when he was eighteen, given not only Arai's past remarks and some

evidence from those around him but also an episode revealed in a special program

aired on the Fuji Television Network after his death in which Arai asked his class

teacher, "Isn't it ethnic discrimination?" (p. 178) when he failed to get permission to
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study at the Department of Medicine of the University of Kyoto. In addition,

Furutachi (1998) points out that Arai gave a different time ofnaturalization every time

he spoke of it and, like Park (1999), implies it could possibly be true Arai was

naturalized at the age of eighteen. As another example of Arai's lies, Arai clearly

said in the aforementioned Lower House Budget Committee that he was

recommended to run for the election to the House of Representatives by Michio

Watanabe, for whom he used to work as a secretary, despite the fact Arai told Itagaki

(1987) that he wished to run for it though he was once told by Michio Watanabe to

give it up. A fonner secretary of Michio Watanabe, Toshimichi Tanigawa, told one

of the local newspapers, Nihonkai Shimbun, that what Arai said in the Lower House

Budget Committee was a lie (Sakurai, 1998).

Perhaps because Arai was smart by nature, the aforementioned examples of his

lies became his ruin, or because his perfonnance was too skillful, everything he did

tended to be taken as targeted or as pre-considered by Arai himself For instance,

Nakagawa (1998) indicates it was a rehearsal to run for election to the House of

Representatives for Arai to jump into the agricultural scene at Sakata when sent there,

and Arai criticized Shin Kanemaru and Noboru Takeshita possibly because he thought

it was a good opportunity to sell himself In addition, Arai actually appealed to the

public for Japan's internationalization taking advantage of his being a fonner zainichi
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Korean, but Kang (1998) says Arai might not have done so in his right mind; he might

have done so as an ultimate strategy to win the election. Also, Park tells Kang

(1998) he thought at first it was a clever tactic for Arai to start to talk about his birth

and the black sticker case in the aforementioned Lower House Budget Committee.

According to Nakagawa (1998), a government official of the Ministry of Finance

wondered, "Does he have the intention to die?" (p. 113), when slhe saw Arai wearing

a dark blue tie at a press conference held the day before his suicide though slhe

thought, "He must show spirit" (p. 113), when slhe saw Arai wearing a red tie in the

Lower House Budget Committee and concluded he was the type of person who

calculates to that extent. Furthermore, a former secretary of Arai's saw even Arai's

suicide as his last performance and also looked back on Arai's life itself as a

performance ("Isshuki," 1999).

Arai's dearest: Mariko

The existence ofMariko, Ami's wife, must have been greatly influential on Arai

and she would also have been the closest to understanding him. Oshima (1998)

asserts that the relationship with Mariko was the greatest thing for Arai in his private

encounters with people. Mariko makes an appearance in each of Arai's three books.

According to Yamada (1998), in addition, Arai did not hesitate ever to say, "The

dearest person for me is my wife" (p. 34). Arai himself admits in the
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aforementioned lecture for Nemic-Lambda that when he had a discussion with a

person, the president probably, of Nemic-Lambda over a drink and was asked for

what he could die, he answered, "For my wife," and also gave the same answer to the

person even though urged to make another choice after being told that he would be a

failure unless he died for the nation (Arai, 1994). For Arai, Mariko must have been

as absolute as the nation.

Their relationship looks simple at a glace, but in fact, it is not if studied. It

was on November 23rd
, 1971, after Arai transferred to the Department of Economics,

that the student, Arai, and an eighteen-year-old flight attendant of Japan Airlines,

Mariko, happened to meet. In their first encounter Arai accidentally trod upon on

Mariko's toes at a campus festival of the Junior College of the Tokyo Woman's

Christian University. Arai firmly believed Mariko was the partner with whom he

would live his whole life when he first met her. Mariko already felt that she might

have her toes trod upon by Arai, so to speak, even before he actually did so. In a

short time, Arai, in his own words (Arai, 1983), "rolled into" (p.28) Mariko's

apartment and they started to live together. Their cohabitation soon came out to both

sets of parents. Both were enraged and Arai's parents stopped sending him money.

So Arai secured enough money to live by working part-time not only as a private tutor

but also as a laborer for the construction ofsubways.
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It seems the couple did not have sufficient time for one another because Mari1m

was a flight attendant for an international air route and Arai left for Hyogo once he

entered the iron-manufacturing company Shin Nippon Seitetsu. Perhaps in order to

cover the time they were not together, they often exchanged letters while they were

apart. Furthermore, they even wrote the phrase, "I love you," for each other on a

piece of paper in their own blood. Arai reminisces about this in his fIrst book (Arai,

1983): "It is really scary" (p. 29). They had a strong desire to live together again

though apart because of Arai's job. In that situation, Mariko suffered bad health

because she was preparing for the entrance examination for university while

continuing to work and could not help quitting her job. Arai reveals in his third

book (Arai, 1994) that, probably around the time, he sent her a letter reading, "I will

be back to you" (p. 13), with his signature put down in his own blood and he received

a letter from her reading, "I will wait for you, forever" (p. 13), with her signature put

down in her blood as well. Then Arai started to study to take the entrance

examination to become a government official after it was recommended by one ofhis

friends he do so. As Furutachi (1998) and others say, however, Arai's real intention

in taking the exam is not clear because he might have known there were no graduates

from the University of Tokyo in that year due to the aforementioned student

movements and no students from the university take the examination directly upon
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graduation from university, and might have aimed at it for that reason. As Arai

confesses in his first book (Arai, 1983), in spite of everything, it must have been true

he began preparations for the examination because he wanted to live with Mariko.

He says the same thing to Inose (Inose, 1983). Consequently, he obtained a chance

to work for the Ministry of Finance. Mariko, later, got permission to study at Sophia

University. But in the end she could not help leaving university without completing

the course after she had been on the university register for seven years because of the

births ofher children and Arai's change ofworkplace.

As mentioned before, they were going to have their first son when Arai started

to work for the Ministry of Finance. They needed to talk with the then chief of the

Budget Bureau after they knew they were going to have their second son. Arai and

his parents sat for that interview. Arai's mother was asked by a government official

whether it was satisfactory to have Mariko as Arai's wife, probably because it is

unusual for government officials to marry high school (not university) graduates.

After the interview, Arai's mother talked about this, laughing carelessly though, in

front of Mariko. Mariko started to cry silently with her face down. Nevertheless,

Mariko had accomplished success in that entrance examination for Sophia University.

Arai, as seen, changed from a government official to a politician. According

to a former secretary of Arai, Mariko was not involved in Arai's political activity and
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was totally divorced from politics ("Rieki Kyoyo," 1998). Although Mariko, after

Arai's funeral, announced her candidacy for the coming election to fill the vacancy

caused by her husband's death, it was only in order to carry out his wishes. She had

ruined her health and therefore their first son persuaded her to stop running for the

Diet and Mariko ultimately accepted this.

Arai and Mariko were sometimes ridiculed with phrases like, "The strength of

this couple's bonds was out of the ordinaty" (Oshima, 1998, p. 190), and "A couple

deeply in love with each other" ("Arai Shokei fujin," 1999, p. 48). But Arai himself

describes his relationship with Mariko using a unique expression: "My personality has

been mixed with my wife's personality and it became a kind of mixture which is

neither hers nor mine" (Arai, 1983, p. 45), and "Since the day [we first met], her eyes

became my eyes and her mouth became my mouth" (Arai, 1994, p. 13). Arai surely

felt great affection for Mariko. He cites a remark of Paul Nizan's, "It is only by war

or Eros for men to redo everything," in both his second book (Arai, 1993) and third

book (Arai, 1994) and agrees in his third book (Arai, 1994) with the view of Carl von

Clausewitz that war is the extension of politics: '''Politics' is 'Eros'." In his

assumption that "war" and "Eros" ask for self-sacrifice, there is "death" beyond "war"

and "Eros" after all, and "war" and "Eros" are connected with "death." In the

beginning of this section, it was noted Arai said he would die for his wife when asked
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for what he would die. In his view, however, his answer to the question must be the

very ultimate of self-sacrifice in "Eros" as well as in "politics" because he says,

'''Politics' is 'Eros'." That is, Arai might have come to be determined to die for the

nation with the idea that the nation is also what he could die for in "politics" while

Mari1m is what he could die for in "Eros." Arai reveals in his second book (Arai,

1993) he had a concept of "death" by "Eros," or by happening to meet Mariko. The

encounter with Mariko might also have been a primary factor unifYing Arai with the

nation, constructing an over-the-top relationship with it, and resolving to die for it.
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CHAPTERS

ARREST OR DEATH: THE ULTMATE CHOICE

BROUGHT ABOUT BY CONVENTIONAL FUNDRAISING

A scandal causes Arm to choose "death"

Arai was taken as a politician with "an occupation of 'death'" (or preoccupation

of death) and he himself chose "death," the final choice for politicians, while

enmeshed in a scandal. Japan never did face a crisis such as war during his

incumbency. What was the scandal that urged Arai, who was tough enough to hate

losing and flattering to make this final choice?

This case was discovered in the process of an investigation into four major

Japanese securities companies' payoffs to sokaiya (a professional troublemaker at

stockholders' meetings), Ryuichi Koike, and made public by one of the national

newspapers, Yomiuri Shimbun, on December 22nd
, 1997. The suspicion regarding

Arai was that he might have received illegal payoffs of about forty million yen from

one of these major securities companies, Nikko Shoken (Nikko Securities), using an

account in the name of a friend. It is prohibited under the internal rules of the Japan

Securities Dealers Association to open an account in another person's name. In

addition, it is forbidden by the Securities Exchange Act not only for securities
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companies to make good a loss or add profit for their customers but also for

customers to demand profit and receive it from securities companies. Regarding

customers, however, they are not imposed a criminal penalty unless they are

acknowledged to have demanded profit. That is, Arai's arrest depended upon

whether he had demanded profit from Nikko Securities. Arai would have been

sentenced to less than six months' penal servitude or fined less than five hundred

thousand yen ifproved guilty.

Arai called a press conference and defended himself on the day the case was

reported. He there admitted to an illegal business relationship with Nikko Securities

from 1995 to 1997 through an account in another person's name he himself had

requested to use. He said he had not known it was prohibited to open an account

using another person's name, apologized it was his own mistake to have done so, and

gave two reasons for it: his uncommon name and "name value." However, he

insisted that he had not demanded profits. He said it was not until he asked Nikko

Securities about it after it was uncovered by the mass media that he knew there

existed an illegal business relationship with the company. He avoided revealing the

details of the dealings and the name of the branch and account through which the

dealings were done, saying the person in charge of the dealings from Nikko Securities

would be heard as a witness by the Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo
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District Public Prosecutors Office. He denied, though, receIVIng discretionary

account service saying he made contact with the person in charge for every

transaction. Additionally, he claimed the amount of the profit should not have been

as much as was reported. Nonetheless, he reported he did not own stocks and

securities at the time he needed to open every property including stocks he had on the

basis of the Property Disclosure Act applied to all Diet members. Arai did not refer

to this point, persistently expressed his recognition that he was involved in an illegal

practice with Nikko Securities, and made it clear he would immediately resign as a

Diet member if there was even one mistake in his utterances in the press conference.

As of this point of time, in addition, Nikko Securities had already admitted it had

supplied payoffs to Arai.

The parties out of power asked for Arai be summoned as an unsworn witness in

the Lower House Budget Committee once the scandal was detected, and consequently,

the Lower House Budget Committee summoned not only Arai but also the then

president of Nikko Securities, Masashi Kaneko, and the former managing director of

the company, Hiroyuki Hamahira, who had already been charged in the

aforementioned sokaiya case, as unsworn witnesses on January 30th
, 1998. In the

questions and answers there, some facts were made clear: The business relationship

with Nikko Securities began when Arai asked the then vice-president of Nikko
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Securities, Yumio Hiraishi, who had already been prosecuted in the aforementioned

sokaiya case in the same way as the then managing director, Hiroyuki Hamahira, for

transactions using the account with the name of Arai's friend, the then vice-president,

Yumio Hiraishi, left the business in the charge of the then managing director,

Hiroyuki Hamahira, after letting him know the account was actually Arai's, funds of

one hundred million yen were borrowed by Arai without collateral from the company

of a person Arai knew and it was when Arai worked for the then Minister of Finance

Michio Watanabe as one of his secretaries and was introduced to an executive of a

securities company by him that Arai dabbled in stocks for the first time, and so on.

The next day, one of the national newspapers, Asahi Shimbun ("Shoten sairoku,"

1998), gave the following as some points that arose in the questions and answers of

the committee meeting: The suspicion of Nikko Securities adding profit for Arai by

buying and selling, the then president Masashi Kaneko admitting the dealings might

have been done on the basis of the discretionary account service, noting it would have

been unnatural that the company of a person Arai knew would lend funds of as much

as a hundred million yen to him without collateral, the disclosure that Arai made a

profit of as much as thirty million yen between October 1995 and June 1996, when

the dealings were most often done, though stock prices hovered low because of the

collapse of the "bubble economy" during the period, and so forth. Not every
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suspicion of the case was made clear in the questions and answers in the committee

on Janumy 30th
, 1998, but Arai did consistently deny demanding profit.

After the questions and answers in the Lower House Budget Committee, many

more details on the scandal from the opening of the account in the name of Arai's

friend to the contents of the dealings were reported using a Nikko Securities report

and evidence from the persons concerned as information sources. Yomiuri Shimbun,

dated Februmy 6th ("Arai Shokei giin ga," 1998) reported Arai asked for the

establishment of the account in the name of his friend even though he was told by

Nikko Securities it was illegal to do so. Asahi Shimbun dated Februmy 13th ("Kabu

baibai," 1998) said Arai's dealings had 108 victories to 33 defeats and 77 percent of

the winning average and were "humanly impossible" (p. 39). Yomiuri Shimbun

dated Februmy 14th ("Arai giin," 1998) reported Nikko Securities added a profit of

more than three million yen, which was sold and bought by the company itself, to the

account from the first dealing. Suspicion against Arai deepened and then the parties

out ofpower started to ask for Arai's summons as a sworn witness.

The Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors

Office heard from the person who lent his name to Arai for opening the account,

besides those around Arai, and from Nikko Securities, as witnesses. On February

1i h
, at last, the department heard from Arai himself on a charge of violation of
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Securities Exchange Act, and against it Arai insisted again he had never asked for

profit. At this point in time it was purported the Special Investigation Department

had already received testimony from some former executives of Nikko Securities that

Ami persistently demanded profit for the dealings. The prosecution seems to have

worried Arai might appeal to Nikko Securities to destroy evidence. On February

18th the prosecution started to follow the necessmy procedures for being allowed to

arrest Arai because the Diet was in session. (According to Article 50 of the

Constitution and Article 33 of the Diet Act, Diet members are not to be arrested,

unless they commit a crime in the presence of a policeperson, while the Diet is in

session.) On the morning of the 18th
, the Special Investigation Department of the

Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office asked for an arrest warrant for Arai from the

Tokyo District Court. The Tokyo District Court then asked the government to call

on the Speaker of the House of Representatives to tum in permission to arrest Arai,

and in the afternoon of that day, the government complied with the request from the

court. On the evening of the same day, the Steering Committee of the House of

Representatives held a committee of the board of directors' secret session and judged

the request from the government. Arai attended the secret session and there also

denied asking for profit. However, it was decided that the vote for permission to

arrest Ami would be conducted in a plenmy session of the House of Representatives
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on the afternoon of the 19th
, and within a day Arai's arrest was to be carried out

according to the result ofthe voting.

In the afternoon on the 18th
, thirteen places such as Arai's house and his office

were searched by the Special Investigation Department. Arai called a press

conference at 6 p.m. after he explained himself at the aforementioned secret session

and completely denied the charges against him, saying he had never asked Nikko

Securities to add profits. At the press conference, Arai played an audiotape on which

a conversation with the then managing director of the company, Hiroyuki Hamahira,

and the then vice-president, Yumio Hiraishi, was recorded. In addition, Arai showed

two pieces of material evidence, one of which was the transcript of the conversation

on the tape, the other being notes that appeared to have been taken by Hamahira on

what was asked by the prosecution. He distributed these to the press corps, and

explained the contents.

On the 19th
, Arai's arrest did not happen as scheduled because he had hung

himself The estimated time of death was around noon that day; staff of the

Takanawa Police Station confirmed his death at 3:24 p.m. In the plenary session,

which had just opened and was about to make a decision on Arai's arrest, the news of

Arai's death was conveyed via a note and by Diet members' whispers. The Tokyo

District Public Prosecutors Office withdrew Arai's arrest warrant soon after they knew
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of his death. Arai was the fourth person to commit suicide ill the series of

investigations by the prosecution.

On March 10th
, weeks after Arai's suicide, the Special Investigation Department

of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office prosecuted Nikko Securities as a

cOlporation, Hamahira and Hiraishi, both of whom were seen as having taken part in

the Arai scandal, for the crime of violation of the Securities Exchange Act. The

office decided not to posthumously prosecute Arai. On March 25th
, the first trials of

the sokaiya case and Arai's case were held together. According to the opening

statement by the prosecution regarding Arai's case, Nikko Securities had accepted

Arai's persistent demands for profits using his career, "a former government official

of the Ministry of Finance," because they worried Arai might take actions that would

cause trouble in their business. They refused his requests several times, but started

transactions with the account in the name of Arai's friend from October 31 St, 1995,

putting then managing director Hiroyuki Hamahira in charge, and offering profits to

Ami until June 18th
, 1996, by buying and selling securities without Arai's consent

most of the time. Then around in August 1996, Nikko Securities stopped adding

illegal profits to Arai's account because it knew the Securities and Exchange.

Surveillance Commission might come to investigate the company. Arai complained

to Hamahira after he noticed the company had not added profits in some time, but
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agreed to what the company had done for him after he understood what might happen.

At last, the dealings were cancelled due to the transfer of Hamahira. Arai gained

profits of forty million, eight hundred thousand yen through these dealings in the end.

Both the accused, former managing director Hiroyuki Hamahira and former

vice-president Yumio Hiraishi, pled guilty. On September 21 st, the judgment day,

both were found guilty and sentenced to one year in prison suspended for three years

while Nikko Securities was fined ten million yen. With these judicial decisions,

Arai's case was settled and the conclusion was Arai's explanation had been false.

Arai's heart is set on fundraising

Mariko (Arai, 1998) reveals five days after Arai's death that Arai would always

say, "I am not attached to money because I have not been surprised for a long time

that I do not have it" (p. 33). In the media, however, articles on Arai and money

gushed out one after the other once Arai's case had been exposed and they did not

stop even after his death. As for one of the detailed episodes, Arai had been eager

his small factional group, the 21st Century Club, formed only for a short period of

time, would become a political party in order to receive public funding for political

parties paid from the national tax ("Konnichi no shomondai," 1998; "Hikari to kage,"

1998). Just after Arai's death, Shukan Shincho ("'Haji' no ichiji," 1998) expressed

the process of such articles coming one after the other: "[Arai's] hidden face, which
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might not be able to be imagined from the former neat and clean image of him, was

about to be unmasked" (p. 19). The articles were narrowed into two main topics: the

actual conditions of Arai's stock dealings and the company for which Mariko worked

as a representative director.

First of all, the actual conditions of Arai's stock dealings are explored here.

Arai's case was detected because the prosecution found some accounts having a

connection to Arai in the materials they seized from some securities companies in the

investigation of the aforementioned sokaiya case. In addition, Arai seemed to have

had accounts in more than one securities company besides Nikko Securities directly

as well as indirectly. Regarding the period of Arai's dealings, it seems he started to

play the stock market around the time he was first elected as a Diet member from his

answers in the committee as an unsworn witness that he had carried out stock dealings

for more than fifteen years.

One of Arai's accounts was the very one in Nikko Securities that has been

mentioned again and again, but some other accounts of his were found in the same

company. Between approximately 1984 and 1993, in fact, Arai had two accounts,

one of which was not opened in Arai's name, in Nikko Securities and received illegal

profits of about 280 million yen in total. This was made clear by the then chief of

the Criminal Affairs Bureau, the Ministry of Justice, Akio Harada, in the secret
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session on February 18th
, 1998. These illegal dealings could not be prosecuted

because, according to the Securities Exchange Act, the three-year statute of

limitations had already run out.

Additionally, an account in relation to Arai was found in Nomura Securities.

According to Nakagawa (1998), Arai gained illegal profits using Mariko's name.

Nomura Securities had already admitted it, but the statute of limitations in this case

had also run out.

The company for which Mariko worked as a representative director also had an

account in Shin Nihon Securities (now called Shinko Securities after being merged

with Wako Securities) using its company name, but only for four months. The

company gained profits ofas much as seventeen million yen with these dealings that

started in April 1996, but it seems it made the profits by leaving the dealings entirely

to the chairperson of a precision parts manufacturer. The biggest problem was,

however, that the chairperson was known as a speculator. Shin Nihon Securities

recognized there were no illegal dealings with the company.

According to Yomiuri Shimbun ("Giwaku no seisan," 1998), Arai opened

accounts in Daiwa Securities and Yamaichi Securities (now gone bankrupt) as well

and had dealings between 1980 and 1990.

It has already been mentioned that Mariko was uninterested in politics. As
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Shukan Shincho ("Rieki Kyoyo," 1998) points out, however, it is a fact that Mariko's

name appeared in the area ofArai's financing. Mariko was, as mentioned, employed

at a company as a representative director and the existence of the company came to

the front as another topic in the Arai scandal. The name of the company was Volo.

It came out in a scoop by Shukan Shincho ("Bakuro," 1998) that the company might

operate a "secret club" for buying and selling stocks. According to an article in

Shukan Shincho ("Bakuro," 1998), the company was the one Mariko used to import

and sell groceries and works of art. Once the company moved its office to a

building housing a number of independent business concerns in Ginza in the spring of

1997, the office came to be used for meetings of the B&B Club, which consisted

mostly of managers of venture companies. Arai participated in meetings of the club

as a counselor though he did so as a sponsor in the club's early days. Consequently,

the name of the company became Salon de Volo. The purpose of the club was to

cultivate mutual friendships among companies with various types of business, but

Shukan Shincho ("Bakuro," 1998) labeled the club a "secret club for stock trading"

(pp. 140-141).

According to a comment of the then chairperson ofCentury 21 Japan, Toshihiro

Yanagiya, in an article by Ito (2001), the B&B Club was a club to support Arai which

started around in 1990 mostly made up of managers of companies whose stocks were
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listed on the stock exchange as participants. Younger company managers started to

occupy the greater part of the club, however, and it became full of life once it started

to call itself the B&B Club. Yanagiya himself was, as aforementioned, an early

member of the club. Regarding club activities, a former member of the B&B Club

and the then president of a company called Nissho Inter Life, Tsugio Amai, reveals in

the same article by Ito (2001) that the main activity was to promote mutual friendship

through studying and enjoying themselves and no member ever talked about

investment. In addition, Ito (2001) explains in detail that the members of the club

were divided into six groups, each of which had its own regular meeting: Some of the

groups conducted special studies of areas such as real estate and risk control. The

club also hosted birthday and golfparties as recreation. Yasumitsu Shigeta ofHikari

'ISushin, Takao Yasuda ofDon Quixote, and Noboru Watanabe of Jac were all not only

former members of the B&B Club but also the former/current presidents who, by

themselves, made their own venture companies grow. The B&B Club broke up after

Arai's death, but was later revived as SK21. (It is said the "s" in SK is the first letter

of "Sho," the first part of Shokei Arai's first name while the "K" is that of the end,

"kei.") Tsugio Amai was the new chairperson and there were some changes in

membership. SK21 changed its name to the Japan Venture Conference in April 2000,

and is now a company called Value Creation, though the company retains and runs the
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conference. Some companies owned by former members of the B&B Club, such as

the aforementioned three companies, Hikari Tsushin, Don Quixote, and Jac, grew one

after another enough to offer stocks publicly, while other companies owned by former

members ofthe B&B Club went bankrupt.

Ito (2001) says, '''B&B Club' consisted mainly of owner-managers. The

compositional arrangement ofa 'secret investment club' in which those with abundant

assets gather and exchange insider information could easily be accepted in the

situation where the Arai scandal on stocks was reported without any slips of the pen"

(pp. 148-149). Nevertheless, the existence of the club itself might have not only

promoted the image of a wealthy Arai but also deepened suspicion against Arai. In

addition, some members of the club and even non-members might have provoked

increase of this suspicion. Two of the lineup were, "a president of a partner

company of Shigeki Nakae, who is known as a speculator, and a chairperson of a

precision parts manufacturer who is prominent as an investor" (Ito, 2000, p.39).

Probably, the latter is the person who took charge of all of the stock dealings of the

company for which Mariko worked as a representative director. Yomiuri Shimbun

("Arai Shokei giin no shinzoku kigyo," 1998) reports the chairperson was also a

former member of the B&B Club. According to Suda (1998), in addition, a person,

who was on good terms with Shigeki Nakae to the extent that they were "identical
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twins" (p. 55) and might also have been "a president of a partner company of Shigeki

Nakae, who is known as a speculator" (Ito, 2000, p. 39), called Tetsuo Kobayashi, and

the holder of the account that became one of the problems in Arai's scandal, were also

former members and central figures of the B&B Club. Regarding the holder, Asahi

Shimbun ("Namae," 1998) says he was president of a printing company and in 1992

Arai offered his real estate to the company as security so that company could obtain a

loan. Moreover, Ito (2001) makes it clear that a company actually managed by the

aforementioned speculator, Shigeki Nakae, as an owner, also belonged to the B&B

Club. Ito (2001) reveals on the basis of what a local news reporter said that the

building in which the just mentioned company managed by Shigeki Nakae was placed

was a base in Tokyo ofa fixer in the economic world in the Kansai region, Kyo Eichu,

and the company had connections with a group of organized gangsters. Furthermore,

it is said that the former managing director of Nikko Securities, Hiroyuki Hamahira,

who was in charge of Arai's dealings, and the former manager of the Maebashi

Branch Office, in which the account of Arai's scandal was opened, also visited the

club at times (Suda, 1998). Regarding Hamahira, the aforementioned former

member, Tsugio Amai, says he took part in the club just because of his personal

relationship with Arai ("Bakuro," 1998). But Shukan Shincho ("Bakuro," 1998)

reports Hamahira was a former member of the B&B Club.
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As Shukan Asahi ("Taiho kyodaku," 1998) points out via a comment of a

person concerned with the B&B Club, it must have been inevitable for the B&B Club

to have been labeled an investment club because it had some professional dealers in

stocks among its members. According to Suda (1998), in addition, a person

concerned with the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office makes a comment on the

composition drawn together by Arai's stock dealings and the B&B Club: "It is

extremely interesting for us that the Diet member Arai invested in stocks as he was

building up a close connection with these dangerous fellows" (p. 55).

When he was a government official, besides the stock dealings and the B&B

Club, Arai seems to have established a company to manage the tenants of a real estate

company, with Mariko as one of its executives, after he became friendly with the

president of a company called Togensha, Kichinosuke Sasaki. According to Sasaki

himself, Arai was introduced him as a government official of the Ministry of Finance

who wanted to go into politics before long (Nakagawa, 1998). Sasaki tried

supporting Arai financially by giving executive compensation to Mariko, but he cut

his connection with Arai because Arai persistently asked for it ("Taiho kyodaku,"

1998). In addition, Ito (2000) writes of an episode in which Arai might have

recruited secretaries using informational magazines for job-hunting and made them go

around in his electoral zone to collect contributions. Nakagawa (1998) reports an
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episode in which Arai paid attention to a new business related to satellite broadcasting

after being first elected in 1986 and might have tried making it a source of funds.

Why stocks for fundraising?

Whether legally or not, why did Arai get into stock dealing to that extent? As

Arai himself confesses in his first book (Arai, 1983), one of the reasons could have

been that he did not have kaban (money) when he stood for elections. In addition,

the reason he had a hand in stocks for money-making might have been, as Arai

testified as an unsworn witness in the Lower House Budget Committee, that it was an

executive ofa securities company who the then Minister of Finance Michio Watanabe

introduced to Arai for kaban when he ran for the Diet without kaban.

In a Japanese election, it is said a candidate needs three ban: jiban, kanban, and

kaban. Jiban is a support base or an organization for collecting votes, favorable

voting constituency in other words. Kanban used to mean name value (the value of

a good name), but now also includes the candidate's career and such. The third,

kaban, indicates funds for the election, money namely. Kaban is especially

indispensable for a candidacy. As Kawato (1999) says, it has been proved by Hirose,

Iwai, Sone and Kanazashi that it takes a large amount of money for politics and

elections in Japan.

Therefore, many politicians have not been able to help working diligently on
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securing kaban by themselves. Actually Michio Watanabe, who gave Arai the

chance to start stock dealings, was one of the politicians with the power to collect

money in Japan. According to Honzawa (1993), Watanabe had not only at his

disposal an incorporated body called Josuikai consisting of graduates ofHitotsubashi

University but also sources of funds from a wide range of areas from agriculture to

public welfare for his political funds. Suzuki (1998) also reveals, on the basis of a

story of Shintaro Abe, that Watanabe listened to short-wave broadcasting on stocks

through an earphone in his first year as a politician during discussion time in the Diet.

In the first place, it has become an open secret in Nagatacho (Japan's political center)

and Kabutocho (Japan's Wall Street) that many politicians raise funds on the stock

market (Nakagawa, 1998). It has also become an open secret in the securities

industry that many politicians have VIP accounts and accounts opened in another

people's names and have dealings receiving discretionary account services (Chi,

1998). As Kawakami (1998) says, "There are too many Diet members who make

money with stock dealings taking advantage of their position to be counted" (p. 27).

Ishikawa and Hirose (1989) offer that stock dealing using funds of the faction per

faction is one of the ways politicians raise funds, but they explain it has become a

tacit understanding that politicians raise funds individually.

Watanabe succeeded to the faction of Nakasone on February 21 st
, 1990, and
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came to have his own faction. Hasegawa and Nemoto (1989) say Watanabe

promoted government officials on the basis of their talent and made kanban for them

while he was a member of the Cabinet, and as an example for it they provide the fact

that Watanabe bewilderingly changed his parliamentary secretaries one after another

and gave each of them the kanban of "former secretary to the minister." Most of

these secretaries to Watanabe were elected as Diet members. Arai might have been

one of those sorts of secretaries to him though, according to Itagaki (1987), Watanabe

once told Arai to give up running for his first election.

Watanabe aimed at the office of prime minister. Perhaps because he was

thinking of using Arai in order to accomplish it, he introduced a sponsor, a securities

company namely, to Arai for Arai's funds for elections. In Arai's first election in

1983, however, the aforementioned black sticker case occurred. As Arai testified as

an unsworn witness in the committee, the securities company Watanabe introduced to

Arai began a close connection with Arai, taking it as a task to support Arai's

fundraising until he was elected, once Arai was defeated in his first election after the

black sticker case. In addition, Yamada (1998) gives his readers an episode in which

Arai answered that no banks would even glance at him while some securities and

insurance companies supported him when he lost the first election. This answer

came when Yamada asked Arai why he took sides with the securities companies when
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the banks and the securities companies were opposed to each other over the business

area using the Ministry of Finance as their battlefield though he had been in the

Banking Bureau when he was a government official. It was Watanabe who gave

Arai a start in stock dealings, but the friendly relationship with the securities company

based on the company's "sympathy" toward Arai, which started when he failed to be

elected, might have made Arai totally absorbed in stock dealings.
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CHAPTER 6

LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY

LDP: A key to investigating that type offundraising

As seen, it seems the LDP, to which Arai belonged, maintains a close

relationship not only with government officials but also with businesspeople. In the

first place, it was when Arai was a government official that he first had a connection

with the LDP, with a member ofthe LDP, Michio Watanabe, to be exact. In addition,

it was through Watanabe, a member of the LDP, that Arai had a connection with a

securities company for the first time. Arai's scandal came about because Arai

allegedly asked Nikko Securities for profits, using his career as a former government

official of the Ministry of Finance as leverage. Either way, Arai's scandal shows

there seems to be a power relationship among members of the LDP, government

officials, and businesspeople. In order to make the relationship clear, it is necessary

to look especially closely at the internal situation ofthe LDP.

The Japanese political system

In order to understand the internal situation of the LDP well, a run-through of

the basic structure of Japanese politics mainly through a discussion of Matsuzawa

(2003a; 2003b) would be helpful. Modem Japan introduced a parliamentary, not
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presidential, system ofgovernment. A main characteristic ofa parliamentary system

of government is that a political party, which occupies the most seats in the Lower

House, gains power on the assumption that more than one party, each of which

consists of members with a specific political idea, exists. That is, such a

characteristic makes it possible that the intention of the people through election is

respected to the maximwn. The party that obtains power by being elected by the

people, comes to be able to secure the government that has all of the administrative

power. In Japan, the leader of the party in power is usually nominated as prime

minister and appointed to the post by the Emperor. In addition, it is usual that the

Diet members, who are leaders of their own factions or top members, of the party of

the prime minister are appointed as other ministers by the prime minister and then the

government is formed. At least in Japan, therefore, "a parliamentary system of

government also becomes a political-party system of government" (Matsuzawa,

2003b, p. 74). And perhaps because of this, the Japanese parliamentary system of

government does not enable a prime minister to enjoy concentrated power as Annen

(Annen, Tadano, Nakamura, & Yamaguchi, 2001) points out in a discussion with

Tadano, Nakamura, and others. In the present crrcwnstances, that is, the

parliamentary system of government in Japan does not work well. As one of the

common reasons for this, the structure and function of the LDP, cultivated while the
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LDP has been the political party in power for a long time, is given in the

aforementioned discussion. Matsuzawa (2003b) also admits the corruption of the

Japanese parliamentary system of government directly stems from the LDP itself and

wonders whether the political system brought about by the LDP is good for the people

and the nation. Here, it is confirmed again that knowing the inside workings of the

LDP is necessary to understanding Arai's scandal.

The history of the LDP

In this section, first of all, the history of the LDP will be seen mainly on the

basis of the view of Ishikawa (1995). Once Japan lost World War II in 1945, it

became democratized and capitalist in every area under the guidance of the GHQ

(General Headquarters of the Allied Forces). That is, Japan made a fresh start, away

from its former militarism and imperialism. In that situation, some conservative

parties took turns at power, and in 1955 the LDP was born after the Democratic Party

and the Liberal Party merged. For thirty-eight years from the merger to the

formation of the Hosokawa administration in 1993, the LDP was the sole party in

power having the Japan Socialist Party as its primary opposition and a two-party

system with no scrambles for political power, called the 55-year system, was

established. The 55-year system is called the Cold War within Japan. However, the

LDP felt it needed to maintain power by forming a coalition with other parties once
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the Hosokawa administration collapsed.

Under the policy of the LDP from 1955 to the middle of the 1960s, Japan

returned to the international stage and attained high economic growth. In 1956,

during the Hatoyama administration, Japan established diplomatic relations with the

Soviet Union and became a member of the United Nations. In 1960, the Kishi

administration approved a new version of the US-Japan Security Treaty, although

forcibly. Then in the same year, the next administration, that of Ikeda, instituted the

"Income-Doubling Plan." Under the plan, much public investment was used for

industrial bases and infrastructure such as roads and railroads and much of the state

budget was distributed to promote social welfare and to protect agriculture. In 1964,

the fastest train in the world at that time, Tokaido Shinkansen, started to run and the

Olympic Games were held in Tokyo. The "Income-Doubling Plan" by the Ikeda

administration had been accomplished. The Ikeda administration was the only

administration whose approval rate never fell below its non-approval rate in all of the

administrations under the 55~year system, probably because all of the people

welcomed public works as well as the social welfare policies carried out under the

plan. The Sato administration, next in line, lasted for the longest time, seven years

and eight months, from 1964 to 1972. In 1965, Japan established diplomatic

relations with South Korea again, and in 1972, Okinawa was returned to Japan. It
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must have been true for the people at that time that it was thanks to the LOP that

Japan recovered from the depths ofpoverty to that extent in such a short time.

From the middle of the 1960s, however, the situation underwent a complete

change. Because of the rapid industrialization, the environmental pollution became

the most significant problem to be solved. Under the Tanaka administration, in

addition, though the administration succeeded in reestablishing diplomatic relations

with China, domestic economic policy did not take effect as planned. Rather, it

caused inflation. What was worse, two oil crises occurred around the same time.

As a result, Japan's financial situation grew critical. In order to help, the Nakasone

administration privatized such government-owned companies as Japan Tobacco and

Salt Corporation, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation, and Japanese

National Railways one after the other. Under the Takeshita administration, the three

percent consumption tax was introduced in 1989, right in the middle of the "bubble

economy" that recorded the highest average stock price.

At last, as mentioned, the 55-year system, the Japan's Cold War, ended in 1993

with the formation of the Hosokawa administration without any LOP members. The

collapse was the very self-destruction of the LOP. Scandals that would expose the

"money politics" of the LOP and cultivated for a long time, such as the 1988 Recruit

scandal and the 1992 Sagawa Kyubin scandal had been uncovered and distrust of
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politics, distrust of the LDP in particular, among the people consequently peaked.

With the 1976 Lockheed scandal, in which the fonner prime minister, Kakuei Tanaka,

was arrested, as a start, transparency of the LDP's dependence on the power of money

was demanded even within the LDP. However, detection of the Recruit scandal

proved a cozy relationship between "money and politics" still remained and rested not

only in the LDP but also in the Japanese political world. The Takeshita

administration collapsed as a result. In the Sagawa Kyubin scandal, after political

refonns had been again requested, the then vice-president of the LDP, Shin Kanemaru,

was released after paying a fine ofonly two hundred thousand yen though he received

under-the-table cash of as much as five hundred million yen from Sagawa Kyubin.

The next year, 1993, what is more, he was arrested for evasion of taxes and at last a

vote ofnonconfidence in the Cabinet passed. As a result of the election of the House

of Representatives conducted after these occurrences, the Hosokawa administration

was born and the LDP came to be demoted to a party out ofpower for the first time.

After the breakup of the Hosokawa administration in 1993, the LDP came back

to power, but as one of the parties of a coalition government. Since then the LDP

has produced from time to time some prime ministers of its own. Due to the

recession that has lasted since the collapse of the "bubble economy," each

administration has mainly worked on economic recovery. No administration could
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see success with this, however. In these circumstances, the Koizumi administration,

with a policy of "structural reform without sanctuary," began. (The Koizumi

administration is seen more later.) It was just after the Mori administration, which

was unpopular as it had a record of, according to Asahi Shimbun ("Mori shusho,"

2001), nine percent approval rate and seventy-nine percent non-approval rate, that the

Koizumi administration received a seventy-eight percent approval rate ("Koizumi

naikaku," 2001), the highest in the postwar period, just after it was formed. In

November 2004, the approval rate had dropped slightly, but the Koizumi

administration continues.

The structure ofthe LDP

According to Kawato (1999), as aforementioned, it is revealed in studies by

Hirose, Iwai, Sone and Kanazashi that politics as well as elections in Japan take large

sums of money. That must have been why some corruption scandals such as the

1976 Lockheed scandal, the 1988 Recruit scandal, and the 1992 Sagawa Kyubin

scandal occurred, and each was a money scandal that stemmed mostly from the inside

of the LDP. This fact may represent the degree of the cozy relationship between

money and the LDP. And it is also true that Arai, who belonged to the LDP, was

ruined with a money-related scandal. In the process of understanding the LDP, it is

necessary to bypass the "clean parts" of the surface to look for its true character that
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enables such money-related scandals to happen. The relationship between money

and the LDP cannot in that case be avoided.

Additionally, it is usually taken that the laxness of the old Political Funds

Control Law called a "sieve law" in Japanese spurred the aforementioned scandals.

Under the old Political Funds Control Law, it was necessary only for the companies,

organizations and individuals that donated more than one million yen to have their

names made public and politicians could put in place any number of political

organizations as "saucers" for donated money. With the Political Funds Control Law

revised in 1994, however, the sum of money that requires official announcement is

fifty thousand yen. Companies and organizations can donate money, not more than

five hundred thousand yen per year, only to a designated Funds Management

Organization established by the politician. In spite of the introduction of the

Political Party Subsidy Law in which the nation distributes political funds to political

parties and the amendment of the Public Officers Election Law, both of which were

carried out as political reforms, the procurement ofpolitical funds has not yet become

transparent and clean politics and elections have not yet developed fully either.

According to a national investigation on political funds in 1998 by Sasaki and others,

rather, it was found politicians simply use different "wallets" and still manage to raise

political funds actively (Sasaki, Yoshida, Taniguchi, & Yamamoto, 1999). Yoshida
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and Yamamoto (Sasaki, Yoshida, Taniguchi, & Yamamoto, 1999) say there are three

kinds of "wallets:" One is the aforementioned Funds Management Organization, the

second is the branch of each single-member constituency, and the third is the support

group of each politician.

A support group for LDP candidates

The third "wallet" support group is indispensable to LDP candidates because, as

Ishikawa and Hirose (1989) put it, it can be compared to the machine of the

Democratic Party of the U.S.; it gives full play to its overwhelming ability to gather

votes. While the machine of the Democratic Party of the U.S. is a lasting

organization and works independently, all support groups are basically limited to one

generation. In addition, candidates are supposed to organize their own support

groups and are also supposed to pay the expenses for the activities of support group

and personnel. According to Ishikawa and Hirose (1989), it is taken as usual that it

costs between seventy and one hundred million yen per year for one support group.

Although some funds are distributed to each support group from the party, basically it

is customary in the LDP that each candidate manages to raise funds for his/her own

political and electoral activities.

What each candidate first does in order to raise funds through is to network, to

make personal relationships within the electoral zone. Ishikawa and Hirose (1989)
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say there are two types of these personal relationships: One is "the body" and the

other is "the outer gardens." Regarding "the body," candidates establish as the core

of their support groups schoolmates and colleagues of their former places of work.

In order to build upon these personal relationships, furthermore they appear at all

ceremonies and such events within their electoral zones and make themselves known

to the public. Then they offer their hospitality to support group members by taking

them on bus tours, holding karaoke parties, and so on. Through such activities done

together, the support group members are united and come to be ready to engage in an

election campaign as a body. The unity formed in such a process sometimes makes

the members bold enough to ask their candidates to help fmd jobs for their

children/other relatives also go so far as to petition for something individually.

The other type of personal relationship is referred to as "the outer gardens."

Here mayors, the executives of agricultural cooperative associations, the presidents of

civil engineering and construction businesses, the officials ofChambers ofCommerce

and Industry, and the like within candidates' electoral zones gather. Now under the

aforementioned new law, the role of fundraising by support groups has decreased

because support groups cannot receive donations from companies or organizations.

But it is the personal relationships of "the outer gardens" besides political

organizations that are often used to raise funds. The difference between the personal
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relationships of "the body" and those of "the outer gardens" is that the members of

"the outer gardens" belong to some organization and join or make an approach to the

support groups of candidates following the aims of their organizations (Ishikawa &

Hirose, 1989). That is, the members of "the outer gardens" approach candidates in

order to further the interests of their organizations. However, it is not until the

candidates they support are elected that their petitions are accepted. In order for the

candidates they support to be elected, therefore, each organization itselfmakes efforts

to garner votes through a variety ofroutes such as using subcontracted companies. It

then offers "insurance," funds namely, to the candidate it supports to use in hislher

campaign. For candidates, the personal relationships of "the outer gardens" are

important because candidates gain not only votes but also funds. The relationships

between candidates and members of"the outer gardens" are very give-and-take.

Due to the aforementioned revision of the Political Funds Control Law,

nowadays the most significant way to raise funds for support groups is to throw or

appear at parties (Tsuchiya, 2000). As seen before, either way, candidates

themselves need to cover almost all expenses of their support groups. In order to

continue to expand and maintain the personal relationships of "the body," they never

fail to appear at ceremonies and other events within their electoral zones. The

number of such events must be high, even judging from the number of voters only.
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In addition, candidates need to save fimds so they are always ready for elections. It

can be deduced from these instances that the outlay ofmoney, even if the expenses of

support groups are excluded, occurs at all times in greater or lesser degrees. This is

a painful story for candidates who lack the ability to collect funds. For such

candidates, fimds from the factions to which they belong are most useful.

Why factions were formed

It is factions that make the LDP conspicuously different from other parties.

The LDP is undoubtedly one political party, but Honzawa (1990) takes each of the

factions as "one corroborative group in political power" (p. 1) and even finishes

saying each is "one political party" (p. 1). This may be because a system in which

the leader of a faction or a person equal to it is elected as president of the LDP and

automatically gains the post ofprime minister has already been established.

Why did the faction system come into being in the LDP in the first place? As

mentioned, the LDP was formed with the 1955 merger of the Liberal Party and the

Democratic Party. In 1956, the first election for choosing a president of the LDP

was conducted, but from the start the Liberal Party and the Democratic Party included

some factions and eight factions, in total, were in place for that event. Of course,

numbers are evel)'thing in an election. Therefore each faction wanted as many

members as possible. Honzawa (1990) sees the flfst election, with the maneuvering
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ofthe majority, as one of the reasons the faction system was formed in the LDP.

As another reason, not only Honzawa (1990; 1993) but also Tsuchiya (2000)

give the medium-sized constituency system for the election of the House of the

Representatives in which three to five candidates can be elected from one electoral

zone. The medium-sized constituency system was used until 1994, except for a

postwar period of time. It seems to have been not only a start for the formation of

factions in the LDP but also a medium by which to spread and preserve the power of

the factions. In fact, Nagamori (2002) takes the system as a "hotbed of factions" (p.

19). Since the 1956 presidential election in the LDP, five factions have existed

mainly through succession and such in the LDP. This was because the number of

successful candidates was limited to not more than five in the system and the LDP

made its candidates run for the Diet taking that limitation into account (Hoshi, 2001).

Even in the election of the House of the Representatives, of course, each faction

wanted its candidates to be elected. Numbers are everything, as said. The

medium-sized constituency system also brought about hot election campaigns among

the factions, in each electoral zone in particular, and deepened confrontations among

them. As a former director of the LDP head office, Minaji Sato, says, "We just hope

that our factions fight one another under the medium-sized constituency system.

That's the most effective" (Honzawa, 1990, p. 191). The medium-sized constituency
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system consequently led to the LDP's overwhelming victories making nothing of the

influence of the parties out of power. In order to stop a dictatorship of the LDP,

however, a single-member district and its proportional representation system has been

adopted for the election of the House of the Representatives since 1994. In the

system, voters are supposed to cast two votes, for a candidate and a political party

respectively. Three hundred candidates of the fixed number of480 are elected from

300 electoral zones all over Japan one by one, and the remaining 180 are elected from

11 blocs all over Japan according to the number ofvotes each party obtains.

Besides these two practical causes, the presidential election in the LDP and the

medium-sized constituency system, the formation of factions in the LDP might be

explained, too, from the aspect of Japanese culture to some extent. Iyasu (1996)

leans toward a view that the political faction in Japan is not a phenomenon peculiar to

that country based on the fact that there are no factions in the Clean Government

Party nor the Communist Party and the factions of the Social Democratic Party are

different in character from those of the LDP. But, the faction is often compared to

mura (a village). According to Sone and Kanazashi (1989), mura is a

"community-like society that is tied with the people in the local communities and

their relatives on the basis of the spirit of mutual aid contrary to the independent and

free individual" (p. 63) and the origin of mura in Japan might be the group work
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involved in rice farming. It is taken that the time of the beginning of rice farming

goes back to the Yayoi era, around the third century B.C., so it can be said that

Japanese mura culture has been around for a very long time and it is proper to deem

mura culture the basic foundation of Japanese culture. In the factions in the LDP, in

light of such a background, a leader is a village chief and has an oyabun-kobun

(parent-child) relationship with the people who follow him. Under such a

relationship, the followers tty to make their chief the prime minister and the chief

assists in the distribution of posts as well as fundraising for the followers in return.

As Nakane (1978) points out, that is, they have an interest in each other. In addition,

such a relationship consists of, in the way Nakane (1978) puts it, an emotional

connection, and perhaps consequently makes the faction, in the wording of Sone and

Kanazashi (1989), an "exclusive group tied with together using the common fellow

feeling as an axis" (p. 63).

The politician who devised the current faction system: Kakuei Tanaka

As pointed out before, factions in the LDP, started due to the practical reason of

the election, exist in harmony with the Japanese culture. Perhaps because of it, each

faction seems to apply itself more closely to election activities aimed at reinforcing

power not only within the LDP but also in the political world in Japan than to political

activities themselves. That is why the election of the LDP has been called a
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factional election, or, what is worse, a money election. This sort of election might

have deepened the relationship between money and politics, but the politician who

came up with the model is unmistakably Kakuei Tanaka, famous for the following

phrase: "Politics is power, power is numbers, and numbers are money." The Tanaka

faction was formed in 1972 and had more than one hundred members at its peak, but

it was mainly money Tanaka used in order to gain those members. Tanaka had his

family companies and his support group called Etsuzankai as main sources of funds

and freely gave money not only to the followers in his faction but also to members of

other factions and government officials. In return, he expanded the power of his

faction, gained votes for the presidential election in the LDP from his followers and

won the election. Furthermore, he gained the post of prime minister, won many

government officials over to his side, and granted the petitions he received as well as

made the policies he held come true one after another. As a result, it could be said

that Tanaka completed the so-called "iron triangle" among politicians: big business,

bureaucracy and pork barrel politics. Since then the "iron triangle" has been often

employed in the LDP, but in Tanaka's case, he gave not only money but also his

thoughtfulness to those around him. In that way he succeeded in keeping a tight

grasp on their hearts so to speak. When he was the Minister ofFinance, for example,

he sought any information on his staff "The official's wife is now sick" and "the
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official's child is going to enter elementary school soon." He said or gave something

to each official according to the situation, while for petitioners, in addition, he

memorized the name of each with the help ofhis secretaries and called them by name

with knowledge on them such as the present situation not only of their families but

also of their relatives (Oshita, 2001). It is no wonder people were deeply moved and

took Tanaka's side. Schlesinger (1997) says, "Tanaka's donations were

psychological minuets, skillfully drawn-out seductions" (p. 112). What is more, he

was friendly and popular while decisive and active. Therefore, the Japanese people

adored him, calling him, "Kaku-san," and put their hopes on him. Perhaps because

of his nature, one of the former members of Tanaka's faction, Susumu Nikaido, used

to say, "My hobby is Kakuei Tanaka." Also, Gerald Curtis (2002), a scholar familiar

with Japanese politics, still introduces Tanaka, even in 2002, with the phrase,

"postwar Japan's most popular prime minister" (p. 9).

Three faction points: Money, numbers and personnel

How has the factional/money election created by Tanaka been taken over? It

must be true that the introduction of the revised Political Funds Control Law, the

single-member district and its proportional representation system, and the Political

Party Subsidy Law affected it to some extent. Here, the three points of the faction,

money, numbers and personnel, are each explored in detail.
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Point #1: Money

It has already been mentioned that the politicians of the LDP individually raise

fimds, but "follower-level" politicians also receive funds from the faction to which

they belong. Regarding the way each faction raised funds before the revision of the

Political Funds Control Law, Ishikawa and Hirose (1989) reveal four pipelines. One

was connected to companies and organizations. It seems they usually donated

money to the faction via the leader of it. The second was the parties each faction

held. The third was the influential Diet members of the LDP. They often had their

own political organizations aiming at supporting Diet members with fimds, so they

could also expect donations from them. And the fourth was the financial

management of the funds ofeach faction with stock trading employed as a method for

that. Nowadays, after the revision ofthe Political Funds Control Law, companies are

prohibited from donating money to a faction. So it is natural to think: that a faction

cannot gather as much money as before. Perhaps as a result, though, each faction

comes to raise funds by throwing more parties than before (Tsuchiya, 2000). In

addition, it is the present situation that each faction receives political party subsidies

from the nation, the public purse (Hoshi, 2001). What should be paid attention to,

however, is that influential Diet members of each faction donate money to their own

factions, the third pipeline listed. Possibly such Diet members who have funds to
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spare have strong sources of funds such as companies and organizations. Those

sources might have petitioned their Diet members for something, counting on their

political power and in turn have given them "insurance." Then the Diet members

who received it might, in return, have directly petitioned government officials and

then watched as those convenient-for-the-company/organization bills passed. Diet

members with such power are commonly called policy tribes.

According to Iwai (2002), policy tribes are "Diet members ofmore than middle

standing who usually have strong influence on the specific area ofpolicy based on the

ministry/agency" (p. 33). Diet members who have been elected a few times only are

not yet qualified to be policy tribes. But the system, in which Diet members can be

policy tribes in time as they continue to be elected, has existed a long time in the LDP.

Policy tribes are born after they gain certain positions in the Diet and the LDP

step-by-step as they are elected. The most important positions in the process come

in the divisions of the Policy Research Council of the LDP, all of which are

established in correspondence to the committees in the Diet and to which government

officials come to explain some matters in advance in order to directly obtain

agreement from the members of each division. Inoguchi and Iwai (1987) call the

divisions with such characters "the arenas where the interests and opinions each Diet

member represents are changed into the ones the LDP represents" (p. 99).
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According to Kusano (1989), Japanese Diet members depend on government officials

because they have insufficient staff in charge of policy, unlike American Congress

members. Therefore, Japanese Diet members discuss many of the bills after they are

explained by government officials in the aforementioned divisions before they submit

them to the Diet. If they can gain approval for a bill they discuss it with every

member not only in the division but also in the Policy Deliberation Commission, and

also in the General Council, which is the highest decision-making organization in the

LDP. The bill must be approved in the Diet and the Diet is occupied mostly by

members of the LDP, the party in power. Even for government officials, a system

taking advantage of the divisions in the LDP is convenient because the bill, through

these divisions, can be approved in the Diet in a single shot. What is more,

government officials usually lay the groundwork for the bill not only with the Diet

members who are on their side but also with the Diet members who are tough enemies

and try to have the bill passed in the Diet in a single shot at any rate. For example,

the Health, Labor, and Welfare Division of the LDP, one of the divisions of the Policy

Research Council, is established in order to parallel the Ministry ofHealth, Labor, and

Welfare. If a Diet member continues to belong to the division from the beginning

and to be elected, s/he might, sooner or later, become the chief of the division and be

influential in the policy-making in the area of health, labor, and welfare. Then s/he
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is directly approached by the government officials of the ministry, and vice versa. In

addition, s/he is asked for a close relationship from executives of the companies

related to the area and receives "insurance" when the relationship is established.

Then finally, s/he is a policy tribe. According to Iwai (2002), being chief of the

division is the "gateway" (p. 34) to becoming a policy tribe after being elected three

or four times and the division deserves to be called an "incubator" for policy tribes.

In the first place, the reason the policy tribe position was instituted is inherent in

Tanaka's political method. Tanaka's faction educated its members so that it could

possess many policy tribes for various areas, so it was called a "general hospital;" it

collected a vast sums through its policy tribes, and caused many of its own candidates

to be elected. Of course, each faction came to think that it needed as many policy

tribes as possible. This idea leads to numbers.

Point #2: Numbers

According to Honzawa (1993), personal relationships mean money and votes in

the political world and are primary sources of funds. That is, the wider spread the

personal relationships, the more votes as well as donations Diet members get. The

factions of the LDP aim at that and gather Diet members who are vote and donation

magnets. As mentioned, however, the faction not only gathers Diet members but

also trains them so they become policy tribes and collect as many votes and as much
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money as possible. As one of the methods for this, the faction needs to make them

pass the aforementioned "gateway." Therefore, there is trouble among factions in

every personnel reshuflle as politicians vie for the positions that will bring them

money and votes.

Also, the faction never fails to scout for new candidates in order to gather more

money and votes. According to Honzawa (1990), factions aim mostly at children of

influential Diet members and government officials, both of whom might already

possess the personal relationships and sources of funds needed, though they

sometimes aim at truly new talent. In the case of the latter, to begin with, they need

to do everything from scratch for the election: First of all, they must put in place their

own support groups and then they need to establish personal relationships and sources

of funds. On the other hand, children of influential Diet members already have jiban

(a support base or organization) and kanban (name value) and government officials

already have not only a pipeline to the ministry or agency for which they worked but

also special knowledge in the area related to the ministry or agency and might be

influential there. Government officials may already have personal relationships and

sources of funds to some extent.

Each Diet member aims at becoming a policy tribe as s/he pledges his/her

loyalty to the leader of the faction to which s/he belongs. Once this position is
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attained, slhe can spread the personal relationships and sources of funds gained and

contribute to hislher faction. That results not only in the expansion of power of the

faction but also in the expansion of influence on the inside of the LDP and the

ministries/agencies. Once slhe becomes a policy tribe, what is more, it can be

asserted that hislher future as a politician is promising. That is, there is a good

change slhe will be awarded higher positions not only in the LDP but also in the Diet

in hislher coming political life though it depends on the results of struggles among the

factions.

Point #3: Personnel

Actually, there are Diet members who do not belong to any factions. If

exceptions are removed, however, it is the present situation of the LDP that the

non-factional Diet members cannot get "honest" positions. That is, it is not until

they belong to a faction that they gain promising positions. Given the fact that it is

difficult for candidates to get official recognition, which is necessary when running

for the Diet, from the LDP if they do not belong to a faction, Honzawa (1990) takes

the faction as a general body for promotion and calls it a

"managerial-position-hunting organization" (p. 44) while Tsuchiya (2000) calls it a

"managerial-position-distributing organization" (p. 49).

Besides leadership of the divisions of the Policy Research Council, there are
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some other positions such as chairperson of the Policy Research Council and

ministers for each ministry. But as for the position of ministers, popularity depends

on the area of ministry. The areas of "construction," "agriculture, forestry and

fisheries," and "commerce and industry" used to be called ''the big three" because

policy tribes of these three areas could expect enormous donations from the related

companies and the like. Now the areas of "construction" and "commerce and

industry" are still popular, but the areas of ''telecommunications'' and "finance" are

gaining popularity. In fact, it totally depends on the power of the leader or the

person equal to the leader of the faction to which Diet members belong, not on the

Diet members' capability, what ministry position they can expect. Therefore, each

faction eagerly tries to get for itself the positions of ministers related to these popular

areas and there is always trouble among factions at the time of personnel reshuffles.

Of course, this kind of trouble happens not only in the reshuffling of the leaders of the

aforementioned divisions of the Policy Research Council but also in that of the

chairpersons of the standing committees of the House of the Representatives. As

Honzawa (1990) points out (rather confusingly), each personnel reshuffle has the

characteristic that positions are assigned to each faction according to the power of the

faction after the contests for personnel reshuffling among factions.

In addition, there are three positions called "the top three party executives" in
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the LDP: the aforementioned chairperson of the Policy Research Council, the

chairperson of the General Council and the Secretary General. The chairperson of

the Policy Research Council can influence the whole process of policy-making.

Therefore, this is the very representative existence of the policy tribe (Honzawa,

1990). The chairperson of the General Council is responsible to re-check each bill

passed in the Policy Research Council. Actually, the Secretary General holds the

greatest power among the three positions. This is because the role is that of

safeguard of the LDP. For instance, it is the Secretary General who is in charge of

distributing funds to each candidate for the election as well as letting money flow to

the side of the parties out of power when the Diet is in confusion. According to

Honzawa (1990), furthermore, it is said in the LDP, "You need to be the Secretary

General first if you want to be the president of the LDP" (p. 77) because s/he can

openly expand his/her power within the LDP by distributing funds to all LDP

candidates when an election is held.

The turning point of the LDP, hopefully

Once the Junichiro Koizumi administration was formed in April 2001, a

phenomenon that had never been seen in the LDP occurred. The administration had

received the highest approval rate in the history of the LDP, of more than eighty

percent, just after it was formed and Japan was hit with a "Koizumi boom."
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Koizumi had been called a "weirdo" by Makiko Tanaka, daughter of the

aforementioned politician, Kakuei Tanaka, but what he did now "was" strange.

When new Prime Minister Koizumi handed his list of names for the formation of the

cabinet to some executives of the LDP saying, "How is it? It's an earthshaking

personnel reshuffle, isn't it?," none of the executives could say anything (Nihon

Keizai Shinbunsha, 2001, p. 212). They were speechless, for on the list were a

university professor, some private citizens and some young Diet members.

Furthermore, the list was the result of what Koizumi had come up with after shutting

himself away in the official residence without meeting anyone. He made the list of

the next year's reformation of the cabinet in almost the same way (Okubo, 2002).

He did not follow party conventions for personnel reshuffles, forming each of the

cabinets according to the power of each faction. That is, he formed each of the

cabinets without sticking to the logic offactions in the LDP.

To begin, Koizumi emphasized "structural reforms" in various areas in his

general-policy speech as prime minister. In his speeches made on street comers, he

even declared, "I will destroy the LDP!" He is that sort of person who is not a

follower of anyone and does not seek followers. In an interview with Keiko Ochiai,

he expresses that he feels relieved when he is alone (Sataka, 2001). So he might not

like to be with others. He used to belong to the Fukuda faction, but now belongs to
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no factions. That kind of person pays attention to the defects in the structures of

various areas in the existing economy and administration, and in order to fix them,

demolishes some of what exists. One of the Japanese national newspapers, Nihon

Keizai Shimbun (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2001), lists the following as the things he

has destroyed: 1) Keiseikai, which succeeded to the Tanaka faction and was in the

center of power even after prospering in the time of the Takeshita administration (but

still exists as the Hashimoto faction), 2) the factions, 3) the methods of

decision-making, and 4) the idea that the center of Japan and the provinces of Japan

should be equally treated on the basis of the aforementioned "iron triangle" in which

politicians, big business and bureaucracy enjoy a cozy relationship with one another.

Especially, the second and third items ought to be noted. Regarding the second,

Koizumi ignored balancing the personnel reshuftle according to the power of the

factions not only for the fOlmation of the cabinet but also for choosing "the top three

party executives." In order to strengthen the power of party, in addition, he

decreased the funding (for expenses) distributed to each faction but increased the

funding (for expenses) directly given to each Diet member via the Secretary General

instead. As for the third item, it was a principle that any bills needed to unanimously

pass through the Policy Research Council, the Policy Deliberation Commission, and

the General Council in turn and bottom up, but now it is the opposite.
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Pre-adjustment is not carried out for examining any bills in these three spots. All

bills are approved in the government or by the prime minister and then they are

processed from the top down.

The people who turn their backs on Koizumi's new way are commonly called

"the forces of resistance" and most of them are policy tribes. Policy tribes have

always established their positions as politicians and gathered votes and funds through

connection with big business and bureaucracy and exercising their power of influence,

but the reforms by Koizumi destroyed the system. Koizumi aims at a system in

which the party itself becomes the nucleus in the LDP and has wiped out the "sacred

precincts" of factions. In fact, however, not only policy tribes but also factions still

exist. This might be because it is too hard to fundamentally sweep away that which

was such a large part of the unchanging and stable environment of the 55-year system.

The compensation of the 55-year system seems too high.
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CHAPTER 7

PROSECUTION

"This is fascism"

It was the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office that was in charge of

investigating Arai's scandal, an investigation criticized from various fields. For

example, Suzuki (1998) cites a comment of a veteran reporter, "1 cannot avoid saying

that there are a large number of problems in the investigation because as many as four

people died" (p. 142), and also offers the comment ofLDP member, Katsuei Hirasawa,

who used to work for the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department: "I cannot avoid

having a doubt in the way of the prosecution this time" (p. 142). Atsushi Mizoguchi

says, "Some people may start pointing out that the prosecution is going too far and

becomes fascist" (Futai, 1998, p. 33). A member of the LDP, Shizuka Kamei, who

was leader of the faction to which Arai belonged after returning to the LDP and used

to work for the National Police Agency, also criticizes the prosecution: "Even the

prosecution was wrong" ("Meiyu Kamei Shizuka," 1998, p. 135). According to Park

(1999), Arai's wife Mariko reveals that Arai himself also expressed, "This is fascism"

(p. 199). As mentioned in the first quote of this section, as many as four people,

including Arai, took their own lives in the process of the series of investigations.
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Such comments about the quality of the investigation then might be justified. What

is the system ofJapanese prosecution that results in four dead in a scandal like Arai's?

The Japanese prosecution system

The current system was established by the 1947 Public Prosecutors Office Law,

enacted and promulgated under close observation by the GHQ after Japan lost the war,

and also by the 1948 Criminal Procedure Code. The Public Prosecutors Office is

one of the administrative organs that belong to the Ministry of Justice and is

organized in a pyramidal way: The Supreme Public Prosecutors Office, that

corresponds to the Supreme Court, is the top and eight high public prosecutors offices

correspond to the eight high courts in major cities. Fifty district public prosecutors

offices correspond to the fifty district courts or family courts in almost every

prefecture, and 438 local public prosecutors offices correspond to the 438 summary

courts allover Japan. The public prosecutors have rights to deal with criminal cases,

prove wrong the criminals they prosecute at court, and direct and supervise the

execution by the court and so on. As Inose (1983) points out, they have not only

administrative power but also judicial power. In addition, it is guaranteed by the

Criminal Lawsuit Act and the Public Prosecutors Office Law that public prosecutors

can investigate cases in their own right. Therefore, public prosecutors in Japan have

a wide range of rights from investigation to dealing with cases and can independently
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make use of these rights on the basis of their judgment. However, Japanese

prosecution basically carries throughout, in the wording ofNomura (1988; 1991), "the

principle of the unification ofpublic prosecutors," and is, additionally, strongly united

because it is hierarchically organized in every comer using the aforementioned

pyramidal ranking.

As Nomura (1991) mentions, although the police can investigate general

criminal cases such as robbery and murder with the spirit of the fairness and neutrality,

they might not be able to deal with the cases in which politicians, the people of the

[mancial world and the like are involved, with that same spirit because they can easily

become familiar with these people in the towns in which they work. The pressure to

leave behind neutrality may be too much. In addition, Nomura (1991) says the

crimes politicians and such carry out are intellectual ones such as bribery and tax

evasion and can sometimes be committed on a large scale, so it is necessary for the

people who investigate such cases to have special knowledge and all possible systems

for investigation. Therefore, the organizations that investigate intellectual cases

exist not only in the Second Criminal Investigation Division of the National Police

Agency but also among the prosecution that politically maintains its neutrality from

the beginning, in the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office and in the Osaka

District Public Prosecutors Office as the special investigation department.
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Especially the Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public

Prosecutors Office is called, in the wording of Uozumi (2001), "the strongest

investigation organization in Japan" (p. 44) and is the very department that has

exposed various corruption scandals ofthe political world.

According to Nomura (1991), the public prosecutors of the Special Investigation

Department not only hear from witnesses and suspects, put material in order, and deal

with the cases sent from the Second Criminal Investigation Division but also read

newspapers, magazines and the Diet record carefully in order to "sniff whiffs of foul

play" (p. 19) by themselves and investigate cases of corruption tenaciously enough

even for those around the suspects to be thoroughly examined. In the process of

investigation, according to Nomura (1988), some tenacious public prosecutors of the

department break down with ulcers, weight loss, or vitamin deficiencies.

Arrest ofDiet members

As mentioned, the Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo District

Public Prosecutors Office uncovered the Arai scandal. It had in the past arrested

some other incumbent Diet members such as the former prime minister, Kakuei

Tanaka. But public prosecutors seem to treat incumbent Diet members differently

from general suspects when they arrest them. How so?

Possibly because it is prohibited by the Criminal Lawsuit Act that public
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prosecutors damage the honor and human rights of the people concerned in cases,

Nomura (1991) notes public prosecutors arrest Diet members only when they are sure

they can prosecute them and prove them guilty. A top-level meeting is held when

the public prosecutors of the Special Investigation Department are going to

investigate or arrest Diet members. In the meeting, the top-level prosecutors discuss

the case from various aspects from the career and family background ofDiet members

to the reaction expected of the citizens. Once they reach consensus on approval for

investigating or arresting Diet members on the basis of the aforementioned "principle

of the unification of public prosecutors," the result is soon reported to the Minister of

Justice, who can supervise and command all of the public prosecutors under the

Public Prosecutors Office Law via the Criminal Affairs Bureau of the Ministry of

Justice. The public prosecutors can then arrest or prosecute the Diet members in

question unless anyone says in the process, "Wait." What is important for getting to

the stage of arrest or investigation is that the public prosecutors hold such meetings

and investigations with utmost secrecy and never leak any information to the press

because of the sensation it might cause. If the public prosecutors actually need to

arrest Diet members, it is guaranteed by the constitution that Diet members have

immunity from arrest when the Diet is in session. If public prosecutors want to

arrest Diet members at any time, they need to ask for an arrest warrant from court.
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They also need pennission to arrest from the cabinet, the Diet, and the Steering

Committee of the House of Representatives in due order. According to Nomura

(1991), it is especially troublesome for public prosecutors to get permission to arrest

Diet members from the Diet and they see mostly bad results such as ultimate

guiltlessness or non-prosecution by trial even if they do get pennission to arrest from

all the institutions. Therefore, prosecutors are taken as wise if they avoid arresting

Diet members when the Diet is in session, even if there were such a procedure by

which they could arrest them when the Diet was in session. According to a

magazine called Jurisuto (Jurist) ("Arai Shokei shuin giin," 1998), however, the

prosecutors of today, in principle, seem to try to arrest Diet members even if the Diet

is in session as long as Diet members do not admit to that of which they are suspected.

Relationship with the LDP

As mentioned briefly, the prosecution carries out an attitude of neutrality in the

area of politics. As Magami (1988) says, however, the top-level public prosecutors

are appointed by the cabinet and that point is different from the case of other

government offices/agencies. That is, the party in power, the LDP, holds the keys to

the personnel reshuffle of the Public Prosecutors Office, and, in more detail, there is a

distinct possibility that the influential/main faction has it. Possibly because the

Ministry of Justice of the LDP supervises and commands the Public Prosecutors
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Office, in addition, Nomura (1991) points out that each Diet member who was

suspected in past cases of corruption was from a faction out ofpower at that time and

these scandals were related to money. For instance, factions in power have already

established strong pipelines for political funds and information, which arouses others'

suspicions, but this is hardly leaked while factions out ofpower do not have them, are

forced to manage to raise funds by any means and consequently accumulate evidence

of unfair practices little by little by themselves. As mentioned, there is more than

one faction in the LDP, and what is more, these factions are always competing with

one another for the acquisition of power. Perhaps because of this, some scandals

were uncovered through whistle-blowing from the inside according to the factional

relationships within the LDP while some were found through an investigation of the

Special Investigation Department. As evidence, Nomura (1991) offers the comment

of former Minister of Agriculture and Forestty, Seishi Shigemasa of the LDP, who

was investigated in the Kyowa Seito scandal in which a Diet member of the Japan

Socialist Party was suspected of receiving bribes from both Kyowa Seito (Kyowa

Sugar Company) and Nihon Budoto Kogyokai (Japan Glucose Associations): "I think

the people who spread the rumor are not from the parties out of power. Rather, I

think the rumor spread due to the relationships among the factions within the LDP" (p.

70). Nomura (1991) also provides a comment by former Diet member, Setsuo
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Fujiwara of the LDP, who was investigated in the Nise Shoshi scandal in which tons

of certificate stamps for the posters of a candidate from the LDP for the election of

Governor of Tokyo were forged and presented, "There are people who spread the

rumor on purpose. Their aim is the only one. They are aiming at making me fall

from power" (p. 70). According to Nakanishi (1998), although this is not related to

the conflicts among the factions of the LDP, it is based on the information of an LDP

Diet member that a Diet member of the LDP and a Diet member ofthe Japan Socialist

Party were arrested in the Nittsu case that was also a graft scandal. That is, the

prosecution, which fundamentally ought to be a neutral/independent organization,

might have made use of information from politicians and the aim of the investigation

by the prosecution might have depended on the party in power. In a sense, it is true

the prosecution might be quite capable ofenjoying a cozy relationship with the LDP.

This might fundamentally be because of the 55-year system in which the LDP

retained power and governed Japan for as many as thirty-eight years. As Yamamoto

(1999) explains, the LDP had made every law in Japan be approved through

discussion within such sectors of the LDP as the Policy Research Council for as many

as thirty-eight years. That is, it can be said the LDP might not have made any

inconvenient laws for itself and it can also be supposed that it might have been

difficult for the prosecution, which deals with any criminal cases on the basis of the
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law, to expose LDP corruption. According to Yamamoto (1999), in addition, it was

accepted in Japanese prosecution since prewar days that it would be a loss for the

nation to exclude those people who are useful to it and it seems avoiding the arrest of

big-name politicians was part of this policy. The 55-year system, as mentioned, was

called the Cold War in Japan, during which a conservative party, the LDP, and a

progressive party, the Japan Socialist Party, took a stand against each other as the

party in power and the party out of power (the opposition) respectively. Perhaps in

order to avoid the establishment of a socialist administration, Uozumi (2001) implies

that public prosecutors kept it in mind they did not need to cause the administration of

the LDP to collapse by arresting LDP politicians blindly. It was taboo, as it was, for

public prosecutors under the 55-year system to arrest prime ministers (Yamamoto,

1999).

Kakuei Tanaka, however, was arrested, though he was not a prime minister

when he was arrested. Even after his arrest, in spite of it, he continued to wield

influence within the LDP as leader of the biggest faction and he was popular enough

among the people to be re-elected as a Diet member. Possibly because Tanaka was

in a position to control administration behind the scenes, the influence of the LDP on

the prosecution did not decrease; rather, as Magami (1988) says, the LDP had come to

assign powerful people to the position of Minister of Justice after Tanaka's arrest and
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the Public Prosecutors Office was completely placed under the Ministry of Justice,

and it seems to have increased. What is more, even the 1988 Recruit scandal, which

occurred when Noboru Takeshita and Shin Kanemaru started to hold political

influence and the Cold War was about to end after Tanaka, who also had political

influence on the side of the prosecution even after his arrest, broke down with

cerebral infarction and lost his influence on the political world, in the wording of

Murobushi (2000), "came to an end without being investigated the core" (p. 269).

Regardless of what kind of power relationship existed between the LDP and the

prosecution, the prosecution and the LDP "coexisted" (Uozumi, 2001, p. 47) as

Uozumi points out. Ono (1992) says all of the LDP executives would have been

thrown into jail long ago and the LDP would have collapsed if a truly fair-minded

prosecution had existed in Japan.

Nevertheless, a change occurred in the relationship between the LDP and the

prosecution. As Uozumi (2001) says, the aforementioned arrest of Shin Kanemaru

for tax evasion was the start of it. What happened after Kanemaru's arrest was that,

as Arai actually got out of it, the LDP experienced a split and the Hosokawa

administration without any members of the LDP was formed. In other words, the

55-year system, in which only the LDP had power, collapsed. With this occurrence,

the prosecution came to gain an advantage not only over the LDP but also over the
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political world. As a proof, seventeen Diet members, having a former Diet member

of the Democratic Party of Japan, Kanju Sato, as the seventeenth person, were

arrested in the eleven years following the 1993 Kanemaru arrest ("Sakai giin," 2003)

while only seven Diet members were arrested in the seventeen years from the

Lockheed scandal to Kanemam's arrest (Dozumi, 2001). This shows the way in

which the relationship between the LDP and the prosecution reversed, and after the

reversal, the arrests of Diet members occurred one after another. Arai was going to

be one of the seventeen Diet members arrested. Nishibe (1998) expresses how

Arai's arrest was handled: "Even the LDP, a party in power, is about to be unified by

the prosecution" (p. 112), and "The Diet Building has entirely been swallowed [by the

prosecution]" (p. 113).

Relationship with the Ministry ofFinance

The prosecution had another power organization by which to be embarrassed

besides the LDP, until only the time of Arai's scandal though. It was the Ministry of

Finance. The position of this ministry is, as mentioned before, high enough it is

called "the Ministry of Ministries." The reason is unmistakably that the Ministry of

Finance is in charge of the distribution of budget to each ministry and agency. The

Ministry ofJustice having the Public Prosecutors Office is one of these ministries, and

according to Nakanishi (1998), it used to entertain the executive-class officials of the
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Budget Bureau, the Ministry of Finance and lay the groundwork together for setting

the budget. Nakanishi (1998) gives another episode: The study meeting to exchange

infmmation was often held in an eating house and included the executives of both the

Ministry of Finance and the prosecution. Once the executive-class employees of

banks came to participate in it, the meeting sometimes "got flamboyant" (Nakanishi,

1998, p. 35). That is, the prosecution might also have had a back-scratching alliance

with the Ministry ofFinance and banks through entertainment.

Once the prosecution exposed the aforementioned sokaiya scandal, however, it

detected not only Arai's scandal but also the cozy relationship between the Ministry of

Finance and the financial world through excessive entertainment. Kaimai (1998)

says it was spread as a rumor that the prosecution let "great evils [of the Ministry of

Finance]" get away under a secret promise with the Ministry of Finance because it

could not escape the power structure with the Ministry of the Finance at the center.

However, it is true that the prosecution arrested not only the top-level employees of

major securities companies and banks but also some government officials of the

Ministry of Finance to which the prosecution felt indebted. These arrests could be

carried out because the prosecution looked upon the excessive entertainment as

bribery for the first time. Perhaps because of the method of investigation, Nakanishi

(1998) points out the prosecution "became an existence to give great terror even to the
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government officials of the Ministry of Finance" (p. 34) and Uozumi (2001) admits

saying both the LDP and the Ministry of Finance "lost the past power" (p. 120) and

"Nothing can confront them [of the prosecution] any longer" (p. 120) in that the

prosecution came to establish superiority over all other organizations in the power

structure.

Relationship with the press

As Uozumi (1998; 2001) and Yamamoto (1999) say, no public offices

thoroughly manage information, shut their mouths, and stay silent as much as the

prosecution. Uozumi (1998) concludes that public prosecutors do not leak

information because they are demoted if it comes out to their bosses they have had

contact with reporters, and the leakage of information can be a big obstacle in their

investigations. He briefly warns, though, that not every public prosecutor refuses to

meet newspaper reporters for information because it is prohibited in the Special

Investigation Department only that prosecutors exchange information with each other.

Nomura (1991) denies the prosecution formed a united front with the press for the

Recruit scandal by leaking information because, he says, that kind of act affects its

prestige. On the other hand, Yamamoto (1999) implies that information might be

leaked from the Ministry of Justice or in the process of transfer from the Special

Investigation Department to the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office, the
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Supreme Public Prosecutors Office, and so forth. However, it cannot be asserted that,

even if it happens along either of the two routes, the information is leaked by the

prosecution on purpose. Rather, it might be more justifiable, even given the

aforementioned comments by the former LDP Diet members who were actually

brought down because of, they believed, the whistle-blowing from the inside of the

LDP or such due to the relationship among the factions as the cause/source for

leakage of information. Yamamoto (1999) admits there is a possibility that the truths

of scandals are made clear by such "cooperators of the whistle-blowing from the

inside" (p. 189).

Nevertheless, it seems the prosecution makes good use of the press, especially

newspapers, in order to get the support of public opinion. In fact, Nomura (1991)

sees the prosecution as taking an attitude to developing its investigation with public

opinion as a strong supporter. Also, even Uozumi (1998), who completely denies

leakage of information by the prosecution, says the prosecution expects newspapers,

"the gigantic medium," to become "the following wind" for public opinion (p. 33).

On the basis of this, Uozumi (1998) points out that the arrest of Kanemaru for tax

evasion was carried out with public opinion critical for him, and as for the

aforementioned scandals in the form of entertainment for the Ministry of Finance and

the like, "It must have been impossible for the prosecution without the upsurge of
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public opinion to go on with the investigation taking the entertainment as bribery" (p.

33).
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CHAPTER 8

THE JAPANESE MASS MEDIA

Possible necessity for Arai's arrest: The media

Finally, the media appear. As just mentioned, some type of relationship might

have been born and existed between the media and the prosecution especially after

Kanemaru's arrest in 1993. As also pointed out, the prosecution may have used the

media to gain the support ofpublic opinion to enable its investigation to run smoothly

after that arrest. Regarding Arai's scandal, there is also a possibility the media was

exclusively employed by the prosecution, which itself aimed at arresting Arai. The

media seems to have been a part of the going on that must be explored for a full

understanding of Arai's case. In spite of everything, the purpose of this paper, as

stated, is to look for a change in representation ofzainichi Koreans in Yomiuri, one of

the players in the Japanese media, after the end of World War II and to the present day.

Therefore, it is indispensable for a start to see what the Japanese media is like, to

explore its characteristics.

The head watchdog in the Japanese media: Newspapers

Media in democratic nations are often compared to "watchdogs," which watch

or check power organizations such as the government and prosecution. Probably
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because they are so strong themselves, they are sometimes taken as the Fourth Power,

after legislation, judicature, and administration, and seen as if they exist on the side of

those in power. Either way, it can be said the media play a significant role in

democratic nations. The people of all democratic nations tend to depend greatly on

the media to keep an eye on national and international power organizations. Because

technology allows the Internet to have become one of the main media, as along with

newspapers and television, what is more, people have come to select not only media

but also "information." That is, the time people can watch the movement of power

in multiple ways has come.

Japan is not an exception. According to a 1991 investigation by the Japan

Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association, however, as many as 80.9% of the

sample affrrmatively evaluate newspapers as trustworthy while 55.3% affirmatively

evaluate television as such (as cited in Sato, 1995). A 2003 investigation by the

Advertising Committee of the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association

reveals, in one of the questions which allow for multiple answers, that for "I can trust

the content of information," newspapers received 40.5% of ''yes'' answers among

television (including both commercial broadcasting and the NHK, the latter like the

BBC in the u.K.), radio, magazines, the Internet, and itself and led commercial

television broadcasting by 29.2% although not the NHK, which received 50.1% of
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''yes'' answers (the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association, n.d.a).

According to the same survey, in addition, newspapers received 58.2% of ''yes''

answers for the question, "It is indispensable to me as a source of information," with a

lead of 13.7% on the second-ranking NHK (the Japan Newspaper Publishers &

Editors Association, n.d.a). From this it can be taken that newspapers maintain

perceived reliability and are deemed essential despite an increase in the number of

media choices. The number 70,340,000, the total circulation ofnewspapers for 2003

allover Japan revealed by the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association

(n.d.b), might tell everything. As Wolferen (1998) says, the position of newspapers

is in fact higher than that of television in Japan. Additionally, Toshitaka Hayashi

(1995) speculates the function of the newspapers as media still enjoys a specific

effectiveness in spite of multiplication of media types as well as channels. Finally,

Susumu Hayashi (1995) concludes, after taking a look at the impact of television

news upon newspapers that the latter will maintain its position as a medium

indispensable to society. The Japanese, in the wording of Kase, "worship" (Fukuda,

1975, p. 66) their newspapers and there exists the real possibility this will continue.

To begin, what are the functions of newspapers? Do they possess something

different from other media? According to Toshitaka Hayashi (1995) and Hasegawa

(1998), one of their functions is to report news because they show their power in
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reporting as well as explaining in detail though they are inferior to television in

reporting news promptly. Toshitaka Hayashi (1995) thinks highly of newspapers'

ability to report and explain news in detail as "the function that gives newspapers an

advantage over other media" (p. 78). In addition, Toshitaka Hayashi (1995) and

Hasegawa (1998) add to this the function of criticizing, which allows each newspaper

publishing company to show its own judgment through editorials and the like, to

make public opinion, to give its readers a place in which to exchange their opinions

and to present a wide range of reader opinion. Toshitaka Hayashi (1995) recognizes

this function as the most significant.

How about the function of newspapers as watchdog? Regarding the Japanese

newspapers, Sasaki (1999) points out they "have greatly taken on the characteristic of

an apparatus of the government or power to send information" (p. 8) since their

inception and characteristics have "wandered" (p. 9) via various changes. It seems

Japanese newspapers exist as more a pet of the power organizations than a watchdog.

This is because, according to Katsura (1990), the importance of maintaining an

opposing relationship between the power and the newspapers has been kept vague and

what makes the relationship indistinct is still reproduced in various forms. In this

way, it might be difficult to think Japanese newspapers' function to check power

organizations is carried out, and that the Japanese people are provided by their
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newspapers relevant materials by which to make good judgments.

Regardless, Japan is a newspaper power. Beginning with the next section, we

will see what sort of entity is the Japanese newspaper. National papers especially,

whose circulation is more than half of those in the whole of Japan, will be paid

attention. And finally, even the national newspapers' modus operandi as a watchdog

will be investigated.

The history ofJapanese newspapers

In this section, the history ofnewspapers in Japan will be looked at mainly from

the views of Ariyama (1995) and Uchikawa (1995). To begin: It is taken that the

1854 crisis in the last days of Japan's Tokugawa shogunate brought about by the

landing of the "black ships" led by Commodore Matthew Perry was the social

condition that sparked the establishment of Japanese newspapers. But not until 1870

was a daily newspaper most similar to the style of the newspapers of today, the

Yokohama Mainichi Shimbun, published. After it, others were begun one after

another. The Meiji administration, soon thereafter, promoted them as a tool for

Westernization and enlightenment. In the process of this promotion, the government

as well as journalists found the newspapers to have a political function for the

formation of public opinion and disputes and each newspaper publishing company

created an editorial column in its paper and was reborn a newspaper for political
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discussion. Among these newspaper publishing companies, however, some that

advanced extreme political discussion on Seikan-ron (the theory of conquering Korea)

and other such empiricism started to appear. The government then put "speech

suppression" into operation with some regulations while it planned to encourage

newspapers that spoke for the government. Once the Liberal Party and the

Progressive Party were formed in 1881 and in 1882 respectively, each newspaper

publishing company kept by the government took either the side of one of the two

parties or that of a governmental party called the Imperial Rule Party and developed

disputes with one another. The same thing happened among local newspaper

publishing companies all over Japan. That is, the situation of, in the wording of

Ariyama (1995), "busy quarrel" occurred throughout the country. The government

carried out suppression again in order to break the situation and each newspaper

publishing company kept by the government could not help avoiding being on the

side of any parties for survival. On the other hand, the government eased the

situation of "busy quarrel" and brought it to order by making some newspaper

publishing companies such as Asahi Shimbun neutral on behalf of the aforementioned

newspapers which spoke for the government. At last the government succeeded in

calming the situation.

Asahi Shimbun was once a newspaper publishing company that had its
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stronghold in Osaka, a merchant town. In Osaka, in the late nineteenth centmy, an

oligopolistic state enjoyed by two newspapers, Asahi Shimbun and Osaka Mainichi

Shimbun, was gradually formed and the two developed commercially by taking

commercial enterprise for granted and selling their papers as "commodities" with

news and entertainment as key. As a result, Asahi Shimbun advanced into Tokyo in

1888, and Osaka Mainichi Shimbun, by merging with Tokyo Nichinichi Shimbun, in

1911. The newspaper publishing companies at least in and around Tokyo were also

commercialized and took up the attitude of nonpartisanship that suited all tastes.

This motto of nonpartisanship was observed even after Japan lost World War II in

1945.

One of the opportunities that allowed Asahi Shimbun and Osaka Mainichi

Shimbun to expand was the Russo-Japanese War of 1904. Later, in addition, the

1931 Manshu Incident and the 1937 Chinese-Japanese War stirred up competition

among the newspaper publishing companies allover Japan enough for further

expansion. Perhaps because of this, Suzuki (1997) says, the newspapers were "the

first prisoner of war" (p. Ill) and "grew rich by being those who are caught" (p. 111).

That is, the war promoted the development of newspapers. At the same time,

newspapers in place during the war mobilized the people into supporting the war with

their cheerleading. The government, which already knew newspapers are equipped
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with the political function of fonning public opinion, strengthened its control over

Japan under the pretext of regulating speech and directed lkken isshi (one paper per

prefecture). Consequently, the number of newspapers in Japan decreased to 355 in

1941 though there had been 1422 until 1937 (Katsura, 1990). Then in 1942 there

were only 55 newspapers, whose number almost corresponds with the number of

prefectures in Japan left in that year under the rules of the Cabinet Information Bureau

(Katsura, 1990). In this point in time, the arrangement of Japanese newspapers into

the national newspapers, block newspapers, or "regional newspapers" in the wording

ofFeldman (1993), and local newspapers was basically completed. In the same year,

additionally, any reporters' clubs that separately existed instituted a registration

system. According to Katsura (1990), that is, the suppression of freedom of speech

was perfectly completed and from the Japanese newspapers in those days "were taken

the freedom of speech and [they] were forced to cooperate on propaganda for war

unconditionally" (p. 40). What Shibata (1997) indicates when he says, "[The

Japanese newspapers] died for journalism even if [they] were held down by power

and continued to be published" (p. 18), might exactly be that moment. Then each

newspaper publishing company under such control strengthened inside censorship

(Kweon, 2002), and in the wording of Freeman (2000), became "the state's

propaganda machine" (p. 171). Meanwhile, the unification of those newspaper
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publishing companies under the control of the government quickened their

modernization. In terms of the level of production and technology and the scale of

capital and facilities, "a condition for the modernization of industrial operation and

management at a stroke" (Katsura, 1990, p. 39) in the world of newspapers was

brought about. In addition, the registration system of the press clubs became a start

to improvement ofthe level ofability ofjournalists (Katsura, 1990).

As mentioned again and again here and in the world, Japan lost the war in 1945.

The GHQ banished executives and people of power in the press in wartime from

public office while taking advantage of the existing mass media to bring Japan under

occupation smoothly. The GHQ guaranteed freedom of speech in the new 1947

constitution and laid down prohibition of censorship. Actually, however, the GHQ

itself carried out press censorship "by reason of the accomplishment of the purpose of

occupation and the necessity of the protection of interests of the Allied Powers"

(Uchikawa, 1995, pp. 60-61). In addition, the pursuit of responsibility for

cooperation in the war as well as in-house democratization occurred in each

newspaper publishing company. In that situation, the Cold War between the U.S.

and the Soviet Union started and the GHQ strove for removal of leftist power from

Japan on the basis of its anti-Communist policy. Once the Korean War began in

1950, the GHQ ordered Akahata (Red Flag), a daily paper of the Communist Party, to
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stop publishing, and in 1951 it also carried out a further "Red purge" in the world of

newspapers.

Such newspaper control by the GHQ lasted until occupation ended with the

1952 San Francisco Peace Treaty. While the newspaper world in Japan was limited

by the government's speech suppression, as aforementioned, it had no choice but to

develop within the range of that suppression. Ironically, Japanese newspapers

experienced significant growth under control by the government during the war.

Then the current model ofthe Japanese newspapers was created under the guidance of

the GHQ. As Uchikawa (1995) says exactly, Japanese newspapers obtained

"almost-complete modem freedom for the first time" (p. 61) with the 1952 San

Francisco Peace Treaty after they "had trudged along extremely-crooked history under

greatly strong control by the government" (p. 56).

What are the national newspapers?

It has already been mentioned that the arrangement ofJapanese newspapers into

national newspapers, block newspapers, and local newspapers was accomplished

under the government. According to the 2003 survey by the World Association of

Newspapers, the total circulation of newspapers in Japan for the year 1998 was

72,410,000 copies and came in first in the world ifmoming and evening editions are

taken as two copies (as cited in the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors
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Association, n.d.b.). Japan is accurately deemed a newspaper country. Among the

kinds of newspapers in Japan, the national newspapers are paid attention in this

section. This is because the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association

(n.d.b.) reports the 1996 circulation of newspapers in Japan was 53,555,803 copies

(morning and evening editions are taken as one copy here), and according to Joho

media hakusho 98 (the 1998 White Paper on the Information Media), the circulation

ofmoming and evening editions of the national newspapers accounted for 53.0% and

62.9%, respectively, or more than half of the entire 1996 circulation of newspapers in

Japan (as cited in Hasegawa, 1998).

Why are the national newspapers so very strong? In the first place, the

extraordinary circulation numbers indicate that Japanese dependence on newspapers

is unusual. But according to Hoshii, the Japanese started to worship newspapers in

the Meiji period when newspapers set about to form public opinion and give rise to

disputes (Fukuda, 1975). This might have been a reason newspapers were

commonly called "guide of the public," that they began to lead the people in that way.

As before mentioned, however, Japanese newspapers developed as "commodities"

before the war and became industrialized within the range of government control.

Along with that, Japanese newspapers came to embrace nonpartisanship and held it

again after World War II though within a militaristic system under the government for
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a while in wartime. Regarding the social movement in postwar Japan, the country

grew out ofmilitarism under the GHQ, became democratized, and accomplished rapid

development, especially in the area of economy, under the LDP administration. It

can be supposed that such various internal/external changes and conditions that came

about due to those changes contain clues to the enigma of the monopoly of national

newspapers. To begin with, it will be seen what sort of entities Japanese national

newspapers are before their strength is explored from various aspects.

Today, Japanese national newspapers are the following five: Asahi Shimbun,

Mainichi Shimbun, both of which enjoyed a monopoly on the Tokyo and Osaka

newspaper markets as aforementioned, Yomiuri Shimbun, Sankei Shimbun, and Nihon

Keizai Shimbun (Nikkei Shimbun). This is what can generally be said about Japanese

newspapers: They are "between quality and popular newspapers" qualitatively

(Amenomori, 1995, p. 222~ Hasegawa, 1998, p. 127) but "equal to quality newspapers

in the West" (Sazuka, 2000, p. 28). The expression by Oi and Miyajima (1995), that

those five newspapers "have circulation which is much the same as or more than that

of popular newspapers while they keep their quality the same as the quality

newspapers of the West" (pp. 220-221), might directly show the quality of Japanese

national newspapers. Besides, Japanese national newspapers are sometimes divided

and characterized on the basis ofdifferences in ideology. As Akuto (1996) says, it is
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widely believed that Asahi and Mainichi are anti-government while Yomiuri, Sankei

and Nikkei are conservative. Takahashi (1995) further notes that Asahi and Mainichi

take "the bloc of the citizens' principle" (p. 338) while Yomiuri and Sankei take ''the

bloc ofconservatism" (p. 338). Tamura (1995) takes Sankei as "conservative as well

as pro-governmental" (p. 258). Basically, nevertheless, not only all the national

newspapers but also the block newspapers and local newspapers embrace

nonpartisanship, which resulted from commercialism, as aforementioned, as a motto.

Kato points out that a different part from the newspapers ofother countries, which do

not hold nonpartisanship though the press clubs (to be explored in detail later), must

be the biggest cause for this (Fukuda, 1975). In addition, it is another quite obvious

characteristic of Japanese newspapers that page layouts are much the same in respect

of not only form but also content possibly partly because ofnonpartisanship. That is

a reason there are those who say that it is Japanese newspapers' individuality not to

have their own individuality (Feldman, 1993). Tsujimura gives an example for this,

claiming the only difference in columns among national newspapers are the marks to

show stops in sentences: reverse equilateral triangles (T) in Asahi, equilateral

triangles (A) in Mainichi, and diamonds (.) in Yomiuri (Fukuda, 1975). He is thus

expressing how totally ridiculous and insignificant is the only difference.

However, Fukui (as cited in Maezawa, 2000a) indicates there has been a
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tendency toward bipolarization in editorial articles among national newspapers since

the 1980s. What is more, Shibata (1997) supports that view, later though, stating the

tone of the press has been bipolarized on the basis of the aforementioned ideological

confrontation between Asahi/Mainichi and Yomiuri/Sankei, becoming apparent during

the 1991 Gulf War. Here were highlighted problems ofinternational cooperation and

the constitution in Japan, though the standardization ofnational newspapers continues.

Possibly because the Japanese constitution has a "no-war" article and there exists the

U.S.-Japan Security Treaty, international cooperation and the constitution tend to

draw much attention to every time a war occurs. Therefore, the bipolarization of the

tone of the newspapers must continue or might take a further step forward. Shibata

(1997) believes the confrontation between Asahi/Mainichi and Yomiuri/Sankei stems

from the difference in historical view, the very one that "is about to become a key to

divide the tone of the Japanese newspapers" (p. 44). Regarding the constitution, for

example, Yomiuri and Sankei, both of which are not active enough to search Japan's

conscience in the matter of the invasion of East Asia including Korea in wartime,

promote revision of the constitution while Asahi and Mainichi, which are active

conscience-explorers, oppose it.

It should also be noted that one ofthe characteristics of the national newspapers

is that each of the five owns a television company, which have established stations
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over the whole country.

Why have national newspapers accounted for such a large circulation

percentage in Japan? In the first place, some conditions and factors that may make

the distribution of newspapers easier are in place, in fact were born in Japan. As Oi

and Miyajima (1995) point out, fIrst of all, Japan's narrow landmass and the

homogeneousness of its people and language are given as conditions and factors. In

addition, the people's generally high level of education contributes to the spread of

newspapers (Katsura, 1990). As Hoshii says, everyone can come to read newspapers

once they are junior high school students (Fukuda, 1975); as well, the quality of the

newspapers themselves, as aforementioned, "between quality and popular

newspapers" (Amenomori, 1995, p. 222; Hasegawa, 1998, p. 127) cannot be avoided

as one of the factors for the widespread circulation of national newspapers in Japan.

Therefore, the range of target readers for the newspaper publishing companies is

broad enough to be able to say it is, in the wording of Yamada (1997), "from leaders

of the nation to ordinary people" (p. 178). As Katsura (1990) indicates, "The

door-to-door delivery system under the monopoly system was the biggest cause for

the realization of the wide spread of newspapers" (p. 72). According to Amenomori

(1995), the door-to-door delivery system is carried out under a condition in which

newspaper publishing companies and stores sign monopoly contracts. Amenomori
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(1995) also says a company can strengthen unification with all of its stores by

strenuously establishing the system allover Japan and this is the foundation for Japan,

the newspaper country. Readers can receive newspapers at their doors every day by

having in place a contract with a store, but as Sazuka (2000) says, the door-to-door

delivery system also produces some advantages on the side of the newspaper

publishing companies because these last know how many copies should be made,

only enough for their readers, and as a result reduce excess stock. As

aforementioned, however, there are also block and local newspapers in Japan and they

exist as competitors ofnational newspapers, also available in local newspaper markets.

What method have the national newspaper publishing companies used in order to

restrain block and local newspaper publishing companies? It is kakuzai (giveaways).

Not only the national newspaper publishing companies but also the block and

local newspaper publishing companies have used some means such as mudaishi

(newspapers offered for free for a certain period of time) and price reductions even

when those methods have been prohibited by law. However, the national newspaper

companies have used not only those methods but also so-called kakuzai such as,

according to Katsura (1990), "detergents, towels, bed sheets, digital watches, pockets

calculators, electric blankets, small electric fans, necklaces, beer tickets, butter tickets,

entertainment, sports, complimentary tickets/invitations for amusement parks" (p. 63).
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They have created groups, for the spread of newspapers, which make a specialty of

door-to-door sales, not limited to their stores all over Japan, to cany out "persuasion"

to read their papers using the aforementioned kakuzai. That might be considered a

"wicked persuasion act" (Amenomori, 1995, p. 232). In addition, Maezawa (2000a)

presents the ultimate example of such an act, that gangsters have joined the sales

groups and that has led to violence and even murder. Such over-the-top kakuzai as

well as those groups have not yet been eliminated, though they have yet to develop to

the point of serious concern (Yamada, 1997; Maezawa, 2000a). In the frame of a

capitalist economy, as Katsura (1995) notes, even newspaper companies need to fit

into the mechanism in order to maintain and develop themselves, and it can easily be

their goal to pursue the expansion of circulation. It might have been because of not

only the mechanism of a capitalist economy but also commercialism, cultivated in

wartime, that each newspaper company tried increasing its circulation. Maezawa

(2000a) lists three ways for newspaper publishing companies to compete with one

another: "competition with page spaces (such as layouts and content of articles),"

"competition with price," and "competition with giveaways." Additionally,

"competition with page spaces" might not be due to the existence of press clubs and

nonpartisanship the Japanese newspapers hold and even "competition with price"

might not occur because every newspaper publishing company is granted the privilege
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of the resale price maintenance system. That is, "competition with giveaways" was

the only method by which to compete left for Japanese newspaper publishing

companies of the time. It might have been their real intention to claim they could

not help depending on kakuzai in order to win the competition war at any rate.

Through that kind of development, the current system of national newspapers was

accomplished, in the wording ofTamura (1995), "by carrying through the logic of the

law ofthe jungle" (p. 257).

Then, how are the internal industrialized organizations of the national and even

the block/local newspapers ran? As in the cases of the internal LDP and prosecution,

the cultural background of Japan, and in a macro-aspect the cultural climate of Asia,

have much influence. As Yamashita (1996) says, Asians historically often tend to

"be stimulated and moved by sympathy and group-oriented harmony" (p. 9).

Perhaps because they reflect this, as Gyalpo (as cited in Maezawa, 2000a) puts it,

groupism and identificationism with their companies have their roots even inside

media organizations. In addition, Maezawa (2000a) argues that feudalism also has

roots here. Yamashita (1996) refers to Japanese reporters' view of ethics: They feel

more embarrassed at and guilty for betraying their bosses than for betraying justice

and their own ideologies and say this can be an obstacle to true coverage. What is

more, exclusivism seems also to work inside media organizations. Although each
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section to collect information, such as the political news and the local news sections,

coexists with the others exclusively within the same organization and has its own way

of gathering information, it, according to Toshitaka Hayashi (1995), sides with the

others well in the process ofmaking information into news. Groupism might be said

to function in that process.

Perhaps because of the merger ofJapanese culture with the system ofcapitalism,

furthermore, reporters at such organizations, using the expression ofHasegawa (1998),

"cany out their journalistic tasks as members of their companies" (p. 128), not as

individuals. That is to say, they are employees, not journalists. Wolferen (1998)

tells us almost all of the reporters on the staffs of newspaper publishing companies in

Japan are university graduates, who wrote fiercely competitive university entrance

examinations, and members of the elite, and as a result are a "group of people who

surpass anybody else in retentive power the same as government officials" (p. 15).

In addition, Takeichi (1998) points out that "even the people who had never seriously

thought what journalism is can luckily enter a newspaper publishing company" (p.

118) if only they pass an entrance employment examination no matter from which

department they graduated. As Tamura (1994) says, they are "closely" employed as

a ''member of a company" (p. 51). Newspaper publishing companies take it as

important to make moderate and reasonable reporters and attach much worth to the
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raising of "excellent members of the company," not ''journalists with a great deal of

personality and an extraordinary character" (Yamashita, 1996, p. 84). That might be

because all newspaper publishing companies hold nonpartisanship in order to be

accepted by everyone. Therefore, Japanese reporters, in the wording of Yamashita

(1996), tend to become "generalists," not "specialists." That point, as Wolferen

(1998) indicates, produces a clear result: Japanese reporters cannot have power to

think over things themselves unlike the reporters of the West. As Yamashita (1996)

specifies, to be exact, reporters of the Japanese newspaper publishing companies can

use neither their own words nor attempt individuality: They are "company slaves."

The press clubs

Here, the already mentioned press clubs, in which that kind ofJapanese reporter

tries hard to collect information, make an appearance. These are press rooms located

in ministries, public organizations and companies, or, in the wording of Haruhara

(1995) and Katsura (1990), "frontline bases" for gathering news materials. Press

clubs are established throughout the country, but, as Hasegawa (1998) explains, most,

such as those set in the prime minister's official residence, the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and the Ministry of Finance, are located in Tokyo. Haruhara (1995) claims it

is not clear when the system ofpress clubs began in Japan, but guesses currently-style

press clubs came into existence in the Taisho era between 1912 and 1926.
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According to Komori (1998), any reporter with a reporter's certificate or entry

pennit can join press rooms in order to collect news material in the U.S., but that kind

of easy admittance is not acceptable in Japan. Here, the rules arising from the

Japanese cultural background are exercised. Press clubs that already existed

separately took on a a registration system in 1942, as before mentioned, and it is still

in use. Those allowed to collect the information they provide are members only,

namely from the organizations listed with the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors

Association or the National Association of Commercial Broadcasters in Japan. The

press clubs themselves are truly, as Tamura (1994) points out, "exclusive."

Even so they have their merits. Within the clubs, reporters do not miss getting

important information (Wolferen, 1998) and can surely obtain what they need to write

articles (Hasegawa, 1998). In addition, they ask only relevant questions, which

enables press conferences to run smoothly, and unnecessary competition with one

another is avoided because all members have the same aims and editorial principles

(Haruhara, 1995; Hasegawa, 1998). This must be why Freeman (2000) and

Yamashita (1996) call press clubs "information cartels." Even for the information

sources, the press club system is convenient, because they can efficiently provide the

information they wish disseminated (Haruhara, 1995; Hasegawa, 1998). As for the

downside, however, press clubs are, as aforementioned, exclusive and tend to
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monopolize infonnation (Haruhara, 1995; Hasegawa, 1998). Also, reporters who

break press agreements can expect such punishment as dismissal from membership,

which strengthens the monopoly (Haruhara, 1995).

Also, the system of press clubs is a hotbed of limitation, designed to demote

reporters to ordinary "employees." Kayama says reporters lose their critical

mindsets and independence by depending upon the sources of infonnation provided

and Okuyama treats reporters completely as "employees," instructing them it is much

better they as "employees" not miss any news other media has released than scoop

their own (Fukuda, 1975). In addition, Toshitaka Hayashi (1995) indicates reporters,

who should compete with those from other media organizations, sometimes show

little competitive spirit and impose self-regulation because they get to sympathize

with one another beyond a sense of belonging. This is in contrast to the press rooms

of the U.S. wherein exists only a vertical relationship between reporters and the

subjects of their news material collection. The relationship among reporters in Japan

is horizontal (Komori, 1998). Furthennore, reporters receive every benefit from,

according to Tamura (1994), parking spaces and methods of communication to,

according to Freeman (2000), year-end dinner parties and New Year's parties, no

matter whether related to the activity of gathering infonnation, although it depends on

the infonnation source side, or the press clubs themselves. In this way, reporters
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might lose their spirit as true journalists, and as a result, produce articles based

precisely upon the infonnation they are given without room for doubt. That leads to,

using the example of newspapers, the same page layouts in spite of the difference in

newspapers. And each page layout, if the view of Wolferen (1998) is to be borrowed,

does not have anything the infonnation source side does not want there.

Ban kisha

Besides the press clubs, there is a unique style of collecting news material in

Japan: the system of ban kisha. Ban kisha means "reporters on political affairs who

pursue the trend ofpolitical power" (Hayashi, 1., 1995, p. 89). Of course, those who

have the greatest political power are the prime minister and those around him/her,

namely the government, so they become a main subject from which to gather news

material for ban kisha. The government also has a press club in the prime minister's

official residence, but as Takase (1999) says, it is only the Chief Cabinet Secretary

who conducts press conferences as a representative of the government. If reporters

wish deeper infonnation, it is quickest for them to get comments directly from the

prime minister and influential members of the cabinet. The system of ban kisha

might have been a result ofthe desire to accomplish this.

How do the ban kisha get infonnation? It is very simple. They stay by the

politicians of whom they are in charge from morning to evening, imbedded so to
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speak. They head directly for the houses of these politicians in the morning for

asagake (morning attacks), stand by without leaving while the politicians are at work

and follow them in order to get something even after they finish the day's work for

youchi (night attacks). According to Feldman (1993), some politicians even invite

ban kisha to their living rooms and drink and enjoy chatting with them after work

though Farley (1996) says reporters visiting politicians outside working hours and

establishing close relationships with them are taken as invasion of privacy to some

extent in the U.S. if the reporters maintain the situation. According to Feldman

(1993) and Freeman (2000), perhaps because such relationships must be avoided, ban

kisha are supposed to "change politicians" every two years, but their biggest aim is,

through such relationships, to obtain the stories behind the stories of politicians they

cannot get in the press clubs; they shadow politicians as a way of carrying out their

duty.

According to Feldman (1993), even news agency and television news reporters

once launched asagake and youchi against influential politicians as ban kisha, but

now these reporters consist mainly of those of the five national newspaper publishing

companies, Asahi, Yomiuri, Mainichi, Sankei and Nikkei. It is mainly because the

reporters of these newspapers, who spend more time with influential politicians

compared to those of other media, give not only political information but also good
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advice to politicians that those newspapers are read all over Japan and wield

significant influence on society (Feldman, 1993). What is more, the reporters of

national newspapers are sometimes appointed to members of councils of the

government (Westney, 1996; Maezawa, 2000a) and this will be explored in detail later,

but Tsuneo Watanabe of Yomiuri, who was once a ban kisha and therefore connected

with many politicians, was one ofthe brains behind a former prime minister, Yasuhiro

Nakasone. As Sone and Kanazashi (1989) say, such reporters are sometimes

"players who join the political game" (p. 269) as well.

What resulted from the give-and-take relationship between ban kisha and

politicians was nothing but a you-scratch-my-back-I'll-scratch-yours alliance.

Katsura (1990) gives the non-arm's length distance between the Japanese media and

politicians as a reason the Japanese media at first did not honestly report the 1989

racially discriminatory remark by the aforementioned Nakasone: "There are many

blacks, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans and the like in America and [the intellectual level] is

still extremely low if seen from the average" (p. 32). That is, the closer reporters get

to politicians, the less they write about them that may be deemed negative. So, it

could be guessed that ban kisha who always "go along with" politicians can get into

such situations more easily. As aforementioned, furthermore, the one-party rule by

the LDP, or the 55-year system, lasted as many as thirty-eight years. Yamashita
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(1996) hints that the reporters during the 55-year system, especially during the peak

period of the LDP, inclined toward the LDP as a high-powered information source.

That is, the ban kisha in that time might have stuck mainly to the influential LDP Diet

members and gathered news material for as many as thirty-eight years. Toshitaka

Hayashi (1995) points out that the 55-year system was the very cause of the inability

to put in place a more effective system-more effective than the ban kisha system.

To be precise, it was the 55-year system that preserved that system. In addition, it is

no wonder reporters could not help writing articles about the LDP, only because they

crowded around only LDP Diet members. Feldman (1993) also sees such

LDP-centered coverage by the media as one of the reasons for which the rule of the

LDP lasted such a long time.

It has already been mentioned that each national newspaper publishing company

has its own related broadcasting company, which spreads closely-knit stations all over

Japan. The organization that issues/renews broadcasting licenses for those

broadcasting groups of companies is one of the governmental organizations: the

Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (the Ministry of Posts and

Telecommunications until 2001). That might mean governmental organization has a

destiny for each broadcasting company, and here, as Tamura (1994) says, "political

negotiation" may happen. According to Kurashige (1997), the power of politicians
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works for issuing such broadcasting licenses. Under such a situation, it should be

doubted whether each newspaper publishing company, one of the group of companies

for each related broadcasting company as well, can really get critical of politics.

There is a great possibility that the issuing/renewing of broadcasting licenses forged

another close relationship between the government and those newspaper publishing

companies, maintained the 55-year system and helped maintain the long-lived

one~party rule by the LDP.

Japanese journalism

The history of Japanese newspapers from approximately the landing of Perry's

"black ships" in Japan, through the "busy quarrel," the frequent wars, and Japan's

extreme militarization, to its democratization after the war and the systems as well as

the phenomena of press clubs and ban kisha, which occurred in those historical

processes whether before or after the war, have been seen. It is natural to credit

Japanese cultural background as well as social situations with influence on that

sequence of events, and current media such as newspapers, television, and magazines

are the very outcomes of that sequence of events. Yamashita (1996) names those

outcomes "Japanese journalism" and categorizes it thus: 1)

nonpartisanship/objectivity that makes the political standpoint unclear, 2) the

principle of priority~over-managementthat results from the innate characteristics of
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oligopoly and excessive competition in the journalism industry, 3) obedience for

power and 4) journalists' strong senses of loyalty and collectivism within the groups

to which they belong. Furthermore, it seems those four affect and support one

another.

Most of what follows is already mentioned, but as for the first category of the

four, the spirit of nonpartisanship, it requires some reiteration for clarity.

Nonpartisanship was inherited after the war in Japan and is even now considered

positive, though the Japanese newspapers were "non-partisanized" due to government

oppression. They stayed neutral in order to be accepted by all people along with the

commercialization of the product and once strayed from the narrow path under the

system of militarism. That led to the principle of priority-over-management, the

second ofthe categories.

Being accepted by all people means being read by many people. That is, it

also means being sold to many people. Nonpartisanship is quite common in Japan

and might be thought to be based, in the media, on a sense ofjustice, but can be traced

back along a path ofcommercialization. Nonpartisanship is also a method of selling

papers. In fact, Kahn suggests national newspapers cannot avoid becoming neutral

in order to maintain sales and contain only harmless articles for this reason (Fukuda,

1975). Konner (as cited in "Ittai dare ga," 1998) criticizes not only national
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newspaper publishing companies but other media entities such as broadcasting

companies, saying, "[They] go for the profit pursuit as companies and do not report

what makes no profit" (p. 27). Takahashi (1995) asserts it cannot happen that

newspaper publishing companies, which are proud of their huge circulation, will give

up their motto ofnonpartisanship/neutrality; no such risk is worth it. Kahn indicates

by saying, "How many things are thrown in and which coupon tickets are freely

given" (Fukuda, 1975, p. 53), that giveaways further increase the sales ofnewspapers.

The third category, obedience, comes next. Reporters might not be able to

violate the agreements of their press clubs because they are afraid of being punished,

being dismissed from membership for example. Also, it is no doubt hard for

reporters to take a critical attitude against the politicians of whom they are in charge

once they establish a close relationship with those politicians. This is especially

apparent in the case of reporters from the national newspaper companies; they might

not be able to help gathering news materials while trying to gauge politicians' feelings

because of the power those politicians wield over issuance of broadcasting licenses.

As Tamura (1994) reminds us, this is a position 180 degrees different from that of the

U.S. newspaper companies such as the New York Times and the Washington Post,

which do not need to stay on anyone's "good side" in order to be licensed.

The fourth category is related to the third. Reporters within Japanese press
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clubs come to have a sense of solidarity with the reporters from other media

companies of the same club and might therefore lack a spirit of competition, which

brings about a synergistic effect with nonpartisanship. As a result, the page layouts

of newspapers get to be similar. Within the companies for which reporters work, in

addition, reporters are required not to disobey their bosses and to be seen as good

employees who write articles accepted by all people.

Another characteristic of Japanese journalism is seen in the writing. As

Feldman (1993) says, the Japanese media are often short of clear infonnation source

names, and in that case, such styles as "It looks as if. .. " and "It is said that. .. " are

adopted. According to Maezawa (2000a), such styles are often seen in the local

news pages of newspapers. Maezawa (2000a) gives some reasons sources of

infonnation are generally not revealed: Each company hides its sources of

infonnation if the infonnation is from other companies and also to protect the privacy

ofits infonnation sources. Maezawa (2000a) concludes that it is thought even media

without apparent infonnation sources can be trusted. Most infonnation with political

parties as sources goes down on the page unsourced (Hayashi, T., 1995). As

Tonooka says, Japanese journalism is "anonymous journalism" (Fukuda, 1975, p.

177).

From what has been reviewed so far, it can be taken that Japanese journalism
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does not take a critical enough attitude in observing those in power, which is an

important role of the media. If the expression of Farley (1996) and Freeman (2000)

is used, the watchdog in Japan seldom barks. The watchdog in Japan cannot become

a "lone wolf' (Fukuda, 1975, p. 30), which is the phrase Hoshii uses for the

journalists of the West, if it always tries to judge the state of mind of those in power.

As Wolferen (1998) indicates, especially regarding the newspapers, they seem to

maintain social order rather than collect and examine accurate truths and report and

analyze them. What is more, Takahama (1998) says the maintenance of social order

via newspapers is carried out together with the government, not by the newspapers

alone. Even though newspapers are often seen as the Fourth Power, in that way it

can easily be taken that they adjust their opinions and behavior to please those three

greater powers, the legislature, the executive and the judiciary, not that they watch

those powers. What is worse, the watchdog in Japan may never bark.

Influence on the people

As seen so far, the national newspapers of Japan enjoy widespread circulation

rate because of commercialization and are, in terms of content as well as disposition

of articles, similar to one another because of their common motto, nonpartisanship,

and the same sources of information, such as press clubs. In addition, the national

newspapers do not select their readers; anyone who can afford a copy can be a reader.
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The national newspapers are still trusted and necessary in Japan even though people

can now choose infonnation from a wide range of media from radio to the Internet.

What has been brought to the people of Japan by such national newspapers? It is, as

Feldman (1993) and Yamashita (1996) say, the standardization ofpeople in Japan.

It might be thought outside Japan that the majority within Japan has come to

share much the same way of thinking and common values and world views no matter

which national newspapers they read because of their similarity. This proves the

theory that the government in wartime succeeded in leading and manipulating public

opinion using newspapers. According to Yamashita (1996), such similar newspapers

cannot give "various materials to judge (or think over what happens in society) to the

people" (p. 82). In addition, Hayashi criticizes the fact that such newspapers lose

"the width of the opinions people can select" (Fukuda, 1975, p. 201). Such

newspapers cannot avoid being on the side of those in power. With such newspapers,

as Hayashi says, it is possible that the people of Japan "cannot help being totalitarian"

(Fukuda, 1975, p. 201). Newspapers must be or be close to, in the wording of

Freeman (2000) again, "the state's propaganda machine" (p. 171).

The outside press

As Wolferen (1998) and Tsujimura (Fukuda, 1975) tell us, the media on which

the public counts, instead of such newspapers, are the investigative weekly magazines.
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It is true that kind of magazine contains gossip as well as sensational articles, and as

Wolferen (1998) indicates, have not established as respected a reputation as have

many of the newspapers. As one of the reasons such magazines can carry such

articles, however, it could be given that they, unlike newspapers and television news,

are not encumbered with various restrictions by those in power.

First of all, the reporters of such magazines do not belong to any press clubs.

To be exact, they are not permitted to join press clubs. Farley (1996) calls the media,

including that kind of magazine employing reporters who do not belong to press clubs,

"the outside press." How do reporters who are not members of press clubs get

information and put together articles based on that information? The answer is

straightforward: They look for information and investigate it all by themselves.

They need neither to worry about any agreements of the press clubs nor to write

articles trying to gauging the feelings of the subjects. Also, they do not have a

horizontal relationship with those from other magazines that spoils competitive spirit.

Under such conditions, the reporters of these magazines can carry out news material

collecting activities in a free and easy style. As Kawai (2000) points out, therefore,

that kind of magazine can dig into the themes newspapers and television would not

touch. In fact, some big scandals have been uncovered by such magazines. It was

the outside press that brought to light not only the Lockheed scandal, in the course of
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which the aforementioned fonner prime minister Kakuei Tanaka was arrested, but

also the aforementioned Sagawa Kyubin scandal.

It is hard, though, for the investigative weekly magazines to secure their

readership as can the newspapers. In order to obtain and maintain their readerships,

such magazines tend to offer gossip and sensational articles and so are commoditized

in a sense. However, the reporters from such magazines neither belong to press

clubs nor stick to specific influential politicians as do the ban kisha. That is, they are

free from power. They might somewhat have restraints imposed upon them by the

organizations to which they belong, but they have the option to become "lone

wolves," engaging in collecting news material as well as writing articles, and bark

louder than the watchdogs as long as the organizations to which they belong allow

them to do so.
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CHAPTER 9

CONFIRMATION OF THE "TRANSITION"

OF ARAI'S POSITON IN JAPANESE SOCIETY

Collapse of the legend, Arai is matchless

"I was dropped" (Yamada, 1998, p. 34). This is what Arai unhappily said

when he was ordered to go on loan to the Export-Import Bank ofJapan in his Ministry

of Finance days year after he had a wedding in company with his first son. "The

bullying among children has become a subject ofdiscussion, but this is also a bullying

among adults, right?" (Kubo, 1998, p. 155). This is what Arai said to one of his

former secretaries, Junichi Kubo, when asked by the executives of the LDP to leave

the party after detection of his scandal. "Everybody is doing it, but why only me?"

(Suzuki, 1998, p. 141; Yamada, 1998, p. 35). This is what Arai might have said in

the secret session of the Steering Committee of the House of Representatives held to

discuss whether it was allowable to arrest him. Arai seems to have been

unfortunately enough treated to express the aforementioned words on the various

occasions from the personnel reshuflle to the investigation from his days at the

Ministry of Finance until his death. In this section, an exploration of the ways in

which the four organizations, the Ministry of Finance, the LDP, the prosecution and
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Nikko Securities, with which Arai had connections treated him unfolds.

Ministry ofFinance

The Ministry of Finance is taken first. It was the Division of General Affairs

of the Budget Bureau to which Arai belonged in the Ministry of Finance at his hiring.

This section, according to Nakagawa (1998), was a reserved seat for the people who

saw excellent results on their entrance exams. As mentioned, Arai was an

extraordinary character in the Ministry of Finance partly because he had a wedding in

company with his first son after he started to work for the ministry. In fact, the

wedding greatly disgusted the people in charge of the personnel reshuffle, and after

the event Arai could not get any of the better positions in the ministry (Nakagawa,

1998). He worked for the ministry as a deputy director of the Division of General

Affairs of the Bureau of the Bank, which is taken by Oshima (1998) as a "position

which makes us feel that s/he is the very government official of the Ministry of

Finance that is the center among the ministries" (p. 195), for one year only, then was

transferred to the Export-Import Bank of Japan. That made him say, "I was

dropped" (Yamada, 1998, p. 34), and he was also made to take the quite lowly

position ofAssistant Manager there (Oshima, 1998). Perhaps on the basis of the fact

that Arai was sent on loan to some other workplaces such as the Export-Import Bank

of Japan and the Ministry of Welfare, Oshima (1998) says it was for only four years
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that Arai worked at his ministry though he held up "service at the Ministry of Finance

for ten years" as one ofhis selling points.

The next organization worth a closer look is the LDP. It is necessary to

determine how Arai functioned in the party as a LDP Diet member. Arai criticized

money politics to a great extent and left the party once. Did he get used to, close to,

the unique customs, such as the support group and faction system, of the LDP,

however, while in the party?

Arai seems to have followed the customs without question at first. For his

first election, according to one of Arai's former secretaries, Arai received a

distribution of one hundred to two hundred million yen from a bank all at once,

mostly because he was a former government official of the Ministry of Finance, and

ultimately spent four hundred to five hundred million yen on the campaign (Ha, 1999).

Just when first elected, according to Yamada (1998), Arai invited the members of his

support group to a free evening of theater, and, according to Ha (1999), he also

invited them to tour a hot spring. It must have been true that it cost "tons ofmoney"

for various things besides the maintenance ofhis support group.

Regarding the method of running the support group, however, Ha (1999)

explains Arai developed it in his own way without following the customs of the LDP;
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it is not clear that he did so from the beginning of the fonnation ofhis support group,

though. In a word, Arai seems not to have used his support group as a substitute of

the aforementioned third "wallet." Ha (1999) describes the way in which Arai's

support group spread over his electoral zone, divided into smaller groups, each of

which had about fifteen members, and also reveals with the evidence ofone of Arai's

fonner secretaries, Makoto Sato, that the number of smaller groups was about seven

hundred. It is not obvious either that any members of "the outer gardens" belonged

to any of the smaller groups. According to Sato, however, Arai, from the first, did

not like to take money from his electoral zone, and after the 1988 Recruit scandal,

never accepted petitions that expected rights or interests ofhimself (Ha, 1999).

Regarding the activity of a faction that requires its members to attach

importance to the vertical relationship in which followers need to pledge their loyalty

to their leader, Arai, it might be guessed, did not get used to it, as seen not only from

his way of behaving at the Ministry of Finance but also from his personal

characteristics. In the first place, Arai took such a system as "back power," and on

the basis of that view, he turned on the important figures, Shin Kanemaru and Noboru

Takeshita, and criticized money politics. It might be hard to imagine he himself

aimed at being a policy tribe in order to sink money into his faction.

Arai could not get back into the faction (the leader of the faction had already
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changed at that time, though) to which he used to belong when he returned to the LDP

in 1997. This might have had much to do with his not attending the 1995 funeral of

Michio Watanabe who, as alluded to many times, was Arai's political mentor. As a

reason for staying away, according to Oshima (1998), Arai said, "J had not been under

the care of him recently though J used to be so" (p. 196). However, Arai's absence

from the funeral was deemed unpleasant to more than just the side of the former

faction of Watanabe. Furutachi (1998) says, "Arai's absence might be reflected as a

rude and impolite attitude in the political world in which social duty and human

feelings have much influence" (p. 61). According to Abe (2000), Arai's absence

from the funeral made the executives of the party angry. Then Arai belonged to the

faction ofMitsuzuka.

From this, it might be understood that Arai did not deserve to be a member of

the LDP.. The results of a personnel reshuffle depend on numbers and the faction in

which the candidate rests in the LDP, but Arai's J-am-not-a-member-of-the-LDP-like

behavior seems to have rebounded on him after his re-entering the party as well as

after the detection ofhis scandal.

Arai says in his second book (Arai, 1993) that he, of his own accord, did not

accept an offer ofthe position ofparliamentary undersecretary from Michio Watanabe.

According to Ito (2000), however, Arai actually held various posts such as a
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vice-chief of the Foreign Affairs Division, Finance Division, Commerce and Industry

Division, Telecommunications Division, and Science and Technology Division

successively and he might have been allowed to gain a higher position in the system

of the LDP when he returned to the party because he had already been elected four

times at that time. However, he was not thought so highly of in the LDP when he

returned possibly because his previous offence of exposing Noboru Takeshita and

Shin Kanemaru had an effect or because he had been absent from the funeral of

Watanabe. Kang (1998) concludes that Ami, "finally, could not be even a

parliamentary undersecretary though he succeeded in being elected as many as three

times as a candidate of the LDP" (p. 118). In Japan, according to Nakane (1967),

once one leaves the group to which one belongs, one can never get back to the group.

Nakagawa (1998) points out that Arai was an orphan in the political world when he

got back to the LDP. He was a member of the task force for urgent financial system

stabilization within the LDP, but he left it after his scandal was exposed. However,

Yomiuri Shimbun (''Nikko shoken," 1997) reveals that, within the LDP, his resignation

was seen as a result of switching with someone else. After the detection of Arai's

scandal, LDP Diet members were strangely unfriendly to Arai, with an "attitude as if

they do not want to touch a dirty person" (Tahara, 1998, p. 160). Also, they treated

Arai stiffly (Imai, 1998). Later, Arai was advised to leave the LDP by the party itself,
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and once February began, the then Secretary General of the LDP, Koichi Kato, met

him to advise he leave the party. As Chi (1998) says, Arai, the very person who

strongly criticized the corruption of politics, was put in a situation where he pursued

dishonest practice and was isolated without any sympathy from his colleagues.

Marum (Arai, 1998) compared Arai, in his isolation in the LDP, to a "lone wolf"

Although Arai belonged to a faction and got some supporters from the LDP, only a

few, such as the leader of the faction to which he belonged, Shizuka Kamei, he could

not establish a fIrm basis in the LDP after he returned to the party.

Prosecution

Furthermore, pressure from the prosecution seems to have driven Arai into a

comer. As mentioned, Arai's scandal was detected in the process of an investigation

into four major Japanese securities companies' payoffs to sokaiya, Ryuichi Koike.

At that time, the prosecution was in the middle of exposing a compositional

arrangement that had been found in the sokaiya case, in which, in the expression of

Ito (2000), "politicians, government officials, people of big business and sokaiya's

depend on one another" (p. 36). According to Suda (1998), what is more, the

investigation into a series of cases including the sokaiya one was extremely carefully

conducted by "that go-go Katsuhiko Kumazaki, a chief of the Special Investigation

Department" (p. 52), who led the investigation. As a result, Koike was arrested,
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some executives of the four major securities companies and of Daiichi Kangin

(Daiichi Kangyo Bank) were arrested one after another, and some government

officials of the Ministry of Finance, an official of a corporation having special status,

and others were also arrested. The prosecution gradually and surely exposed the

interdependence among them and succeeded in bringing about its collapse.

Regarding the rest, although there were many accounts of politicians in the as many

as eight thousand "VIP accounts" of Nomura Securities, the prosecution could not

indict the politicians because most of their accounts had already been barred by legal

prescription and ran out of its limitation of authority ("Konnichi no shomondai,"

1998). According to a magazine, Shinpo To Kaikau ("Arai Shokei shi," 1998),

however, Arai became a target to be pursued to full criminal liability due to the

unusualness of his case, a situation in which he could make profits even after the

collapse of the "bubble economy" (though Nikko Securities had about thirty accounts

opened in other people's names in the same way as Arai). Ito (2000) explains more

clearly why Arai was targeted: Arai was chosen as a "handy representative" because

he was a returnee, did not have his basis in the LDP, and was a former government

official of the Ministry of Finance. That certainly makes his scandal a symbol (of

corruption).

As explained earlier, Diet members have the right not to be arrested while the
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Diet is in session and also have the right to confidentiality. Nevertheless, the mass

media reported Arai's case day after day. Therefore, it might be possible to suspect

the prosecution leaked information. According to Nishibe (1998), in fact, some

members of the media were leaked information from the prosecution. Suzuki (1998)

believes, "[The prosecution] depends on an illegal way to arrest the person who

committed an illegal act" (p. 142), with an indication by the then LDP Deputy

Secretary General, Hiromu Nonaka, that the prosecution intentionally spread

information to the mass media and created an atmosphere in which to arrest a

politician. The suspicion against Arai was violation of the Securities Exchange Act.

According to the magazine, Jurisuto (Jurist) ("Arai Shokei shuin giin," 1998), his

charge was lighter than others-he was not accused of crimes such as taking

bribes-so it was taken for granted he would be investigated at home. However, the

prosecution did not choose to prosecute Arai at home, and in the wording of Nishibe

(1998), "It tried arresting [him] in the presence of the mass of the people" (p. 118).

The prosecution was taking a firm hand. Arai was heard as a witness and talked to

the prosecution for three hours. According to the aforementioned LDP Diet member,

Shizuka Kamei, who accepted Arai to his faction, however, Arai sobbed to him on the

telephone, "[The prosecution] did not hear me at all" (Kamei, 1998, p. 319).

According to the former secretary to Arai Junichi Kubo, in addition, a record was
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already completed by the prosecution and all Arai had to do was sign his name to it

when Arai met with the prosecution to be heard (Kubo, 1998). Also in the secret

session of the Steering Committee of the House of Representatives, no one even

received the material Arai brought in order to explain himself (Kubo, 1998; Nishibe,

1998).

Nikko Securities

As explored, of course, it was not only Arai who was heard by the prosecution

in the investigation of the scandal. Needless to say, some secretaries to Arai and

people concerned were interviewed. Some people concerned in Nikko Securities,

especially former managing director Hiroyuki Hamahira, who was in charge of Arai's

account, were also heard. As Arai revealed as an unsworn witness in the Lower

House Budget Committee, in fact, Arai and Hamahira were on good terms also in

their private lives. According to what Arai said in the committee, all the members of

their families were on good terms, and the Hamahira family hurried to Arai's speeches

made on street comers and even helped Arai in the election. A magazine, Shukan

Bunshun ("Arai Shokei fujin ga," 1998), reveals that Arai and Hamahira were on good

enough terms with each other to play golf together. As mentioned, Arai distributed

copies of the notes Hamahira took to the press in his last press conference, the day

before Arai committed suicide. Shukan Bunshun ("Igai na shinso," 1998) carries a
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"record of indictment," the source of the copies Arai distributed to the press probably,

which consists mostly of the notes Hamahira took when he was heard by the

prosecution as well as those his wife took. The "record of indictment" was more

than a hundred pages long if some other related material is added. According to it,

in Shukan Bunshun ("Igai na shinso," 1998), Hamahira was asked to cooperate with

the prosecution, that is, he was asked to admit that Arai demanded profits. His

lawyer also advised Hamahira to do so. The then president of Nikko Securities,

Masashi Kaneko, told Hamahira, "I do not ask you to tell [the prosecution] that white

[innocence] is black [guilt], but I ask you to tell that gray is black" ("Igai na shinso,"

1998, p. 33). Hamahira seems to have been forced into a comer. His wife

describes him of that day: "His mental condition is crazy" ("Igai na shinso," 1998).

Isolated, or isolating

It could be due to his personality that Arai was isolated in the organizations to

which he belonged. He became more isolated, enough to give up, after the detection

of the scandal. In Japan, according to Nakane (1967), it is difficult for people to

become a member of the group to which they belong if they do not have a personality

similar to that of other members of the group even if they are in sympathy with the

group's principles and ideology. No doubt Arai had it within him to be isolated from

those around him as he was warugaki (bad boy) not only in the Ministry of Finance
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but also in the LDP. Upon recognition that his "off-the-wall" behavior came from

himself, never from his ethnicity, Kurimoto (1998) says Arai could overcome

opposition with the firm attitude of a graduate of the University of Tokyo and a

former government official of the Ministry of Finance. However, Kurimoto (1998)

also notes Arai sometimes made enemies that way. Imai (1998) agrees that Arai's

aggressive character made enemies he should not have made. In addition, Kurimoto

(1998) points out that Arai might have lived thinking what he really thought was not

understood by those around him due to his character. In addition to being

"off-the-wall" Arai came to be looked upon more and more coldly in his latter days by

those around him because he was suspected of committing a crime. Chi (1998) says

Arai's isolation stemmed from his own lifestyle and political behavior.

Additionally, Arai's secession from the LDP might have promoted his isolation.

In Japan, according to Nakane (1967; 1978), people usually belong to one group only.

What is more, it is fatal for them to leave it (Nakane, 1967). It is, too, the strictest of

sanctions for the Japanese, even for the adults, to be left out (Nakane, 1978).

Above all, however, there might be enough room for thinking that the external

factors with which the LDP, the prosecution, and such were concerned might have

brought Arai more and more isolation as well. Actually, Park (1999) says it can be

taken that the arrest of Arai was decided in a political deal among the LDP, the
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prosecution, and Nikko Securities. As aforementioned, many of politicians raise

funds through stock trading. So it might be guessed the executives of the LDP were

afraid the influential Diet members of the party could be suspected as was Arai.

Also, the prosecution might have wanted to settle the series of scandals with which it

was coping by any means. Nikko Securities might not have wanted to be charged

with malfeasance. In order to settle the waters, the LDP might have wanted to put

away the nuisance Ami who could not fail in being an obstacle to the discussion on a

budget bill being carried out at that time, and the prosecution might have wanted to

catch a Diet member who raised hislher political funds by stock dealing. Ito (2000)

takes such intentions of the two organizations as finally ridding themselves of certain

"politicians" because "government officials, people ofbig business and sokaiya" were

as good as settled by an arrest. Nikko Securities might have wanted to put the blame

on a politician to divert accusations ofwrongdoing from itselfor for financial reasons.

Consequently, the politician whom the three organizations automatically had in

common in order to meet these expectations was Arai, though the disaffected LDP

must already have had him in mind. Park (1999) thinks Ami was a "suitable

sacrifice" (p. 198). Arai must have been driven to bay little by little by the mutual

effects of his own personality and the might-have-been deal behind the scenes among

the aforementioned three.
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It must have been painful to Arai that Hamahira changed his course to an

admission that Arai demanded profits. They had been on good tenns, as

aforementioned. Arai was let down by the LDP and even Nikko Securities. In the

wording of Nishibe (1998), Arai "was placed in the prosecution organization alone"

(p. 114).

Finally, it might have promoted Arai's isolation that he was a fonner zainichi

Korean. This is severe, a serious accusation. But it is true some negative feelings

toward zainichi Koreans lurk(ed) in the Japanese mindset, especially within the

Japanese who lived in a period when Japan still discriminated against them in a body

and openly. Arai, perhaps for that reason, tried becoming "more Japanese than the

Japanese."

To become more Japanese than the Japanese

Arai wrote three books (three books much quoted in this paper). In addition, he

often appeared on TV, granted interviews to magazines and such, and wrote articles

for magazines. He was a politician who exposed himself in the media much more

than other politicians. A point in common in what Arai gave to the media, as Park

tells Kang (1998), is that he did not talk about his own hometown and the like. In

the wording of Nakagawa (1998), in more detail, he does not mention his boyhood

very often. That is, there is a blank in his stories that covers while he was a zainichi
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Korean until he was naturalized.

As mentioned, Arai was from Osaka. In his childhood, according to a zainichi

Korean who lived behind the house of the Arai family, the Arai family tended to avoid

socializing with other zainichi Koreans (Nakagawa, 1998). Probably because ofthis,

Arai seems to have been strongly conscious ofhimself as Japanese from his childhood.

According to Teruhisa Yamazaki, who was one of Arai's classmates from elementary

school to high school, for example, Arai grew angry with a ferocious expression on

his face saying, "I am a Japanese," when Yamazaki happened to learn Arai was a

zainichi Korean and asked him to make sure (Nakagawa, 1998). According to a

relative, Arai came to even avoid associating with his relatives (Kang, 1998). Chi

(1998) describes his way of breaking off relationships with zainichi Koreans as such:

"[Arai] turned his back on the zainichi Koreans" (p. 51). To be exact, that might

have meant Arai chose to live as a Japanese. Mariko (Arai, 1998), who was closest

to Arai, said after his death, "[Arai] really tried becoming a Japanese and had the

Japanese mind" (p. 32), and "[Arai] was a human being who had a Japanese soul

more than the Japanese" (p. 32).

Arai lived more Japanese than the Japanese once he cut his connections with his

relatives after he was naturalized (Imai, 1998). This expression "more Japanese than

the Japanese" was often used not only by Mariko (Arai, 1998) and Imai (1998) but
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also by Chi (1998), Nakagawa (1998), and Oshima (1998) to describe Arai. Even

when Arai first ran for the Diet, he did not tell Michio Watanabe of his origins. By

the aforementioned black sticker case, Arai's origins were made public and he failed

to be elected the next year. According to Kang (1998), Arai shed "tears and tears" (p.

114). Watanabe only came to know Arai's background through the black sticker case.

According to one of the fonner secretaries to Watanabe, Arai told Watanabe, crying,

"I could not tell you the truth until now" (Nakagawa, 1998, p. 115), when he came to

Watanabe in order to report the results of the election in which he was defeated.

Perhaps such a bitter experience strengthened further Arai's will to become more

Japanese than the Japanese. According to a like-minded Diet member, Arai

"mastered the theory of the Japanese more than us in his mind" (Suzuki, 1998, p.

140).

Even after Arai was fIrst elected as a Diet member, according to a zainichi

Korean, he refused all requests for participation in events and lectures from Mindan

(the Korean Residents Union in Japan) (Nakagawa, 1998). In addition, Arai did not

take part in even infonnal gatherings for discussion held by those naturalized among

the zainichi Koreans (Nakagawa, 1998). On the basis of what a zainichi Korean

businessperson said, Kang (1998) gives an episode that directly illustrates how Arai

got to dislike himself being connected with South Korea as he was elected again and
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again: Arai got angry, "[They are] South Koreans!" and cancelled some scheduled

lectures and such, when he was in the New Frontier Party, around 1995, when he

came to Sapporo, Hokkaido, in order to support a candidate and saw some of the

people who came to meet him wearing badges with a motif of the South Korean flag

(pp. 115-116). Chi (1998) praises Arai as a "symbol of Korean Dream for the

zainichi Koreans." The fact is, however, not a few zainichi Koreans saw Arai in

another way. Some of them said it was a kind of betrayal that Arai became a Diet

member and many who maintained their original citizenship harbored ill feelings

toward him (Kurimoto, 1998).

What was the Japanese reaction to Arai? Probably, the black sticker case was

the first chance for the Japanese to show their attitude toward Arai in a body. With

the black sticker case rendering it undeniable, Arai made it public for the first time he

was a former zainichi Korean. Sasaki (1983) says it depends on the degree to which

the voters are "matured" (p. 162) how Arai's origin influenced his elections: That is,

he must have meant it depends on whether the Japanese were open-minded enough to

accept his origins. In that first election Arai was defeated. Perhaps because of the

results, Arai decided to challenge the next election without hiding his origins.

According to "Kika daigishi no shinwa" (the Myths of a Naturalized Diet Member)

(as cited in Park, 1999), Arai declared he was a former zainichi Korean and appealed
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to the public for the realization of an open society in which people with the same

origins as Arai would be given a chance to do what they wanted like the Japanese in

his speeches in front of the station that lasted five to six hours every day.

Consequently, Arai was elected. Arai then appealed to the public for

internationalization and often appeared in the mass media. Especially, some remarks

Arai made such as, "[I] want to establish a new relationship between Japan and South

Korea" (as cited in Park, 1999, p. 187), and "I was not elected as a representative of

zainichi South Koreans, but there might be things that only I can say to South Korea.

[I] would like to be that kind of pipeline [between Japan and South Korea]" (as cited

in Park, 1999, pp. 189-190), should be noted. As mentioned, Arai cut relationships

with zainichi Korean communities and his relatives. Nevertheless, he gave himself

up to playing the role of bridge to South Korea, which was his ancestral homeland.

Arai might have been somewhat shrewd with this. In the first place, as Kang (1998)

points out, it might have been his strategy to win his second election by going on the

offensive and saying out front he was a former zainichi Korean. According to Park

(1999), in addition, Arai vigorously granted interviews in order to put his unique

position to the public when he was in the limelight of the mass media just after being

first elected. Therefore, it might also have been his strategy to promote himself,

taking it upon himself to play the role of pipeline between Japan and South Korea at
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the time. According to Kang (1998), in fact, Arai attracted a great deal of

exceptional public attention for someone who was thirty-eight years old and fresh in

the Diet.

However, the "role of a pipeline between South Korea and Japan" had a

negative impact on Arai. According to Park (1999), ethnic discrimination against

Arai escalated and he came under intense pressure not only from the right-wing power

in the LDP and part of the mass media but also from Diet members who did not like

Arai's origins. In fact, ethnic discrimination against Arai had already started, since

his origins only came to light due to the black sticker case. According to Furutachi

(1998), a threatening letter having a phrase like, "A spy from the Federation for

Victory over Communism" (p. 59), was sent to Arai's office and his posters were

smeared with the graffiti, "There is no right for the Koreans to come forward as a

candidate in Japan" (p. 59). Even for the Arai family, the false rumor, "A Korean

spy," started to circulate (Park, 1999). As mentioned, copies of the Arai family

register, in which the origins of the Arai family are recorded, were anonymously sent

to some leading figures in Arai's electoral district. In addition, the Diet member who

employed the secretary who put the black stickers on Arai's posters pointed out in a

magazine that it is difficult for people with origins like Arai's to take an active part in

the diplomatic stage because such people cannot avoid choosing national interests if
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some problem arises between South Korea and Japan.

It must also have been a strain on Arai that he received ethnically

discriminatory jeers directly from voters. According to Kang (1998), it was not a

few times that Arai was jeered, "Korean, get back to your country!" (p. 115). It has

already been mentioned it is a custom for LDP Diet members/candidates to appear in

all ceremonies held in their electoral zones and out of the question for them to arrive

without anything in hand. Kurimoto (1998) presents a related episode: Although

Arai carried out a ''reform'' not to pay contribution fees for year-end/new-year parties

in his electoral zone as a politician, some of the parties in the zone hissed, "Go back,

Korean," when Ami or his secretaries arrived without paying the fee (p. 227).

The disclosure of his origins and his appeal for internationalization caused Arai

trouble in the end. He was caught in a dilemma: internationalization by being a

bridge between South Korea and Japan or Japan only. Consequently, what arose in

him was, in the wording of Park (1999), "an attitude, which 'takes the traditional

nation and history as important', that is utterly different from 'the internationalization

of Japan'" (p. 192). For an ultimate attitude, as mentioned, he finally carne to

change to a patriot firmly detennined to give his life to Japan. Then he started to

utter the word "death" in excess.
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Pressure from Japanese society to oust Arai

No politicians utter the word "death" in Japan. Rather, Arai was the only one

not only in the past but also in the present to have spoken of it. The reason Arai

came to utter "death" was, as just mentioned, Japanese careless behavioral/verbal

attacks on him based origins Arai had become accustomed to avoid mentioning. The

black sticker case made his origins public, the case of the copies of the Arai family

register furthered it, as did the threatening letter, the "Korean spy" attack on the Arai

family, the discriminatory jeers from voters, the suggestions of a problem regarding

national interests by the then Diet member, and so on. There were then not a few

factors trying not to accept Arai in Japan.

Arai experienced a time when he was voiceless. It was in 1962, when he was

first required to be fingerprinted and had black ink applied to the forefinger ofhis left

hand in order to register himselfas a foreigner. He expresses his state ofmind at that

time in the magazine, Esquire, published in 1987 (as cited in Park, 1999): "1 am a

Japanese even how 1think, but I am pulled down because I have a different nationality.

Such a thing fell on a small child like a storm" (p. 174). In addition, he seems to

have been accepted not only at the University of Tokyo but also in the medical

department of Keio University. The profession of doctor was the one anyone can

gain beyond nationality even in those days. According to Kang (1998), however,
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one of Arai's classmates in high school, Tomoko Kishida, says Arai's mother sighed

again and again at Arai's choice not to go into the medical department even though

Arai now had Japanese nationality by being naturalized. "Why don't you go [to Keio

University]?" (p. 113), she is reported to have said. According to Shukan Bunshun

published in 1986 (as cited in Park, 1999), Arai's parents were also opposed to Arai's

candidacy: "If you run for the Diet, you will certainly come under intense pressure

from the public because we used to have South Korean nationality" (p. 182).

Japanese society had taken Arai's voice at one time. In addition Japanese

society caused Arai's parents to worry excessively about the future of their son due to

their origins even though Arai had Japanese nationality. Arai erased his past as a

zainichi Korean and tried gaining entrance into Japanese society though his origins

were known to the Japanese. However, Japanese society pressured Arai to choose

either Japan or South Korea while it continued to refuse him perhaps because he was

a former zainichi Korean, or due to his personality. Then Arai selected Japan in

order to be accepted by the Japanese society, and consequently became more Japanese

than the Japanese and grew resolved to give even his life to Japan. Once his scandal

was exposed, Japanese society followed its original course to have Arai removed, this

time by arrest. The LDP to which Arai belonged merely asked him to leave the party.

The prosecution presented a record, already completed and only requiring Arai's
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signature, and had no ear to hear Arai. The secret session, held the day before Arai's

death, refused to receive the copies Arai had prepared in his defense. And even

Nikko Securities shifted blame onto Arai's shoulders.

Too high a wall to gain sympathy from Japanese society

Arai's scandal came to an end when it was decided in court Arai did demand

profits. It is true Arai had dabbled in stocks not only using the suspect account but

also some other accounts in securities companies other than Nikko Securities in the

past. What should be required here is to wonder why Arai needed to raise funds in

this way. The biggest reason is the election conducted in the way of the LDP. The

reason Arai chose stock trading for it could, at the very least, be that there was already

a system in place in which politicians raised funds by buying/selling stocks in

Japanese society though, as Ito (2001) says, it could also be based on Arai's

personality: "[Arai] could do [stock trading] at his own discretion without lowering

his head" (p. 152). As aforementioned, it is an open secret in the world of securities

that politicians raise their political funds by receiving discretionary account service.

Perhaps because Arai thought it was due to ethnic discrimination that only he was

suspected, he made his origins, which had been sealed once he was troubled by the

dilemma on national interests, clear again in a public place, the Diet. He, at last,

made a clean breast in the aforementioned secret session: "Why me only?" In fact, a
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fOlmer secretary to Arai, Seiko Ishihara, reveals it is true Arai thought himself the butt

of an attack in his scandal due to ethnic discrimination (Kang, 1998). It was

witnessed that Arai drew close to the then Chairperson of the Executive Council of the

LDP, Yoshiro Mori, and the then Secretary General of the LDP, Koichi Kato, and

complained ofethnic discrimination (Kang, 1998).

In his second book (Arai, 1993), Arai actually discusses political ethics, the

politician's way of fulfilling his/her responsibility to be exact. He concludes that it

depends on the mutual understanding of "personality" between the doer, or the

politician, and the receiver, or the people. For example, Arai gives that the people

requested Noboru Takeshita to resign as Diet member. Arai thinks it happened

because the people did not feel sympathy for Takeshita's "personality" and they

denied his right to existence as a politician. In this way, it could be taken that the

people would not deny this existence if they felt sympathy for Takeshita's

"personality."

However, Arai came to Takeshita's standpoint in his own scandal. The time

when the people would judge the "personality" of Arai and decide whether he could

stay on as a politician came at last. As mentioned, Arai called two press conferences

and in the second one the day before his suicide he went so far as to play the tape on

which the conversation with the then managing director of the company, Hiroyuki
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Hamahira, and the then vice-president, Yumio Hiraishi, was recorded as well as to use

copies of the notes taken by the then managing director of Nikko Securities, Hiroyuki

Hamahira, to insist he was not guilty. In addition, Arai must not have used

ambiguous expressions as much as would an unsworn witness in the Lower House

Budget Committee. Sasaki (1998) sees Arai consumed with such uncommon energy

for explaining presumably because he asked for the mutual understanding of

"personality" between himself and the people. Seemingly because Arai wanted to

feel sympathy from the people as much as possible or upon realization of the

limitations ofhis power to confront pressure from the LDP and the prosecution, while

he focused his efforts on such explanations, he seems to have asked for help from

somewhere but Japanese society and came back to the zainichi society he had avoided

since he was granted Japanese nationality.

One of the "Others," after all

According to one of Arai's relatives, Arai appeared at a wedding reception for

his relative on February 15th
, 1998, without notice and explained again and again that

he had not demanded profits (Kang, 1998). The relative also says Arai emphasized it

was clearly based on ethnic discrimination that he had been denounced and said, as if

obsessed with something, that he intended to urge not only Mindan (the Korean

Residents Union in Japan), but also Soren (the General Association of Korean
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Residents in Japan) to raise themselves to action (Kang, 1998). According to Kang

(1998), the relative was shocked that Arai had been forced into a comer enough not to

be able to avoid asking for help even from Soren, which has been on the side of

zainichi Koreans with North Korean nationality. The day before he committed

suicide, according to Kang (1998) again, Arai left a message for the chairperson ofthe

headquarters of the South Korean Ladies Society in Japan, Kim Jung-Ja, on her

answering machine, "1 did not demand profits at all" (p. 109), and he hung up just

after saying, "The press conference in the evening today will be my last explanation"

(p. 109).

It is doubtful Arai was accepted in the zainichi society. What is too obvious, on

the other hand, is that Japanese society tried removing Arai after his scandal was

detected, as Chi (1998) says, "The Diet member Arai was not accepted from the

Japanese society after all" (p. 50). Arai loved Japan more than others and had even

been firmly detennined to give his life to the country. That must have been the

result of Arai's choice between South Korea and Japan forced on him by Japanese

society, as aforementioned. According to Higashimatsu (1998), nevertheless, Arai

himself also expressed in the press conference the day before his death, "[Japanese

society] tries crossing me out in a body" (p. 84). From Arai's mouth, that is, the fact

was revealed that what urged him to resign was not only the LDP and the prosecution
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but Japanese society itself. With that remark, the credibility of the external factors

for Arai's isolation, explored before, might be increased. The day before he

committed suicide, furthermore, Arai called one of his old friends and asked, "Are

you still in Japan? Think of not only being attached to such a country but also being

active in a much bigger one" (as cited in Park, 1999, p. 200), and Mariko intuits with

the remark that Arai tried to give up his attachment to Japan. And after Arai's death,

Park (1999) takes not only the Japanese society, which is not so very open-minded to

people of different origins and prepared such a "way of coming to an end in life" (p.

201) for Arai, but also the political system in Japan as problems. Kang (1998) goes

so far as to say he thinks Japanese society killed Arai and describes it as one "not

open-minded to the existence of diverse ethnic identities" (p. 117). Although Arai

threw away his homeland, sought Japanese nationality, was resolved to his life to

Japan, and loved Japan very much in order to be accepted in Japanese society, he, as

Chi (1998) mentions, stayed an "outsider" after all. In other words, he could not go

beyond one of the "Others" in spite ofeverything. He was always a za;n;ch; Korean.

Death: As Japanese or za;n;chi?

Mariko (Arai, 1998) says she thought Arai carried out what he planned when she

saw the scene of death and insists he positively chose death, and did not die because

he was driven into a comer. However, there is a theory that Arai committed suicide
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because he was driven to bay by Japanese society: For example, Chi (1998) says the

feeling of despair with which Arai was hit by not being accepted in Japanese society

drove him to suicide. Additionally, there is a more detailed theoIY that Ami

committed suicide because he was afraid he would lose his political life through

pressure from the prosecution. Chi (1998) says Arai would have lost his job as a

Diet member and his political life would have corne to an end ifhe were found guilty,

while Nakagawa (1998) says Arai was really about to be arrested and his political life

was as good as ended at that point in time. Either way, it was persistently a main

guess in the mass media that Arai committed suicide because he was driven into a

corner.

On the other hand, there was a view that a crisis related to his identity drove

Arai to suicide. Kang (1998) says a feeling of fear he would become nothing but a

zainichi Korean if he took off his Diet member's pin drove Arai to suicide.

According to Kang (1998), "Arai had overcome his identity crisis by single-mindedly

aiming at the center of power in Japan and also by acquiring the Japanese spiritual

world" (p. 116). In addition, Yu (1998) says Arai had supported himself with the self

who was a Diet member. That is, being a Diet member might have been a way for

Arai to stay Japanese. As Taku Yamamoto says, ultimately Arai's political life was

life itself for him (Suzuki, 1998).
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As a politician, Arai took his own words as very important, and he had said again

and again he was ftrmly determined to die for the nation. Arai gave a deftnition of

the last words as a politician, or the words the politician says before s/he gives his/her

life to the nation, as those that urge the people to also give their lives to the nation and

that these should be uttered only when a nation is facing a critical situation.

Although Arai deftned it as such, what he spoke in the press conference to prove his

innocence the day before he committed suicide was ironically "the last words" of him

as a politician and the phrase he most frequently uttered there was also "the last

words." According to Ito (2001), Arai began the press conference with, "[What I am

going to speak] is the last words done at the risk of my political life, so I would like

you to receive them open-mindedly as much as possible" (p. 148). In the middle of

the press conference, in addition, he said, "I did not demand [proftts]. I say this as

the last words" ("Taiho kyodaku," 1998, p. 36), and "This is the last words done at the

risk of my political life" ("Konnichi no shomondai," 1998, p. 2). Even in the secret

session held just before the press conference, in fact, Arai used "the last words" like

so: "I would like you to receive [what I say] as the last words" ("Arai Shokei

daigishi," 1998, p. 31). "The last words" as Arai used the phrase can be taken as

"the last words" as a Diet member certainly, but as mentioned before, Arai would not

have stayed "himself' if he lost that job. Furthermore, he insisted upon criticizing
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Noboru Takeshita-that showing the way of living and dying is one way for the

politician to regain the trust of the people. That is, it can be taken that Arai had

already decided to adopt the way (of living and dying) at this point in time and was

finnly resolved to commit suicide. Consequently, what Arai said in the press

conference to prove his innocence became "the last words" from him. As Oshima

(1998) says, therefore, Arai's "reason to die" was never made obvious. Probably

because of this, there appeared two ways of taking Arai's death because of Arai's

origins: It was as a Japanese or as a zainichi Korean.

It is said that Arai left a Japanese sword under the bed in the hotel room in

which he committed suicide. The sword was the one Arai received from Shusuke

Nomura, who consoled Arai saying, "Do not forgive the discriminatory structure" (Ito,

2001, p. 152) and "[The black sticker case] is an act to be ashamed of as the

Japanese" (Kang, 1998, p. 115), when the black sticker case occurred. He later

committed suicide with a pistol at the Asahi Shimbun Head Office in Tokyo. Since

the black sticker case, Arai and Nomura seem to have been on friendly tenns with

each other. A representative of Nomura's office says Arai deeply admired the

ideology and personality of Nomura (Kang, 1998). Presumably because of this,

Suzuki (1998) reveals, Arai had hung a picture of Nomura on the wall of his office.

After Nomura's death, nevertheless, Arai told his friends he did not make an
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appearance at Nomura's funeral and went into mourning for Nomura alone (Kurimoto,

1998). According to Ito (2001), instead, Arai showed his understanding: "That type

of death is good, too" (p. 152). According to an acquaintance of Arai, in addition,

Arai said, "It was the creditable last moment of him" ("Kamei Shizuka daigishi,"

1998, p. 51). In his third book (Arai, 1994), Arai actually praises Nomura for his

strong pride and belief: "[His suicide] showed that he risked his life for the identity of

Japan" (p. 87). Arai had already devoted himself to the novelist Yukio Mishima and

liked to read one of his works, "Hagakure nyumon," in which the aesthetics ofdeath

in the code of the samurai are explained. Mishima also performed hara-kiri with a

sword he brought, committing suicide before being beheaded at the Ichigaya garrison.

Chi (1998) guesses the fact that Arai devoted himself unto Mishima and brought a

sword to the room indicates Arai might also have thought of performing hara-kiri as

one ofthe ways ofcommitting suicide.

In fact, the book, "Nihonjin no shisei kan" (the Japanese View of Life and

Death) by Torn Sagara, was on the desk in Arai's study in his house. According to

LDP Diet member Seiichi Eto who made a call to express his condolences, many parts

of the book were underlined, several comers of pages were folded down, and he

thought Arai must have read it very deeply ("Kamei Shizuka daigishi," 1998).

It seems true that, too, before his suicide, Arai asked for help from the zainichi
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society Ami had avoided until then. For that reason, one of the former secretaries to

Arai Seiko Ishihara says Arai died as a zainichi Korean (Kang, 1998). Before he

asked for help from the zainichi society, Arai stubbornly tried becoming Japanese.

According to Shukan Asahi ("Taibo kyodaku," 1998), however, Arai answered, "I am

a second-generation zainichi Korean and had grown being bullied by those around me

since I was a child, so I unintentionally take a stance and a defiant attitude when I am

told something" (p. 33), when Arai's acquaintance, who was familiar with Securities

and Exchange Law and gave him advice after the detection of his scandal, pointing

out the looking-down-on-others attitude of his first related press conference. With

the detection ofhis scandal, therefore, Arai's attachment to Japan might have wavered

a little. However, it is true that Arai brought a sword into the hotel room, as

mentioned. In addition, there is a great possibility Arai very carefully read the

aforementioned book on the Japanese view of life and death before he committed

suicide. From his such behaviors, Arai's intention to die as a Japanese can be taken.

That is, it is also possible to take that Arai tried carrying out being Japanese until the

end like this. Hence, it is not only appropriate but also proper to take that Arai's

death was the death of a Japanese and not a zainichi Korean. In fact, Taku

Yamamoto says, "[Arai] died as a Japanese more Japanese than the Japanese" (Suzuki,

1998, p. 140). Furthermore, Shizuka Kamei calls Arai's death a "death ofmononoJu
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(samurai)" ("Meiyu Kamei Shizuka," 1998).

A person who had hometown in the future

Ito (2000; 2001) often compares Arai's way of living to that of Masayoshi Son.

Son is president of the company, Softbank, qualified to act as representative of

Japanese venture companies. Softbank continues to the present after it attained rapid

growth since offering stocks publicly. The stage for Arai was the political world

while the stage for Son is the business world. These are true opposites. However,

both were former zainichi Koreans and established their own paths from scratch.

Arai started to run for the Diet without a support group, name value, or money while

Son set up a business by himself. There is an important difference between the two.

That is, as Ito (2000) points out, Arai "tried getting up from the bottom rung inside of

order" (p. 37) while Son "shook the existing order from the outside" (p. 37). That is,

Arai was in the Japanese system while Son was out of the Japanese system. Both

tried breaking the order within the system. As Ito (2000) says, consequently, "The

wall of Mr. Arai was all the thicker" (p. 37) because he was within the system. Arai

was overawed by his own scandal and could not break the wall after all.

It is aforementioned that a South Korean boom called hanryu has occurred in

Japan, the dissolution of the old structure within the LDP started once the Koizumi

administration was formed and some companies of the former members of the B&B
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Club came to offer public stock. That is, it can be said that the Japanese society of

today is almost 180 degrees different from that wherein Arai lived. That should

mean the Japanese system is about to collapse. Furthermore, it is hard to think that

each change resulting in the collapse of the existing Japanese system would have had

a negative influence on Arai if he had lived. Rather, Arai would have welcomed the

changes in the politicallbusiness world in particular. In the area of politics, the part

Arai pointed out as needing reform has taken drastic measures to do just that.

According to Tsugio Amai, the aforementioned former member of the B&B Club, in

fact, Arai told him, "Both politics and the economy need to be reformed soon. I will

do it with politics. You change the business world" (Ito, 2001, p. 157). Ito (2001)

points out that Arai read the future regarding the point at which to recognize business

society from now on and also says Arai was the person who could fill the cracks

between the economy and politics in Japan. According to Ito (2000) again, a person

concerned in politics says, "[Arai] was the person who could unfailingly be a leader"

(p. 37) ifthe political system collapsed like now.

Zainichi Koreans seem to have often been discriminated against not only by the

Japanese but also by Koreans who called zainichi Koreans pan-choppari. Probably

for that reason, or perhaps because Arai avoided the zainichi Koreans, Ishikawa

(1998) presumes Arai did not have a hometown either in Japan or South Korea or in
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the zainichi communities. That is, Arai had no hometown anywhere. Instead,

Ishikawa (1998) says Arai had his hometown in the future and he needed to realize it

himself. Arai appealed for reforms not only in the political world but also in the

business world, so he must also have drawn a composition of his hometown very

clearly and was in the middle of building it. Arai could have seen the day of the

accomplishment of his hometown if he had shaken the Japanese system from the

outside as did Son. Arai's death was greatly regrettable because there must now be

the hometown Arai wished somewhere in current Japanese society. Although

Japanese society forced Arai to construct his own hometown, it stripped him of the

day to see. It must be noted Japanese society is filled with contradiction.
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CHAPTER 10

SAMPLES AND METHOD

Application ofCultural Studies to Ami's case

Before the introduction of samples and method for this paper, it will be

confirmed how the theory ofCultural Studies, which was reviewed in the first chapter,

can be applied to Arai's case, a main subject of this paper, and aid accomplishment of

its purpose.

The purpose of this paper, as stated, is to look for a change in representation of

zainichi Koreans in Yomiuri after the end of World War II and to the present day. In

order to accomplish this, whether Arai was represented in it as a former zainichi

Korean or as a politician after news broke of his scandal will need to be determined.

Until now, most of the details on Arai, from his background, personality, career and

activities as a politician to the detection ofhis case and his death have been revealed.

In addition, it might be noticed that the LDP started to appear with Arai in the media

after he became a politician, and other socially influential/powerful organizations such

as the prosecution started to appear after detection of the scandal. The two

organizations, the LDP and the prosecution, are already explained in this paper in

detail, even given a section each. Furthermore, it has been guessed that Arai's
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scandal was detected as a result of his being dragged into the whirlpool of the power

relationship among those two organizations and a third, Nikko Securities. It is

presumed Arai reached the point of taking his life because of pressure from Japanese

society, strengthened after detection of his scandal, though it is not clear whether he,

as he had foreshadowed, gave his life for the nation.

Here, one concept comes to mind with the theory of Cultural Studies: If a

change occurs in the power relationship among socially influential/powerful

organizations, a change is produced also in Japanese society along the same vector.

If applied to Arai's scandal, it can be said Japanese society started to make Arai the

victim of an attack as a body, once he was suspected, as a result of the change in the

power relationship among the aforementioned three organizations. In the

compositional arrangement, only two, those organizations and Japanese society, are

given on the surface, but in fact a crucial "wirepuller" in that arrangement was the

mass media, which is also fully explored in this paper. It was the media that reported

Arai was suspected due to his demand for profits. The other way around, it was also

the media by which the Japanese public got to know of the scandal.

The following description would prove that the theory of Cultural Studies can

fully be applied to Arai's case. As seen, the LDP once maintained vast power for as

many as thirty~eight years, but it collapsed under the weight of its own scandals in
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1993. When Arai's case was uncovered, the prosecution already possessed enough

power not only to control other powerful organizations but also to arrest politicians

without delay. That means the prosecution had already come to be dominant through

struggle around the time of the detection of Arai's case. Once the case was made

public, however, the prosecution might not have needed to continue that struggle

because, as guessed, there may have existed a common concern, to the exclusion of

Arai, among the LDP, prosecution and Nikko Securities. Therefore, it could be

decided the common concern turned into great power through multiplication one with

another. Once Arai's scandal was detected, the mass media started to release

money-related news stories such as those on the B&B Club and the actual conditions

of Arai's past stock dealings one after another as if they were in line with the strong

expectations of those three organizations. That is, such discourses in the media were

articulated all at once on the basis of the vector of ideological power among those

powerful groups. As a result, the media came to report Arai's arrest and appear to

have fixed Arai as guilty the day before his death though Arai should still have been

deemed only a suspect. Arai was labeled a criminal in Japanese society, and after his

death it became reality through the mass media reporting news stories based on the

testimony ofall people but Arai in court that Arai had demanded profits.

The fact that Arai was a former zainichi Korean cannot be missed in these
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stories, either. Zainichi Koreans, as mentioned before, have been discriminated

against because ofhistoric Japanese contempt for Korea. That can also be taken as a

result of articulation in discourse, based on the Japanese government's inferior

ideology for Korea, of the Japanese mass media being closely watched by government

until Japan lost the war. Actually, the Japanese government gained much power,

military power to be exact, from the time of discussion on whether Japan should

annex Korea and carried it out. It could be taken that the merger of Korea with

Japan was a victory of the Japanese government in that ideological struggle among

powerful groups. After the annexation, the Japanese government tried positioning

the Koreans as Us through assimilation by every possible means, military power

above all. Nevertheless, the Koreans kept resisting on the basis of their otherness,

avoid being Us even in the discourse of the Japanese media. Instead, then, they were

placed as Them, or "Others" and the position continued to be fixed/naturalized.

What is more, even their self-defense against Japanese military power was

represented as the ''wrong thing" since everything Japan did was justified in the press.

Therefore, the Japanese came to have only negative feelings regarding Koreans.

Postwar, the Japanese government attempted keeping zainichi Koreans in the position

of "Others" as a dangerous element, though it changed the means to do so into

"enclosure" via such requirements as fingerprinting and the Certificate of Alien
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Registration. It has already been seen that there appeared a friendly change in the

Us-Them relationship between Japan and South Korea after Arai's death, but as also

aforementioned, discourse in the media is something into which all of the histories

that have fonned society are precipitated as well as a "reservoir of themes and

premises on which... broadcasters could draw for the work of signifying new and

troubling events" (Hall, 1982, p. 73). Consequently, every discourse on Arai's case

was produced by being articulated directlylindirectly with all of the discourse

produced before the case, which, of course, included the discourse based upon

Japanese contempt for Korea. Therefore, it is not impossible that a politician, Arai,

who happened to be a fonner zainichi Korean, was represented in a different way

from that used to represent other politicians without the Arai's background after the

detection of his case taking advantage of the treatment Arai as a criminal. That is

why this paper aims at determining whether Arai was represented as a politician or as

a fonner zainichi Korean in order to draw a conclusion. In other words, this paper is

going to explore whether Arai was treated as one of Us or one of Them/the "Others"

in Japan.

The national newspaper, Yomiuri, to provide sample articles

To provide samples, a national newspaper is selected. This is because, as seen

so far, the Japanese have strong faith in the national newspaper and its circulation,
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more than half of the whole, has marked it as the best in the world, as if the Japanese

worship of the newspaper is reflected in it. The national newspaper is

unquestionably king in the world of the Japanese media. There are no media as

close to the government as the national newspaper. Unfortunately, it has also been

confirmed that the national newspaper is a watchdog that seldom barks. From such

newspapers, it is most reasonable to choose the Yomiuri Shimbun (Daily Yomiuri),

which has maintained sales at the top of the Japanese newspaper industry since 1977

(Katsura, 1990), as provider of sample articles. Yomiuri's circulation is recorded at

10,220,000 copies in 1999 (Sazuka, 2000) and needless to say that number is the

greatest in the world (Maezawa, 2000a). The following section briefly summarizes

what kind of newspaper publishing company is Yomiuri, which stands at the top in a

newspaper nation.

A brief summary of Yomiuri

Matsutaro Shoriki, who founded professional baseball and commercial

television broadcasting in Japan, and became a politician and was appointed a

minister of state although he had been once arrested for a war crime because of his

involvement in the media at that time, succeeded to the management of Yomiuri, a

local paper only for Tokyo, in 1924. Mitsuo Mutai developed that local paper into a

national paper in 1964 by winning a sales war under the Shoriki system, made its
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circulation the best in Japan, and finally took office as president. The two figures

are, in the wording ofOno (1981), the "two big leaders" in Yomiuri. According to

Kaminogo (1984), regarding Mutai, there is an episode in which he even boasted, "[I]

will even sell a (literally) white paper if it has the name of'Yomiuri'" (p. 11). This

episode might show the extent to which Yomiuri took selling as primary under these

two leaders. Of course the aforementioned methods, like giveaways and discounts,

were employed to this end. In addition, the Yomiuri Giants, a professional baseball

team indirectly owned by Yomiuri, seems to have been used to sell also, because,

according to Kaminogo (1984), the circulation of Yomiuri changed according to the

game records of the Yomiuri Giants. Probably for using such means to reach and

stay at the top of the Japanese newspaper market, Westney (1996) calls Yomiuri "the

master of the aggressive sell" (p. 65).

Tsuneo Watanabe, the aforementioned reporter of political affairs under the

system of the aforementioned two leaders, took office as head of the editorial writers

in 1979, held the post of editor-in-chief in addition in 1985, and perhaps because of

the double posts "took the reins of the right of editing of the company both in name

and reality" (Maezawa, 2000b, pp. 161-162), and became president and

editor-in-chief in 1991. Strong warnings and objections against Yomiuri-style

journalism, directly against Watanabe though, immediately were heard. That was
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not because of Yomiuri's selling-first principle. In short, it was due to the system in

which Watanabe, with his close connection with the world of politics, held not only

the right ofmanaging but also the right ofediting by staying on as editor-in-chief

Watanabe's link to the world of politics was forged when he was, as just

mentioned, a reporter ofpolitical affairs. Actually, Watanabe so established personal

relationships in the world ofpolitics that, according to Maezawa (2000b) who referred

to one of the books by Watanabe to give the two following episodes: Watanabe had

written (a) public statement(s) for the government and was asked who should become

cabinet members every time a cabinet was formed. Once Watanabe became head of

the editorial writers in 1979, in addition, politicians openly came by to say "hello" to

Watanabe just before elections and formations of cabinets. Watanabe seems to have

had a deeper connection with former Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone and actually

was, as aforementioned, a member of his think-tank. Katsura (Uchihashi & Katsura,

1994) indicates that, during the time of the Nakasone administration between 1982

and 1987, Yomiuri became pro-Nakasone and totally supported his line of

administration. The year Watanabe took on chief editorship was 1985, which was in

the middle of the Nakasone administration. Therefore, the just-aforementioned

indication by Katsura is very persuasive and adequate. In 1994, Yomiuri announced

a proposal for a major revision of the constitution. That is, according to Asakawa
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(1994), recognized as something brought about to realize Watanabe's own idea even

within Yomiuri. Maezawa (2000b) sees Yomiuri's support for the revision of the

constitution as suggestive reporting, with strong agenda-setting elements, and points

out that Yomiuri includes its own opinions in its reporting in order to lead public

opinion forcibly. (In fact, according to Maezawa (2000b), Watanabe said for a

bulletin of the Japan Newspaper Publishers & Editors Association, "Yomiuri is also

developing suggestive reporting.") Maezawa (2000b; 2002) criticizes Yomiuri's

suggestive reporting as a "clear violation against journalism" and Asakawa (1994)

warns about such guidance of public opinion. As seen, there is a worrying tendency

that Watanabe not only enjoys a cozy relationship with the world of politics but also

promotes suggestive reporting. Probably due to such an attitude, Uozumi (2003)

calls Watanabe a "person of the world ofpolitics" (p. 289) and Asakawa (1994), in an

easier-to-understand way, calls him a "fixer in the world of politics" (p. 67).

Watanabe's ultimate goal, according to Uozumi (2003), is to change Yomiuri into a

"newspaper which is integrated with the nation" (pp. 428-429). (In this context, the

nation seems to indicate the ruling organizations only). Maezawa (2000b) suggests a

different-in-kind journalistic environment continues to exist in Japan as long as

Yomiuri has Watanabe at its head.
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Why Yomiuri for sample articles

Of course, one of the first reasons for choosing Yomiuri for samples is that

Yomiuri is proud of its number-one circulation spot. It can also be one reason that

the characteristic of Yomiuri as a company seems, as just seen, out of the ordinary due

to having in place a manager/editor who controls the company alone. Besides,

Yomiuri, as aforementioned, belongs to the side of conservatism based on the

understanding of history among the five national newspapers and it should also be

interesting to see how Yomiuri, a "newspaper which is integrated with the nation"

(Uozumi, 2003, pp. 428-429) in the just-mentioned wording ofUozumi, reports news

stories in which politicians are involved. As for Arai's case, in addition, there is not

only the problem of his and other (former) zainichi Koreans' origins, which was once

hard for the government to deal with, but also the problem his easy-to-target position

in the world of politics around the time of the detection of his scandal. Actually, the

LDP, which grasped power and had Arai as a member, advised Arai to leave the party.

If Yomiuri were really a "newspaper which is integrated with the nation," there might

have existed the possibility that Yomiuri advised the LDP regarding Arai. And it was,

as mentioned previously, Yomiuri, not Asahi or Mainichi, which made Arai's case

public. That might have been a clear signal of Yomiuri's advice to the LDP. It

works to allow us finally to detemrine whether Japanese society at that time wished
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the people to see Arai as a politician or as a fonner zainichi Korean. The way in

which Yomiuri's support for the LDP was effected, if it is assumed that Yomiuri really

teamed up with the LDP, will be interesting because, within the theory of Cultural

Studies, the government, which has enough power to control whole the nation, has the

strongest influence on the fonnation of Japanese society through the media. Using

the view of "newspaper which is integrated with the nation" by Uozumi, it is proved

that the choice ofYomiuri for sample articles is truly appropriate.

Local news pages to see the ideological struggle

In this paper, the morning editions of Yomiuri in Tokyo are basically used; the

morning editions of Yomiuri in Osaka are used only for the analysis of the

Komatsugawa case. Regarding the Recruit case, JDA case, Lucie case and Arai case,

articles on each are obtained through a website called YomyClub provided by Yomiuri.

As well, articles in the first and second local news pages, which "gather materials on

how the people live every day, report the truth of it and offer readers material to

think" (Fujimori & Nishiyama, 1997, p. 134), are analyzed. The articles written by

reporters of political affairs would be more appropriate as samples for this paper in

relation to the connection with power, but samples must include not only those on

cases involving politicians but also those on cases involving (fonner) zainichi

Koreans. Articles on cases involving (fonner) zainichi Koreans are not carried in the
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political news pages unless they are politicians or figures in power, while those on

cases involving politicians can also be carried in the local news pages. As

Nishiyama (Fujimori & Nishiyama, 1997) says, local news pages " ... offer readers

material to think" (p. 134), so articles in the local news pages are written to be

understood more easily. As mentioned before, furthennore, it is very rare that local

news pages cite an infonnation source for each article (Maezawa, 2000a). Therefore,

there is a great possibility that the vocabulary is limited neither quantitatively nor

semantically and meaning is "diversely produced" in the discourse of local news

pages. Because of these two points and in order to provide fairer and more valid

analysis, the local news pages of Yomiuri are chosen as subjects for analysis.

Sample cases

This paper aims to detennine the change in representation of zainichi Koreans

ill newspapers from after the end of World War II to today. The Japanese

newspapers are proud of their large circulation and distribution allover Japan, and

once used that system to spread contempt for Korea throughout the count:ry. In order

to complete this paper, it must be concluded whether the aforementioned Arai scandal

tended to be taken as one involving a zainichi Korean (a fonner zainichi Korean due

to naturalization, to be exact) or a politician. Therefore, it is necessary to compare

Arai's case with cases involving zainichi Koreans and cases in which Japanese
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politicians were involved after the end of the war. Regarding the ranges to be

analyzed for each case, articles covering from the beginnings of cases to the

arrests/prosecutions will be subjects ofthe analysis for each case in principle.

Cases involving zainichi Koreans

As for cases involving zainichi Koreans, the Komatsugawa case (1958), which

Watanabe (2003) says made the actual situation ofthe Japanese perception ofKoreans

conspicuous and created a chance to fundamentally take it into account again even

among Japanese intellectuals, and the Kim Hi-Lo case (1968), which Watanabe

(2003) says called forth a greater echo among intellectuals than the Komatsugawa

case, are used as samples. The two cases are the biggest involving zainichi Koreans

in Japanese history. A recent case, the Lucie case (2000), which involves a former

zainichi Korean after naturalization, also is used. The method of reporting this case

is very different from that of the two earlier ones. Unlike the media at the time of

the two earlier cases, television and newspaper media did not mention (as much) that

the criminal in the Lucie case was a former zainichi Korean. However, magazines

such as Time Asia (Wright, 2001) and the "outside press" in Japan, like Shukan

Bunshun ("Obara Joji Ga Keisatsu De," 2000; "Obara Joji Jitaku De," 2000; Tomono,

2001a) and Bungei Shunju (Tomono, 2001b), clearly and often refer to his past as a

zainichi Korean.
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The Komatsugawa case

Outline: On the morning of August 21 st, 1958, the body of a strangled woman,

Yoshie Ota, was found on the roof of Komatsugawa High School in Edogawa

Ward, Tokyo. After the murder, the criminal continued to be provocative by

sending articles left by her, such as a comb and hand mirror, to her house, a

police station and the newspaper publisher, Yomiuri, and also by calling them.

On September 1st, ten days after the detection of the incident, a zainichi Korean,

Lee Jin-Woo, the victim's classmate, was arrested as a suspect. It was

discovered that he might also have murdered a twenty-three-year-old woman

Setsuko Tanaka in April of the same year. He was just eighteen years old when

arrested for the crimes, but was sentenced to death without the application of the

Juveniles Act. Some intellectuals, as well as others, launched a movement to

reduce the sentence, but he was found guilty, and in November 1962 was

executed.

Range: Between August 22nd and September 7th, 1958

(It was known at the time of the arrest that this incident was committed by a

zainichi Korean. Therefore, articles for about one week after the arrest will

also be analyzed.)
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The Kim Hi-Lo case

Outline: On February 20th
, 1968, a zainichi Korean, Kim Hi-Lo, shot two

gangsters at a club in Shimizu, Shizuoka, in a dispute over money and ran away.

He ran into a Japanese-style hotel, the Fujimi, with a rifle and some dynamite

and confined himself to the hotel with thirteen guests as hostages, six hostages

finally, for five days. That is, Kim was arrested on February 24th
. The true

nature of the incident was a murder case, but Kim let members of the press into

the front entrance and one room of the hotel and told them he was unhappy with

discriminatory treatment. This incident brought up once again the problem of

discrimination against zainichi Koreans. In 1975, Kim was sentenced to life

imprisonment but was released on parole in 1999.

Range: Between February 21 st and 25th
, 1968
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The Lucie case

Outline: Joji Obara, who had already been arrested on suspicion of the rape of

women from overseas as well as Japan, was arrested again on April 6th
, 2001, on

suspicion ofkidnapping a British woman, Lucie Blackman, aiming to commit an

act of obscenity and taking her life while assaulting her with an anesthetic. He

was seen to have taken Lucie to his room in a condominium in lzu, Kanagawa,

and to have assaulted her after chloroforming her on July 1st, 2000.

Consequently, it was taken that Lucie died of the toxicity of the chloroform. It

is suspected Obara cut the dead body into pieces and buried it in a cave in Miura,

Kanagawa. However, he denies this and maintains he is innocent.

Range: Between October 13th
, 2000, and April 7th

, 2001

(It was on October 13th
, 2000, that an article which implies Lucie might have

been killed by Obara was first carried in Yomiuri.)

Cases in which Japanese politicians are involved

As mentioned before, Arai's scandal arose from the case offoUT major Japanese

securities companies' payoffs to a professional troublemaker at stockholders'

meetings and was big enough to catch the rapt attention of the Japanese citizens when
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it was made public. As for cases in which Japanese politicians are involved,

therefore, it is necessary to select money-related corruption scandals that also were

reported to such a degree as to garner much public interest so they can be seen to

correspond to Arai's case. In addition, it is important to choose ones in which

big-name politicians were not arrested, perhaps because of the power relations among

organizations such as the LDP and the prosecution as well as within the LDPjust as in

Arai's case, in order to make the level of the cases equal to Arai's case so each can be

fairly compared with the others. As one of the samples, consequently, "the postwar

biggest structural/organizational corruption case" (Tamura, n.d.), the Recruit case

(1988), in which "The great evils ran away after all" (Yamamoto, 1992, p. 47) and

"Two kind-of-quiet-Iooking politicians were only prosecuted" ("Ri jiken," 1989, p.

30), would be appropriate. As another sample, the Japan Dental Association (IDA)

case (2004), in which it was an already-retired and therefore former politician who

was prosecuted while some big-name politicians including the one who directly

received a donation ofone hundred million yen were not, has been selected. In fact,

the JDA case brought a discussion of "politics and money" into the Lower House

Budget Committee again in spite of the execution of "structural reforms" of the LDP

by Prime Minister Koizumi. In addition, the politician who directly received the

donation was Prime Minister, or the boss of the LDP, when Arai was about to be
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arrested.

The Recruit case

Outline: When a subsidiary of the Recruit Corporation, the Recruit Cosmos,

was about to list stocks on the stock market in 1988, unlisted stocks, sure to rise

in price, were distributed to politicians, government officials and others who

were expected to be of help to the Recruit Corporation. It became clear that

family members as well as secretaries of the politicians received the stocks and

sold them just after the public offering and the sudden rise of the stock. In the

political world, fonner Chief Cabinet Secretary Takao Fujinami and fonner

House of Representatives member Katsuya Ikeda were arrested and found guilty.

In fact, other leading LDP members such as a fonner prime minister, Yasuhiro

Nakasone, then Prime Minister Noboru Takesita, later Prime Minister Kiichi

Miyazawa and the aforementioned benefactor of Arai, Michio Watanabe, also

received company stock.

Range: Between October 30th
, 1988, and May 23rd

, 1989

(In this scandal, the focus is placed on fonner Chief Cabinet Secretary Takao

Fujinami, who was one of the arrested from the political world. On October
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30th
, 1988, an article revealing that he received stocks first ran. On May 23rd

,

1989, Yomiuri reported he was prosecuted for the crime of accepting a bribe in

return for services promised.

TheJDAcase

Outline: This case was detected in July 2004 in the process of investigation of

the bribery scandal in which Sadao Usuda, who was a chairperson for a

most-powerful-patron-for-the-LDP political organization, the Japan Dental

Association, was arrested. It is suspected that, just before the 2001 House of

Councilors election, Usuda handed a check for one hundred million yen to a

fonner prime minister, Ryutaro Hashimoto, as political funding for the

Hashimoto faction, the biggest in the LDP though it was no longer on the surface

because of"structural refonns," in front of two big name members of the faction,

Hiromu Nonaka and MOOo Aoki, at a restaurant. However, the Hashimoto

faction did not give a receipt to the JDA and neither the LDP nor the IDA even

mentioned anything on the fund in their own political fund reports. In the end,

a fonner treasurer, Toshiyuki Takigawa, and fonner Chief Cabinet Secretary

Kanezo Muraoka, who was not even at the restaurant, were arrested from the
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side of the Hashimoto faction. It has been made clear from Takigawa's

testimony in court so far that there were other receipts by the Hashimoto faction

besides the one hundred-million-yen check which were not mentioned either in

those political fund reports. Muraoka still pleads not guilty while Takigawa

was found guilty.

Range: Between September 18th and 27th
, 2004

(In this scandal, the focus is placed on former Chief Cabinet SecretaI)' Kanezo

Muraoka. It was reported by Yomiuri on September 18th that Muraoka was

heard as a witness by the Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo District

Public Prosecutors Office. On the 27th of the same month, Yomiuri reported he

was prosecuted at home.)

The Arai case

As for the Arai case, a long-term range of articles about him is studied because

he is the main character in this research. On October 9th
, 1992, his name first

appeared in Yomiuri as a young hopeful regarding the Sagawa Kyubin case, but on

December 22nd
, 1997, it appeared as a suspect for receiving payoffs. Even after his

death, his name continued to appear because there were other suspects left in the case.

In order to determine the range of analysis, the Yomiuri on September 21 st, 1998,
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which reports four suspects including a fonner vice-president of Nikko Securities

were found guilty, will be the final issue to be examined. Finally, the articles

between October 9th
, 1992, and September 21 st, 1998, will be studied. By examining

the articles of this timeframe, the years in which Arai was treated as a young

standard-bearer of the political world can be compared to other times in which he was

treated as a criminal within his case only. Consequently, it can be more easily

understood whether he was reported a fonner zainichi Korean or a politician in his

scandal by contrasting his scandal with the other five cases. The range is divided

into three, as follows.

Between the first appearance as a standard-bearer and the detection of his case:

Between October 9th
, 1992, and December 21 st, 1997

Between the detection of his case and his death: Between December 22nd
,

1997, and February 19th
, 1998

Between his death and the judgment day: Between February 20th and

September 21st, 1998

Method: Critical Discourse Analysis

For study purposes, the principles of Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) will be
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employed. As a method of analysis, what van Dijk, whom McKenna (2004) offers

as one of the pioneers in the area of CDA, proposes will be consulted. In the first

place, van Dijk (1993) takes the role of discourse in the media as "the (re)production

and challenge ofdominance" (p. 249). On this basis, he believes CDA "studies the

way social power abuse, dominance and inequality are enacted, reproduced and

resisted by text and talk in the social and political context" (van Dijk, 1998). To be

more exact, CDA explores "what structures, strategies or other properties of text, talk,

verbal interaction or communicative events play a role in these modes of

reproduction" (van Dijk, 1993, p. 250). Van Dijk feels dominance is attained by the

most powerful group and assists norms and values based on the ideology of the group,

which is produced/reproduced in discourse, to be socially shared. He assumes

dominance may cause discrimination and the like. His theory has the same

foundation as that ofCultural Studies.

Getting back to the subject of method, there are, in fact, no ready-to-use ways

in CDA. Instead, van Dijk introduces several levels of analysis in his works.

According to one, "Discourse Analysis as Ideology Analysis" (1995), each level is as

follows: surface structures, syntax, lexicon, local/global semantics, schematic

strictures, rhetoric, pragmatics and dialogue interaction. In analyzing the

aforementioned sample cases, much attention is paid to each level.
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However, a concrete criterion for analysis is given to complete an explanation

of the method for this paper. In order to accomplish the purpose of this paper, it is

required it be made clear whether Arai was represented as a politician or as a former

zainichi Korean after the detection of his scandal. For disclosure of such

representation, it is unsurprising that it is most reasonable to look at every level of

analysis for mention of Arai's ethnic background. To each of the other articles on

the cases having (former) zainichi Koreans as principles, in addition, much attention

must be paid to whether or not there is reference to their ethnic backgrounds.

Therefore, the most conclusive factor will be whether ethnic background is referred to

at each analysis level not only for analysis of the articles on the cases involving

(former) zainichi Koreans, including Arai's, but also for final comparison with the

articles on the cases in which politicians are involved.

In addition to the criterion ofthe ethnic background, it is important to determine

where and how Arai as well as the subjects of each of the other cases are positioned in

the aforementioned Us-Them relationship in order to accomplish the purpose of this

paper. This is because, even if the ethnic background is not mentioned, each subject

of the cases involving (former) zainichi Koreans can be placed as "Other." Actually,

this matter can be applied to the cases in which politicians are involved. To

detect/see whether and how each subject is represented negatively is necessary in
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order to discover the distance between each subject and Us.
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CHAPTER 11

ANALYSES TO DETERMINE CHANGE

IN REPRESENTATION OF ZAINICHI KOREANS

Cases involving zainichi Koreans

The Komatsugawa case

The article dated August 22nd reports that a "certain office person at high school

M (20)," who had received some postcards from Yoshie Ota, surfaced as a suspect.

The one dated the 29th of the same month details that the local news section of

Yomiuri at Tokyo got calls from two men, who named themselves as the criminal [for

this case], and describes their ways of talking as "at a young and brassy tone" and "in

a way which can be taken as laughing at" respectively. The personality of the

suspect Lee Jin-Woo was analyzed in the local news page on September 2nd
; he was

arrested the day before. Yomiuri spares little space for the analysis, and perhaps

because of that, it can be taken at a glance that not only Lee but also all zainichi

Koreans are greatly looked down upon in the article. In addition, the next article on

him does not come out until the 5th of the same month after the one dated the 2nd
.

Therefore, the article on the 2nd is mainly explored in the following.

At the very start of the article, as the first line of the headline, appears "Lee is
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this kind of man," which might directly indicate by use of his last name that the

criminal is not Japanese. Next to that line, there continue two lines ofheadline: One

of the two is a bit larger than the other two lines and reads, "[Lee] seems to have no

motive," while the other reads, with informally emphasized, "[Lee] answers the

investigation 'informally'." Lee's personality can already be determined; it is fixed.

As foreshadowed by those headlines, ofcourse, the content of the article on the

2nd explores what kind ofperson is Lee. Before that, however, the lead sentences are

sensational enough not to be missed. In the first, Lee is introduced as "18-year-old

Korean student for evening classes Lee Jin-Woo" though any information on him such

as name was not to have been made public under the Juveniles Act. And here, the

Us-Them relationship between the Japanese and the Koreans is already established by

introducing him as a Korean. What is more, stressed is his being in a different

position, by introducing him as a "student for evening classes," not just "student."

On the other hand, there appears a later sentence in which Lee is described as a

''young literary enthusiast whose usual attitude is even gentle and calm." That, in a

moment, produces a positive image. But just after it comes a totally opposite

description of him within the same sentence: "[Lee] was such a two-faced person who

made his mends and teachers think his arrest as impossible." In this way, it can be

concluded Lee is two-faced (so not as literary, gentle or calm as described). By
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placing those two opposite phrases next to each other for ease ofcontrast, the crime in

which Lee was suspected is given meaning and any positive aspects of Lee's

personality are denied. As a finishing blow, the sentence just after the one including

the two opposite phrases reads, "[Lee] should not have committed such an

unprecedented crime ifhe were a Japanese and had grown up in an ordinary family."

That is, he committed the crime because he is not Japanese and was not raised in an

"ordinary" family.

The article content starts with Lee's manner toward the investigation. To

describe it, the following phrases are used: "With calm composure, without being shy,

and totally at a tone of an ordinary round-table talk," "[having] an atmosphere that is

far from that of a general criminal who feels sony for killing a person and sheds

repentant tears," and "kind of posing as a hero." Especially with the "general

criminal" of the second phrase, it is stressed that Lee is not "general." Also, Lee is

depicted as regretting he could not make a perfect crime and he laughs slightly saying

he did not have a motive. It is concluded that "[Lee] seems not to have a sense of

good and evil." In contrast, Lee's anxiety about his mother is recorded, with his

words, "Is it going to happen my family are sent home [to South Korea or North

Korea] due to what I did?" Nevertheless, it is pointed out that his anxiety about his

mother is also because of his "strange and contradicted personality" though it is his
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only conscience. Furthennore, it is detennined that Lee's "strange and contradicted

personality" is a result of "the destiny of a poor 18-year-old Korean student for

evening classes." In addition, a second result of Lee's destiny is introduced: "The

detennination to kill a person without motive." Again, it is indicated that his origin

is the cause ofhis crime.

At the end of the article of the 2nd
, it says under a small headline, "Thanks to

the cooperation of Yomiuri Shimbun," that the Metropolitan Police Department visited

"President Shoriki" and expressed its gratitude. (As aforementioned, the criminal

called Yomiuri several times.) Not only is Yomiuri's great achievement emphasized

but also its solidarity with the Metropolitan Police Department. The position ofLee

as criminal is made more and more clear.

Finally in the article on the 5th
, the whole of a short st01)' written by Lee, his

entry in a short st01)' competition held by Yomiuri, is carried with an explanation.

With the biggest headline, "Short st01)' Lee who killed the high school girl student

wrote," it is stressed that it is a ve1)' singular short sto1)'. Smaller headlines read,

"[Lee] writes his experience of killing a cook?," "Vivid description of the murder"

and "The name of the title is also a 'bad guy'." With those three headlines, the

rough content of the short sto1)' can, without reading on, be grasped. In addition,

those headlines almost detennine that Lee is the "hero" and connect him with the "bad
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guy." In the lead sentences, Lee is introduced again with, "I8-year-old high school

student for evening classes, Lee Jin-Woo," and what is more, his Japanese name is

also shown just after the phrase. Although the article warns that Lee is still being

heard regarding the case in which Setsuko Tanaka was killed, it is stated that the

investigation is being done after it has been "determined that it must be Lee's doing."

In this way it becomes fact that it was Lee who killed Setsuko Tanaka before he killed

Yoshie Ota. And by saying, "only the description of the murder has a vividly

realistic power in spite of the naIve content [of the short story]," "that point" is

ironically set a high value. That is why this short story was named "murder short

story" before the evaluation. In the section of explanation by a person identified

only with the initial E., it is observed that E. does not attempt to explain the content of

the short story itself, but rather tries hard to support that the short story by Lee is

about his experience of killing Setsuko Tanaka. E. analyzes beyond explanation of

the short story that Lee "got drunk with the excitement resulted from his writing in

which it is reproduced he killed Setsuko Tanaka and his gone-mad nerves made him

choke Yoshie Ota on a sudden impulse." In addition, E. even tries "explaining"

Lee's motive for killing Yoshie Ota after determining he killed Setsuko Tanaka though,

as aforementioned, it was still being investigated at the time whether Lee also killed

Setsuko Tanaka. E. finishes hislher explanation with the sentence, "I am wondering
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ifa young literary enthusiast Lee did an experiment in murder in order to write a short

story." Here again, Lee is intentionally represented as a two-faced person with a

''young literary enthusiast Lee" and an "experiment in murder." The distance

between Lee's two faces drawn by E. seem likely to implant that Lee possessed

uncanny and cruel characteristics in the minds ofthe readers.

The Kim Hi-Lo case

The rough outline of reporting on this case from the occurrence on February

20th to the arrest on the 24th of the same month is as follows: It is reported on the 21 st

that Kim shot two people dead at a night club, began confinement of himself and

twelve hostages (the actual number ofhostages was thirteen) in a Japanese-style hotel,

the FUjimi, and answered some questions posed by Yomiuri over the phone, and it is

reported from the 22nd to the 24th that Kim and the police are waiting each other out at

the hotel and determining what move he/they will make; it is reported on the 25th that

Kim has been arrested. Therefore, the articles between the 22nd and 25th are those to

be analyzed, but before that, it is necessary to touch on how Kim is named in the

article of the 21 st. Therein, Kim is, from beginning to end, called "Kondo," one of

his Japanese names, instead of "Kim." In addition, he is given the title, "evil spirit

with a rifle," in a headline. There are no phrases/expressions that make clear his

ethnic background in the local news pages of the 21 st. However, the questions and
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answers between Kim and Yomiuri show well how Kim has armed himself and is

determined to fight the police.

As just mentioned, the articles between the 22nd and 24th depict the progress in

which Kim and the police are waiting out and watching each other to decide what

move he/they will make. But a fundamental diagram is already completed in the

article of the 22nd
. The following is an explanation of that diagram. The article on

the 22nd basically shows the wait-and-see situation between Kim and the police.

According to the story, the situation is maintained as a fonnation in which "160 police

people" are "nailed [to the spot]" by Kim's "running the whole gamut of violence"

and "nothing-to-be-done-with... behaviors which take the police by surprise," such as

firing off his rifle and throwing down ignited dynamite. Furthennore, Kim's

behavior and speech are consistently described as "crazy," and the implication is that

his craziness is due to a stimulant drug because there is the headline, "Drug-injected

Kim" in the center of the article. As the people who could not move at all because

of Kim's behavior and speech, in addition, not only the police but also his hostages,

250 residents who could not get out of Sumatakyo although they ran into "the

interior," and the press corps are given. That is, all of the people there or around

there but Kim are listed. Some seem to have gone through motions described as

accomplishing tasks for Kim and his intentions, as in "[Kim] sent Kazuyuki
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Mochizuki [who was a landlord ofthe hotel] on an errand," "[Kim] made the children

[of the Mochizukis] receive a thousand-yen bill," and "a camera person Kenichiro

Kidokoro (25) was... taken into [the hotel by Kim]." Regarding the situation in

which the camera person left the hotel, however, it is described in the active voice

with the word "escape," as in "[He] escaped... after watching for the slightest

weakness in Kim." As for the description of Kim's hostages, the phrases used are,

"It is said that [the hostages] are trembling deeply with quilts over their heads" and

"[The people around the hotel] cannot go put out [the old lumber fired by Kim] and

just look on the flame from hiding being flustered." Such phrases make it clear they

cannot move at all. As for the hostages, what is more, there is a part of the article in

which they are described, very briefly, "in a state of lethargy with tiredness and fear."

In addition, there is one that makes it possible to take that the children of the

Mochizukis are also "in a state of lethargy with tiredness and fear... These children

whose freedom was taken [by Kim] just smile vacantly." That indicates Kim's

behavior and speech have influenced even the children. The headline word that

shows the condition ofthe police is "suffering." "No-light-at-all" Sumatakyo, which

resulted from the wait-and-see situation based on Kim's behavior and speech, is

compared to a "ghost town" in not only a headline but also the content of the article;

the width and depth of the influence ofKim is here seen. To finish the detailing of
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this fundamental diagram, it needs to be mentioned what Kim is called here because

there is also the question of his ethnic background. As aforementioned, on the

previous day, he was called in the article his Japanese name, "Kondo," or "evil spirit

with a rifle." But from the 22nd
, when the reporting of the hostage-taking by Kim

started, he was called his Korean name, "Kim," and never his Japanese name.

Regarding his title or a substitute for his name, "evil spirit with a rifle" is used again

as seen in a headline and this is the substitution of choice until the end. In order to

complete the analysis of the article on the 22nd
, it is important to look at the mention

of the television broadcast of the apology to Kim by the chief of the Shizuoka

Prefectural Police for which Kim asked. It is reported that the apology is to be

broadcast because Kim "has a grudge against the way he was looked down on as a

Korean" when he was investigated at the Shimizu Police Station the year before.

This tiny paragraph is placed in the vel)' comer of the page's upper left. Even so, it

describes the broadcasting consideration as "exceptional."

In the article on the 23rd
, a change occurs in the situation based on the standoff

between Kim and the police. Small acts of communication between Kim and the

hostages, such as having meals and snacks together, are described. Nevertheless, it

is reported that this is because the hostages have fallen into Kim's "way of playing as

an actor." Furthermore, the communication between Kim and the hostages is
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expressed as "Strange 'friendly tenns through [Kim's] hypnotism'" in a headline and

it is indicated that the communication has never been done at the initiation of the side

of the hostages. It is also made clear that Kim lets the people who come to see him

from all over Japan into the hotel in order that he may see them. Because of such

communication with these people, the uniqueness of the case is emphasized with the

phrase, "Probably there have not been any vicious criminals [like Kim] in the history

of crime." On the other hand, the situation between Kim and the police has not yet

changed. It is mentioned that Kim did not listen to "the last persuasion" by a fonner

chief of the Kakegawa Police Station who is a "person to whom Kim owes his life."

And a headline reports the strained situation, which makes the police officers wear

bulletproof jackets, still continues. It is also revealed that Kim took a bath. The

police are criticized because they have not yet arrested Kim, although they might have

had a chance to do so when Kim, for instance, was taking that bath. Part of the

article on the 23rd refers to the problem, but it seems to persistently take an attitude of

defense and justification of the side of the police in such sentences as "The present

strict rules on the use of guns for the police prohibits this [shooting Kim dead]" and

"If Kim and the police started to shoot each other. .. , [the place around the hotel]

would become a 'battlefield'." It can be taken from this that Kim deserves to be shot

dead. Actually, Kim gets the new title, "devil," in this article, and in the lead
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sentences there appears the phrase, "[We] wish Kim gets back humanlike feeling."

Kim is not, then, to be treated as a human being. Is that why Kim could be shot dead

if there were no rules on the use ofguns?

The article of the 24th reports another three hostages have been released after

the wife of Michizuki and their three children were let go on the previous day. The

release of the three hostages is described with the words, "return home," just as if

those three were in a battlefield. However, what they say to the press corps is: "[I]

did not worry that much," "[Kim] has a good nature and worried about us much," and

"[I] did not feel frightened that much." Such comments are not what is imagined

from hostages "in a state of lethargy with tiredness and fear," the phrase given when

the press corps could not yet get comments from the hostages directly. In addition,

the article reports it is impressive those three refer to Kim with an honorific title (san).

In the content of the article, there are descriptions of no shivering or hypnotized

hostages. Instead, there is "Completely strange mood," in one of the headlines.

However, the residents of Sumatakyo, who complain, "Give back our lives," appear

now. According to part of the article, Sumatakyo has been turned into an

"inaccessible land" governed by an "uninvited guest (Kim)," the elementary school

there cannot hold classes and a "ration system" has begun. As another topic, it is

mentioned, in a small allotment though, that Kim held a "press conference... pressing
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his luck" and "having a smell of alcohol" in order to say "with a Korean clergyman as

an assistant," "My request on the racial discrimination has been 70 % accomplished."

And Kim's title here is "homicidal." Then just after that, it is also reported briefly

that there was a "competing scene" between a group of highly-educated people

insisting, "The problem Kim appealed [the ethnic discrimination] is significant for the

Japanese," and the press corps insisting, "Kim is homicidal."

Finally, the article on the 25th
, which informs of the arrest of Kim, comes.

Here, the main character is no longer Kim. It is now a "ninja-like 'special attack

corps'" consisted of nine members, which, in fact, disguised themselves, awaited a

chance to arrest Kim, held him down and arrested him. The scene of arrest by the

corps is expressed as a "tackle at the risk of their lives" in a headline. And as seen

from another headline, the tackle was a "surprise attack with all their anger" by the

police. It gives a very good impression of the police. Regarding the description of

Kim until the arrest, the following phrases are employed: "[Kim] was dragged out,"

"[Kim] thrashed his arms and legs about with his last strength" and "Kim's [facial]

expression got tortured unsightly." A good impression of the suspect this is not.

Furthermore, there is this: "[Kim] fell into sleep like mud once he admitted what he

did." Again, Kim is not treated as a human being. He is mud here. With these

similes, Kim and the "special attack corps" are as different as chalk and cheese. Kim
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completely lost in the wait-and-see situation with the police. As a result, "At last,

brightness made a comeback to the village in fear." The ''tackle at the risk of their

lives" by the "special attack corps" gets more and more coverage. In addition, it is

written up as if to make it due to the "power of 'hypnotism'" by Kim that the rest of

the hostages, who stayed until the end, showed their sympathy for the man with the

honorific title and phrases like, "I feel sony for Kim." This is the revival of

denouncing the communication between Kim and the hostages as "hypnotism."

Then Yomiuri, one of the press corps, also starts a "surprise attack with all its anger."

It criticizes Kim because he tried changing the nature of his murder case into an

ethnic problem. In the first place, Yomiuri does not even openly admit the fact that

Kim suffered discrimination based on the ethnic problem, saying, "[It] is probably a

fact."

A thread running through all the articles on this case is this: The suffering of

discrimination with which Kim appeals to the nation is treated as small; the condition

in which the hostages, the local residents, the police, the press corps and the like are

physically stuck due to Kim's behavior and speech is emphasized, and this case is

persistently treated as a murder case in which Kim is a criminal. In the process of

reporting, the people who stand on the side ofKim, such as the Korean clergyman and

the groups of highly-educated people, are placed on the side of Them, and if the
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hostages seem to be trying to stand on the side of Kim by showing their sympathy for

his, it is reported that their sympathy for Kim is, from the first, due to "hypnotism,"

not due to their true intentions. Nonetheless, there are no ethnic slurs in the words

and phrases used to position Kim somewhere socially. Instead, some titles, an "evil

spirit with a rifle," "devil," and "mud," are employed, all of which are greatly in

contrast to the "special attack corps" that finished Kim off and some of which are not

generally used to indicate a human being. Rather, Kim's ethnic origin has already

been made public at the point in time Yomiuri calls him "Kim."

The Lucie case

This is the case of a former zainichi Korean, so for analyzing, it should be most

important point to see whether there are direct references to his ethnic background or

expressions that hint at it. However, there is no such thing in the headlines, lead

sentences and content of the articles, so that any subjects of analysis based on his

ethnic background can be removed. These articles do not indicate to readers that

Obara was a former zainichi Korean and merely give them the impression that his is a

hard "case of obscenity." His title, which might directly express his background,

starts with "president of an asset management company." Then "prosecuted for the

crime of quasi-rape (indecent assault)" in parentheses comes to be put just after his

name with the aforementioned title "president of an asset management company"
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from time to time. In addition, "arrested and held~in-custody" is sometimes

employed as an alternate title to "president of an asset management company." That

is, Obara is only a president or a criminal. However, there appears a statement that

might make someone who knows Obara's ethic background aware of something by

intuition: The statement Obara himself might have recorded into a tape while he was

at university seized by the Metropolitan Police Department and the Azabu Police

Station, "I will revenge on this world. Become a bad guy." From this remark,

readers would think Obara must have had an unpleasant experience. Those who

know his background might read into the statement a chain reaction effect due to his

origin.

The flow of the articles during this period is, as briefly aforementioned, this:

The existence of the victims came to be known one after another as time passed, and

every time, Obara was arrested and prosecuted. The number of arrests and

prosecution therefore increased. On April 6th
, 2001, when Obara was arrested for the

case of Lucie, he had been prosecuted for six crimes of quasi-rape. Before Obara

came to be arrested for the case of Lucie, it was reported that a person taken to be

Obara called one of Lucie's friends giving his name as "Akira Takagi" and that a

person, also taken to be Obara, called a local firehouse the night Lucie disappeared to

say, "A serious matter happened. I would like you to tell me where an emergency
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hospital is." It is included in the stOI)' that it became clear Obara actually told the

local police officers who visited his room in the condominium complex in lzu the

night Lucie disappeared because they received a call from a caretaker of the

condominium, "I will bring a suit if you enter the bathroom." (Obara never showed

himself at the condominium at ordinary times and the caretaker did not know him at

all. So the caretaker reported to the local police station there was a suspicious

person about.) In addition to the aforementioned tape, the stol)' says a person,

presumed again to be Obara, sent Lucie's family a letter saying, "Do not WOfI)'."

Regarding other cases (not Lucie's), some "camouflage attempts" are named by

Yomiuri, in which Obara "pretended to be a fiance" of an Australian victim who died,

and after her death, gave an "engagement ring" he said he had given to her and such

to her parents. Additionally, he is said to have made a Canadian victim hear a tape

of a woman's suffering-like voice and the like and to have said, "I cared for you

because you felt ill." Also, a commonly-employed method, Obara giving a woman

drug-spiked alcohol making her lose consciousness, is often mentioned throughout the

articles during the period. By the way, the passive voice is invariably used in the

articles evel)' time a reference is made to an act ofobscenity any victim suffered.

Although these various suspicions and facts against/about Obara are revealed, it

is consistently reported that he continues to deny them through his lawyer saying, "I
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gave good value to her and did a sexual act after I obtained her agreement," "I was in

love with her" and "It [the sexual act] was done by mutual consent." Conversely, it

is sometimes reported that Obara keeps silent. Either way, there always exists Obara,

who insists he is innocent even when cast in every possible condition for guilt.

Cases in which Japanese politicians are involved

The Recruit case

It was found on October 29th
, 1988, that a secretary for fonner Chief Cabinet

SecretaI)' Takao Fujinami had been given Recruit Cosmos stocks. And next day, on

October 30th
, the stoI)' was carried on a local news page. As the cozy relationship

between Recruit and the political world was made clear, the relationship between

Recruit/other organizations and Fujinami was also revealed. That kind of

relationship was, after the uncovering of the secretary's receipt of stocks, reported in

the local news pages often. Then at the peak of the coverage, on May 22nd
, 1989,

Fujinami was prosecuted and the local news pages of the next day, the 23rd
, reported

the news story as well. That is the rough flow of the report of the parts in which

Fujinami was involved. This long range of time, from October 30th
, 1988, to May

23rd
, 1989, contains four dates of significance: 1) October 30th

, 1988, when it was

reported that the secretary ofFujinami was given stocks by Recruit Cosmos, 2) March

13th
, 1989, when it was reported that Fujinami diverted the profits from the stocks of
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Recruit Cosmos privately, 3) April 30th
, 1989, when it was reported that the

prosecution targeted two Diet members including Fujinami to solve the parts of the

Recruit case in which politicians were involved, and 4) May 23rd
, 1989, when it was

reported that Fujinami had been prosecuted.

From the first to the second date, above, Fujinami seems to be treated just as

one of the leading members of the Nakasone faction who happens to have come to the

fore in the process of the investigation of the Recruit case perhaps because some

big-name Diet members, such as former Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone and then

Prime Minister Noboru Takeshita, had already appeared due to suspicion of their

involvement through their secretaries as well. It was only on November 24th during

the first range of time that Fujinami's name appeared in a headline. But on

November 8th
, a statement made by Hiromasa Ezoe, the president of Recruit who was

taken as the ringleader in the case, "It depends on the 'degree of intimacy' with the

other party (politician) and on whether s/he [to whom we give stocks] 'will be

useful' ," is introduced on the basis of a story of the person concerned. That might

give readers the impression that Fujinami was one of these politicians. It is reported

on November 16th that the summoning of sworn witnesses, which had already become

the "last measure not to be resorted to," is going to be carried out after an interval of

nme years. This article might have had the effect of making readers re-recognize the
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seriousness of the Recruit case.

Once it was reported on March 13th
, 1989, that Fujinami privately diverted the

profits from the stocks of Recruit Cosmos to "fimds to purchase a palatial mansion,"

Yomiuri's method of treating Fujnami started to change. In the article of the 13th
, to

begin with, a "powerful figure among the policy tribes for the area of Labor" is used

as Fujinami's title, instead of "former Chief Cabinet Secretary," which had been used

most of the time until then, though it was, during the second range of time, used only

in that article of the 13th that reports the detection of Fujimami's misappropriation.

Either way, however, it is fixed on the 13th that Fujinami is a policy tribe member and

politically influential. In addition, it is reported on the same day that Fujinami has a

connection not only with Recruit but also with Sundai Education Group, which runs

one of the biggest preparatory schools for universities in Japan, through Haruyuki

Yamazaki, the chairperson of the board of directors for the group, as if in order to

back up Fujinami's "policy-tribe-ness:" Fujinami offered, says the story, his

congratulations in a commemorative publication for the fiftieth anniversary of

establishment of the group when he was the Minister of Labor, Prime Minister

Yasuhiro Nakasone at that time and others made an "exceptional inspection" of a

school building of the group when Fujinami was the chief cabinet secretary, and in

parallel with the inspection, the procedure for the approval of the establishment of
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Surugadai University, which was the "dearest wish since its establishment of the

group," was carried out by the Ministry of Education in 'just two years." The

quickness of the later approval for establishment of other departments by the

university is also described as "exceptional." All of this is just to say that after all

the power of Fujinami counted very much, from the approval of the university to the

opening of it. What is more, it is also reported that Fujinami purchased the

"mansion" from a real estate company directly affiliated with the group "at half the

price," according to a headline. The "mansion" is seen as collateral for the approval

and opening of the university. The circumstances of the purchase are described,

"The profits of 26 million yen... arrived at his own residence," which might give an

impression of opulence to readers. It is also reported on the same day, on the 13th
,

that Fujinami did not need to disclose the existence of the "mansion" in making his

property public. Fujinami's statement made while he was Chief Cabinet Secretary,

"In order to gain trust from the people, I hope it can be some help to make our assets

public," is also carried near to the part in the story of Fujinami's non-disclosing of the

"mansion" with "however... " placed just after it. In this way, Yomiuri might have

succeeded in making Fujinami seem two-faced. According to Yomiuri, by the way,

the matter concerned with Sundai Education Group was found by "investigation of

Yomiuri." After March 13th
, the situation in which Fujinami did not talk to the mass
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media is described as "where [Fujinami] is unknown" in the article on May 16th and

as "[Fujinami is] missing" in the one on April 6th until he "showed up for the first time

in half a month" on March 28th
. It is reported on April II th that the Special

Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office judged one

of the reasons Ezoe gave stocks of Recruit Cosmos to some Diet members was Ezoe

wanted to be appointed as a special member of the Government Tax Commission and

the Diet member who got involved in this matter was a "politician who can exercise

his authority," namely Fujinami. It is also reported on the same day that there is a

possibility that the Special Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public

Prosecutors Office will fmally prosecute politicians.

It is reported on April 30th that the targets of the Special Investigation

Department ofthe Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office have been narrowed down

to two, Fujinami and Clean Government Party Diet member Katsuya Ikeda.

Regarding Fujinami, it is revealed that another matter, in which the contents of the

first report of the Extraordinary Educational Council having then Chief Cabinet

Secretary Fujinami as a supervisor seemed advantageous to Recruit, in that it hoped

for the continuance of the rules of recruitment, came to the surface in addition to the

aforementioned matter of the assignment to a member of the Government Tax

Commission. In this phase, there is already a phrase in the content of the article,
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"[The Recruit case] has come to the most important last stage." That is as good as to

say in this context that Fujinami will be arrested/prosecuted soon. The article on

May 7th reports that Fujinami spent three consecutive holidays in his hometown and

contains a headline in which Fujinami is given the ordinary honorific title,

"Fujinami-san," not "Chief Cabinet Secretary Fujinami" or "Diet member Fujinami."

Fujinami's manner in going home is described as "busily" and it is revealed that his

only time out during the three-day stay was to comfort one of his leading supporters

who was under medical treatment, mentioned just after his purpose for visiting his

hometown, which was to apologize to his neighbors for the previous month's case in

which a storeroom of his office was set on fire. That is, it is indicated that Fujinami

did not apologize. In the article on May 11 th
, reviewed is the way in which the

stocks of Recruit Cosmos were given to Fujinami and used by him. But before that,

a rough outline of Fujinami's history, from his youth and going into politics to his

activities as a politician, is given. In the history section of the article, there are only

ideal words for politicians used, such as "conscientious," "reliable" and "clean." In

addition, it is mentioned that his political statement is straightforward, although he is

moderate, and complimentary words from someone around him, "[Fujinami is]

reticent, but [Fujinami is] stubborn enough not to change anything once decided," are

introduced. It is reported as well that Fujinami had been regarded as a "successor to
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the faction of Nakasone," which might give readers the impression again that

Fujinami is an influential politician. What is more, it is introduced that Fujinami

stopped smoking and drank only in moderation once he entered the political world.

It is also revealed that he rejected any requests for jobs from the persons concerned

with his support group; rather, he persuaded them not to go this route. These two

episodes might show Fujinami also possesses seriousness. "Mr. Fujinami to be

heard was seen as 'clean,' but..." appears in a headline and the directly-opposed

combination of the phrase "to be heard" and the word "clean" indicate the review on

the flow of the stocks of Recruit Cosmos starts just after the history of Fujinami.

Moreover, the expressions employed for the description of the drift of money in that

part have "62 million yen got into the account ofDaiwa Securities opened in the name

of the secretary," "The sold stocks mixed with the money that had been pooled in this

account," "26 million yen lost its color after it got mixed with the other money in the

account of a major city bank," and so forth. These are very active metaphors used to

show the money was intentionally moved. In addition, the amount of money is

described as "outstanding." In this article of May 11th, Fujinami seems finally to

have "two faces" as well, and due to his hypocrisy fell from politician to criminal at

one stroke. Such a fall could not have come about (in print) without the introduction

placed just before the review on Fujinami's history. In the article of the 12th
,
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Fujnami's fall is described as well, but that is consistently written on the basis of an

idea that he fell because of the "political maneuvering by Recruit." In that article,

Fujinami is given another title-"head clerk of the Cabinet"-because he was Chief

Cabinet Secretary when the "political maneuvering" was carried out, which might

have readers understanding at a glance why Ezoe approached Fujnami. It is reported

on the 16th that then Chief Cabinet Secretary Keizo Obuchi admitted Fujinami made a

final decision for appointing Ezoe a special member of the Government Tax

Commission. As seen in the headline on the 18th
, it is revealed that the Special

Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office held an

"unprecedented 12-hour hearing" from not only Fujinami but also Ikeda. The article

on the 19th reports that each of the two got the second 12-hour hearing, the

investigation "seems to be finished on this day" and "the attitude of the Special

Investigation Department aiming at settling in an earlier stage peeps" due to such a

long hearing. In the article on the 20th, some comments from public prosecutors who

attended a top-level meeting to decide whether to prosecute the two are introduced

and there are these words in a headline for the article: "Prosecution decided." This

although no comments from the prosecutors contain words such as "prosecute," and

no prosecutors have said they will prosecute the two. According to that article,

Fujinami "kept shutting himself up" in a hotel on the day when the meeting was held
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and "seemed as if he kept a very close watch on the whereabouts of the meeting

which decides his fate with bated breath." The article on that day may show how

greatly the side of the prosecution, which moved on, and Fujnami are in contrast to

each other.

Finally, the article on May 22ud reports both of the Diet members have been

prosecuted as predicted in that article of the 20th
. In that last article, there are not

only words such as "bribe," used instead of "political donation," but also a metaphoric

expression, "black checks," used to indicate the checks passed from Recruit to

politicians. It is revealed that the "bribe" to Fujinami was twenty million yen in total

and it was passed to Fujinami in four installments (five million at a time).

According to the article, furthermore, the five-million-yen packets were each given at

a point in time related to the Extraordinary Educational Council, such as just before

the establishment of the council and the day before submission of a report. It is also

mentioned that the third five-million-yen installment was passed in the prime

minister's official residence. The article reports that Fujinami gave a statement,

written in his own handwriting, that "shows his firm attitude in his prudence," through

his office meaning he had decided to fight in court to prove his innocence. On the

other hand, it reveals Fujinami "kept shutting himself up in a hotel all day" and does

not show up in front of the press corps while Ikeda, another Diet member prosecuted,
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appears. Therefore, there is possibility that Fujinami is taken to possess a weak

disposition, contrary to the "finn attitude" in his statement.

What can be said regarding articles from the detection of Fujinami's

involvement to his prosecution is that, as suspicions about Fujinami are revealed one

after another, some things not directly related to the case or that were in place or

happened before the detection of the case, such as episodes of his youth and his

everyday activities as a politician, are revealed in proportion to the uncovering of the

suspicions. The news stories on the suspicions surrounding the case and those not

related to the case are in contrast to each other; as a result, they label Fujinami as

two-faced and only his negative face based on the case is made conspicuous. That is,

Fujinami might be here represented more as a criminal than a politician. At the peak

of that representation, the prosecution appears prominently. Finally, Fujinami is

prosecuted, and is settled as a criminal not only given the facts, but also via the choice

of words/composition of phrases in the news stories, based it would seem on a bill of

indictment from the prosecution.

The JDAcase

The name of fonner Chief Cabinet Secretary Kanezo Muraoka first appears in a

comparatively small article on September 18th
, which reports he was heard by the

prosecution on the 15th of the same month due to suspicion of his involvement in the
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Japan Dental Association scandal. FurtheIIDore, the news story is not carried on a

local news page. It is on September 26th that his name fIrst appears on a local news

page in regard this case. The article on the 26th reads that, on the 25th
, his house and

personal effects were searched by the prosecution and he had a talk with the press at

his house after being heard by the prosecution again. The article in the local news

pages of the next day, September 27th
, already reports he was prosecuted at home on

the 26th
. That is, he came to be prosecuted about one week after the fIrst coverage

and appeared in the local news pages for two days, the 26th and 27th
, only. It can be

taken from the article on the 27th that his prosecution at home resulted from the

system of factions, although he was prosecuted and already considered a criminal in

that article.

In the article of September 26th
, Muraoka, who flatly denies his involvement, is

described with the title a "foIIDer chief cabinet secretary." He is not only heard but

also has his house and personal effects searched because of a suspicion that he, who

was an acting chairperson for a political organization of the Hashimoto faction at that

time, directed that a donation of one hundred million yen from the JDA not be

recorded in an Income and Expenditure Report. But it is reported that he

"emphatically" answered in front of the press, "I can only think that this is completely

unreasonable and a false charge."
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The article on September 27th is the one that reports Muraoka was prosecuted at

home. It briefly recounts the following: 1) Muraoka's being prosecuted at home, 2)

some young Diet members' recognition that politics based on factions is coming to an

end, 3) Muraoka's political history, 4) comments by two intellectuals, and 5) an

explanation.

Muraoka's being prosecuted at home: His total denial of involvement when

talking with the press again just after he was prosecuted is described as "with his face

red," "talked on and on," and such and it is indicated he takes an attitude of fighting

against the prosecution in court. In addition, a comment released by the side of the

prosecution after it prosecuted Muraoka in justification of Muraoka's being

prosecuted, and introduced in the article, is, "It is natural [for us to think] the

responsibility rests with a person who organizes the management of the faction."

The situation of trial between the opposing sides may easily be imagined from

Muraoka's denial and the prosecution's justification, but "[It was] a direction by a

leading member of the faction after all," the first sentence ofthe lead sentences in this

part, already fixes Muraoka's involvement although it contains no proper noun like

"Muraoka." In the lead sentences, what is more, the reader cannot avoid noting that

the position, a "former acting chairperson of the faction," which first cast the

suspicion on Muraoka, is added as another title to his existing one, a "former chief
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cabinet secretaI)'."

As seen in a comment by a Diet member, "It might be a result of the long-time

observation of the custom in the area of accounting by the factions [that Muraoka was

prosecuted]," regarding the recognition of young Diet members, that Diet members

think Muraoka was fundamentally prosecuted due to the existence of factions, not due

to his personal ideas and behavior.

The third part, Muraoka's political history, mentions that he came to be opposed

to former SecretaI)' General Hiromu Nonaka, who was in the same faction, because

Muraoka turned to supporting Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi in the race for

president of the LDP in September 2003, and retired from the political world after he

failed to be elected in the House of Representatives election held in November of the

same year. Nevertheless, the most significant point is that it is mentioned Muraoka

was a policy tribe member with a title, "important figure of 'the road tribe'." As if

to prove the degree of his importance, it is revealed that he was entertained by the

executives ofthe Japan Highway Public Corporation several times.

As for the fourth item, comments by two intellectuals, one of them, that

Muraoka's being prosecuted without being arrested is unexpected while the pursuit of

the prosecution was great, is a statement of a former chiefof the Special Investigation

Department of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office and current lawyer,
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Kazuo Kawakami. The other, indicating a readjustment of the Political Funds

Control Law is still needed so true political refonns can be attained, is that of

Tomoaki Iwai, professor of Nihon University. It may be remarkable that the

intellectuals directed their attacks on the prosecution and the Political Funds Control

Law, and neither criticized Muraoka personally.

As for the fifth item, explanation, this is done under the name of Yusuke

Yoshino. Yoshino says, "[Muraoka's being prosecuted] brings the actual conditions

in which careless management of funds had been conducted by all the members of the

faction into relief' and indicates that the body to criticize is the faction, not Muraoka,

the individual, although Yoshino acknowledges the greatness of the existence of

Muraoka by giving him the title, "prominent figure of the faction." It is interesting

that Yoshino's view on Muraoka's being prosecuted is the same as those of the

aforementioned young Diet members. As if in order to support his view, Yoshino

cites a comment by a leading member of the prosecution: "[This case] is different

from the one in which a politician hides earnings of hislher own organization for fund

management and puts the earnings into hislher own pocket." As Kawakami does,

Yoshino also points out that it is "exceptional" that the prosecution finished the part in

which Murakoa was involved by prosecuting him at home without arresting him. As

his conclusion, Yoshino suggests to politicians they make their political funds
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transparent and to the prosecution it firmly copes with politicians as well. Until the

end, there is neither criticism ofnor attack upon Muraoka by Yoshino.

The Arai case

Between his first appearance as standard-bearer and the detection ofhis case

For about five years, from the occurrence of the Sagawa Kyubin case to the

detection of Arai's case, Arai's name rarely appears in Yomiuri's local news pages.

Two articles on Arai's scandalous affairs were published, it is true, in the local news

pages during that time, one of which reports that Arai's organization has not reported

a donation from a political organization and the other that a president of Togensha

Kichinosuke Sasaki claims Arai called him to ask for a loan once Sasaki's tender for

the site of Japan Railway was successful even though Arai had asked him to give up

bidding for it a few months previously. But some articles that report Arai's political

activities based on his criticism of those in power in the political world in Japan, such

as the one telling readers a group called To no shinrai kaifUku 0 kangaeru kai (Group

to Think of Restoring Trust in the LDP) was formed to deal with the problem of the

Sagawa Kyubin case and one that reports Arai criticized the Murayama

administration's way of coping with the 1995 Great Hanshin Earthquake, seem

especially remarkable among the few articles on Arai during those five years. In

addition, an article that predicts Arai will challenge the election of the House of the
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Representatives as an independent candidate is noteworthy. During those five years,

furthermore, Arai seems to have been positioned very closely to the people in the

local news pages, although it may be partly because there is no reference to his

origins.

The article of October 9th, 1992, is about the start of a group put together by

Arai and other Diet members to think of ways of restoring trust in the LDP. In this

article, those who launched the group are described as ''young interested Diet

members who ask: for responsibility" and "seven samurai," both of which may

represent the group as reliable. As for Arai, his remark, "The people know there is

more power in the factions (than in the LDP itself), so they are angry that [the Sagawa

Kyubin case] is not yet settled with the resignation of the LDP vice-president," is

introduced and may give the impression that he understands the feelings of the people

and is on their side. In addition, Arai's wording is described as put "clearly" and the

end of the article concludes with, "Mr. Arai told his decision of the self-cleaning of

the inside of the LDP, 'I take the responsibility [for it] so long as I started to talk

[about it]'." Arai's enthusiasm toward and belief in the internal revolution of the

LDP is fully conveyed to the readers.

The article on February 5th, 1995, reports, but not in great detail, the situation of

a lecture meeting in which Arai criticizes the Murayama administration's way of
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coping with the 1995 Great Hanshin Earthquake. Arai belongs to the New Frontier

Party at the time and is given the title, "the vice Secretary General of the New

Frontier Party," in the article. According to it, the purpose of the lecture meeting is

"to think over the course of Japan such as the reform of the administration and the

problem of the constitution," and in the lecture meeting, Arai "insisted that [we]

discuss the political system itself including the [problem of the] constitution, not only

the budget for the [post-earthquake] restoration." This article might be the very one

that caused readers to recognize the width of Arai's range of defense to the extent it

thoroughly covered the purpose of the lecture meeting. At the same time, the article

may show Arai reduces his distance from the people by thinking of the earthquake

sufferers.

In the article of September 21 st
, 1996, some candidates challenging the election

of the House of the Representatives after changing their "doorplates," or political

parties, are introduced and Arai is also introduced as one of them. In the case of Arai,

however, it is emphasized with "as 'independent'" that he is running for the election,

independent that is of any party. It is mentioned that Arai urged the necessity of the

dissolution of the factions at the time of the Sagawa Kyubin case. In addition, it is

pointed out that, before the election. (Between 1994 and 1996, Arai moved from

party to party because of, if borrowed from the statement of Arai in the article, "the
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difference of ideology on policy.") This article illustrates Arai's anguish at running

as an independent candidate and the limitations in various areas like election

broadcasts and numbers of handbills and posters. In this article, what is more, Arai,

who conducts himself for the election under such conditions, is described as the

candidate who does his best single-mindedly in spite of limits with, "[Arai] rushes

from place to place toward the finish line according to his schedule which has

everything worked out to the minute." Such a description fits his action at the time

of the Sagawa Kyubin case and the fact he moved from party to party due to

differences in policy, and, as a result, Arai's honest and dependable nature, such as his

consistent attitude toward his own political ideology and tenaciousness, are shown.

Also, it should not be missed that Arm is, as a politician, put in a place nearest the

people, namely "independent."

Regarding the two articles on Arai's scandalous affairs, the one on the

unrecorded donation persistently names eminent politicians such as former Prime

Minister Kiichi Miyazawa and former Minister of Finance Ryutaro Hashimoto as its

targets and takes Arai as just one of the "six LDP Diet members" who reported "The

donation from any political organizations is zero." (The title of Ryutaro Hashimoto

was still former Minister of Finance at that time.) As for the other article on Arm's

calls to Sasaki in order to make him give up bidding and ask him for a loan of money,
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it is mentioned that Arai has told Yomiuri, "I think President Sasaki has a wrong

memory." Arai's counterattack against Sasaki is also reported: "[Arai] showed his

idea to ask President Sasaki to explain." Even given the latter article in which Arai

himself is targeted, it is difficult to think either of these two articles had much

influence on the feelings of the people. From the fact that there is no follow-up of

either article, it may be possible to think that neither of Arai's scandalous affairs, even

put together, had enough effect to expand the distance between Arai and the people.

Regarding his ethnic background, there are no expressions, words, or phrases in

place to let readers know Arai is a former zainichi Korean in any ofthe articles during

this time.

Between the detection ofhis case and his death

As one of the characteristics of the articles in the local news pages reporting the

development of Arai's case from its detection to his death, it could be given that Arai

is, in the end, described as one person alone, forced into a comer by criticizing the

prosecution, not by no longer defending himself, though he first insisted upon his

innocence. The mess into which Arai has landed is emphasized inversely in relation

to the power the side of the prosecution gradually obtains. In addition, Arai's

alone-and-unaided-ness stands out more with the criticism, exclusion, accusation, and

such hurled his way by the other political parties, the LDP, and even Nikko Securities,
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all of which appears in the articles as if they followed the prosecution. It might have

backed up Arai's awkward position and isolation that some of his family's companies

are mentioned and a list of Arai's illegal-looking stock dealings is also carried. What

is more, it appears as if Arai is fixed as guilty: His case is positioned as the same as

the case of former Labor Minister Toshio Yamaguchi, in which the latter made

fraudulent loans for financing his family's companies and was found guilty. It could

be said Arai's death happened when the distance between Arai and any

groups/organizations on the side of the prosecution had widened to the maximum due

to the power of the information disadvantageous to Arai, that is, when the Us-Them

relationship was established most strongly and Arai was deemed a criminal.

What the article dated December 22nd
, 1997, which first reports Arai's case,

mainly conveys, as seen in the headline containing the phrase, "the tip of an iceberg,"

is the fact that many politicians do stock dealings as a method of raising funds,

although there is a part in which the suspicion that Arai made illegal profits is

mentioned. The article on the 24th reports not only that Arai has resigned his post as

a member of the task force for urgent financial system stabilization within the LDP

but also that the person concerned with Nikko Securities says Arai demanded profits,

however, only Arai is now the focus. Regarding Arai's manner as an unsworn

witness in the Lower House Budget Committee meeting held on January 30th
, 1998,
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reported on the next day, the 31st, that article (on the 31 8t) says "a few words of regret

escaped" Arai and he "did not have many words of self-examination," but instead, he

"flatly denied every suspicion" and "fluently repeated the claim that he is innocent."

From that article, only Arai's manner, in which he desperately protects himself, is

made known. In addition, the article ofthe 31st gives "many points to be doubted" in

what Arai has said as an unsworn witness in the Lower House Budget Committee held

January 30th
. In this way, the article is worded as if say that Arai desperately

explained to that extent in order to defend himself even to the telling of lies.

Furthermore, it makes Arai's statement as an unsworn witness more doubtful that the

existence of Arai's family's company, Vo10, is revealed on the same day. A

statement for Yomiuri by a former representative director of Yolo, "[1] don't want to

be concerned [in Yolo] any longer," and another statement for Yomiuri by a former

executive of the same company, "[I] feel cheated," may further support the doubt

against Arai's statement. (Both resigned their posts as soon as they knew there was

suspicion that a speculator helped Yolo to make profits.) According to the article

dated February 13th
, it has been recognized as a result of an in-house investigation by

Nikko Securities that Nikko Se<;urities accorded benefits to Arai at Arai's request.

The article on the 18th reports on the basis of what the person concerned with Nikko

Securities said that Arai's repeated demands for profits led to such stock dealings once
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the then vice-president, Yumio Hiraishi, and the then managing director, Hiroyuki

Hamahira, "reluctantly accepted [Arai's requests] because Arai persistently demanded

for them" though "[they] were not keen [to do such stock dealings]." In the second

ofthe two local news pages on the 19th
, when it is reported on the front page Arai was

going to be arrested, it is revealed with the phrase, "an uncertain-if-they-exist group

of family companies behind the scenes," in its headline that there are two Arai family

companies having the same company name, "Mari Nettowaku (Marl Network)," and

one called "Zerowan (Zero One)" besides the aforementioned Volo. According to

the article, Zerowan has no office where it is supposed to be. At the same time, the

case of fonner Labor Minister Toshio Yamaguchi, in which he set up fraudulent loans

for the financing of his family's companies and was found guilty, is also introduced

and this article on the second local news page on the 19th concludes with, "The

compositional arrangement in which [a politician] holds high the power of his/her

position as a Diet member and demands benefits from a financial institution(s) is

equal to be repeated by Diet member Arai." The main part in the two local news

page stories of February 19th is this: The first page report that Arai explained himself

at a secret session held by the Steering Committee of the House of Representatives

and held a press conference to insist he was innocent just after the session. However

there is no Arai, as he has previously been described, on that page. Although some
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ever-employed phrases such as "[He] insisted on his innocence" and "[He]

emphasized his innocence," are used, Arai's weak-kneed manners are also depicted:

"[He] talked with a fully-exhausted facial expression," "with his voice shaking," and

"in a tearful voice." In addition, it is reported that Arai criticized the prosecution:

"The prosecution only picks up the things convenient [to itself] and tries to do [this

investigation]" and "[The investigation] is a frame-up." On this page, the person

who is in contrast to Arai is Akio Harada, the then Chief of the Criminal Affairs

Bureau, who explains in the aforementioned secret session, in order to ask for his

arrest, that Arai is guilty. According to the article on the first page, Harada places

Arai as a "securities tribe" member, shows various "shocking" grounds for Arai's guilt

and is "full ofconfidence." In addition, the degree ofshock on the grounds ofArai's

guilt expressed by Harada seems to have been enough to make the members of the

Steering Committee of the House of Representatives present "be astonished and lose

their voice." Such an attitude is I80-degrees from the one they showed when Arai

was explaining: "[They] put their heads a little to one side because they were not sure

if [what Arai was saying] was true." What is more, a list of what might have been

Arai's illegal stock dealings with Nikko Securities appears just after the content of

that article on the first page and Yomiuri editorializes, "[The list] indicates [Arai]

received exceptional treatment."
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The local news page articles that report Arai's explanation are the following

two: That dated January 31st reporting Arai's words as an unsworn witness in the

Lower House Budget Connnittee and the other dated February 19th reporting what he

said in his last press conference including his explanation at the secret session held by

the Steering Committee of the House of Representatives. (There is no article in the

local news pages on Arai's ftrst press conference held just after the detection of his

scandal.) In both articles, what Arai says and does seems not to be listened to/paid

attention to seriously and directly. Rather, what is impressed upon the reader is that

Yomiuri takes a thoroughly critical attitude to Arai. It might seem Yomiuri is doing

an excellent job as a member of the media, but the way and extent of it may go too far.

The more Arai insists he is innocent, for example, the more Yomiuri tries to ftnd fault

with him, noting what Arai says contains some points to be doubted and even going so

far as to claim what he says is false. It should be taken into consideration that the

prosecution and the other organizations involved, such as the LDP and Nikko

Securities, are never criticized at this time. That is, there is a possibility that Arai

was ftxed as the only ringleader in the case. There exists possible proof: Arai

continued to be positioned as guilty from the beginning with such decisive ways of

naming him as "Diet member Shokei Arai who gained proftts of about 40 million yen

from Nikko Securities" and "Due to the problem in which the LDP Diet member
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Shokei Arai (50) received the offer of profits of about 41 million yen from Nikko

Securities." Then finally, Arai was, as aforementioned, completely set as a criminal

when his family's companies were revealed and he was connected in print with the

aforementioned former Labor minister, Toshio Yamaguchi, who had been found guilty

because he set up fraudulent loans for the financing of his own family's companies,

though the nature of Arai's case was/is fundamentally different from that of

Yamaguchi's case.

And again, his ethnic background is not mentioned here at all.

Between his death and the judgment day

On the next day after Arai's death, February 20th
, 1998, Arai's ethnic origin is

mentioned in the local news pages for the first time in the range of analysis for this

paper. But in the local news pages only, the reference is the first as well as the last.

To be exact, the reference is one sentence only: "[Arai] is from Osaka and his parents

were zainichi Koreans," appears suddenly while his brief career, which is described as

"spectacular," is the focus and some episodes from it are introduced though there is a

supplementary explanation just after the sentence that Arai was naturalized in his

teens. In the article, however, Arai's origin is not focused on and mentioned merely

to show Arai had neither relatives nor acquaintances in his electoral zone, Ota Ward in

Tokyo. Fundamentally, therefore, it is also not necessary that the fact Arai's parents
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were zainichi Koreans and that Arai was naturalized be mentioned.

Except for the article with the reference to Arai's ethnic origin, a change in

Yomiuri's attitude toward Arai is not seen. Yomiuri's policy of considering Arai

guilty does not change even when it reports on September 21 st, 1998, that then

Vice-President Yumio Hiraishi and then Managing Director Hiroyuki Hamahira, both

of whom are of Nikko Securities, have been found guilty after reporting on February

20th of the same year that Arai committed suicide. As if confirming Arai's guilt, it

reveals other aspects about Arai, not made clear before Arai died, one after another,

especially in its serial related to Arai's scandal. Also, it appears to be establishing

credibility for itself, having persistently taken Arai as guilty, in reporting several times

that Hamahira admitted Arai demanded profits. After Arai's death, Yomiuri

criticized some organizations that seem to have tried to repress what Arai said and did,

such as the prosecution due to forcible investigation and the possibility of a leak of

information. But in the local news pages, each of the organizations is criticized only

once. They are not, as Arai, fixed as targets of criticism. Either way, however, it

cannot be missed that, in the local news pages during the time from Arai's death to the

confirmation of guilt of the two from Nikko Securities, Arai continues to be taken as

guilty though he was not prosecuted (because ofhis death).

After March 11 th
, 1998, when it was reported Hiraishi and Hamahira were
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prosecuted while Arai was not, some stories to support Arai's guilt, as aforementioned,

start to appear in the local news pages. In the article on the 11th, such points of

difference between Arai and other politicians as Arai's coming to the surface in the

aforementioned series of investigations as the "politician who strictly demands to

compensate for a loss," and in demanding, Arai himself does so directly are given.

In addition, it is pointed out that Arai's stock dealings with Nikko Securities in

question are "clearly unnatural for an amateur." These references might have made

Arai's claim of innocence less persuasive. Another mention of Hamahira, who was

in charge of Arai, admitting Arai demanded profits seems to contribute to Arai's guilt.

In spite of everything, what most firmly fixed Arai as guilty would be the

aforementioned tape played by Arai at his last press conference. According to the

article on the 11th
, Arai, between June 1997, and January 1998, "asked the then

vice-president Yumio Hiraishi and the then managing director Hiroyuki Hamahira to

confirm, 'there was no behavior to demand profits [by Arai],' and recorded such

conversations onto a tape without permission." There are no information sources

regarding this tape listed in the article. That is, the existence of the tape may mean

not only that Arai prepared for the coming investigation but also that he himself

recognized the illegality ofhis stock dealings because he started making the tape even

before his scandal was made public. Finally, the article on the 11th reports it was
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confinned without any objections at the top-level meeting of the prosecution on

Februmy 18th
, the day before Arai's death, that Arai be arrested. According to the

article, the reason Arai's arrest was ordered seems to be that "It was taken as

pernicious [Arai] gave pressure to Nikko Securities using his position as a politician."

The article also reports a leading member who attended the meeting says, "[Arai's

stock dealings with Nikko Securities] are remarkably against the principle of

self-responsibility in commercial transaction and the people greatly feel it unfair [that

Arai was not to be arrested]." That is, Arai's arrest was a result of the settlement by

the prosecution taking account of the people's feelings that Arai applied pressure to

Nikko Securities. Probably, it was the side of Nikko Securities that told the

prosecution, as seen in the aforementioned statement by Hamahira, that Arai

demanded profit, that Arai applied pressure to Nikko Securities. It should be noted

that the prosecution confinned Arai's arrest on the basis of the statements of the side

ofNikko Securities only and Yomiuri reports it without criticism.

The stage on which to fix Arai as guilty is moved to the aforementioned serial,

divided into five parts. The serial basically inspects Arai as related to his stock

dealings. Local news pages are used for all of the serial except the first part. The

fifth part mainly explains the compositional arrangement in which the politicians and

securities companies are dependent on each other and does not focus on Arai in
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particular. Therefore, it will be seen in the following how Arai continued to be fixed

as guilty between the second and fourth parts. The second part on March 17th
, 1998,

tells not only that, as aforementioned, Arai recorded the conversations onto tape but

also that "the voice of the phone urged" a fomer manager of a branch office at

Shinbashi "to agree" there had been no illegal stock dealings and he also called

Hamahira as if to ask him to confiIID Arai did not demand profits. Such actions are

taken on the assumption that Arai is guilty, that "[Arai] was elaborately proceeding

with the measures against investigation." However, it is mentioned here as well that

Hamahira admitted Arai demanded profits. Therefore, it is concluded that the

measures against investigation by Arai became a "one-man stage play." And as a

reason Nikko Securities bowed to the demands of a Diet member of middle standing

to that extent, although it is made clear Arai had never made a "conspicuous

'demand'" ofNikko Securities, "the power ofhis Diet member's pin and his career as

a fomer government official of the Ministry of Finance" is given on the basis of the

subjective statement by Hiraishi of Nikko Securities to the prosecution, "[I]

recognized [Arai] as a Ministry-of-Finance tribe or securities tribe" member, and that

of Hamahira of Nikko Securities to the prosecution as well, "Because [Arai] was a

Diet member who was of the Ministry of Finance." In addition, it is settled that "the

power of his Diet member's pin and his career as a fomer government official of the
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Ministry of Finance" was, for Nikko Securities, the same as the "dark pressure" from

the aforementioned professional troublemaker at stockholders' meetings, Ryuichi

Koike. That is to say, Arai is placed on the same level as the troublemaker who had

been already arrested. In the third part on the 18th
, it is mentioned again that

Hamahira admitted Arai demanded profits. Besides that, it is revealed that Hamahira

was asked directly by Arai to make sure their stories agreed. It is also reported there

were records of self-dealing made by the side of Nikko Securities in the ordering

voucher on Arai's stock dealing with that company as identified by the Special

Investigation Department of the Tokyo District Public Prosecutors Office. The

fourth part on the 19th seems to try to explore why Arai got into these stock dealings

to that extent. First of all, it is revealed Arai's office was in trouble with fmancing:

Arai's office failed to pay fees for public services like electricity and water and Arai

handed a salary, which was less than it was supposed to be, to each ofhis three public

secretaries. It is also mentioned that Arai personally was three hundred million yen

in debt to some banks due to the purchase of a house in an exclusive residential

district and of a holiday apartment. It is concluded that, because of his difficult

public and private economic conditions, Arai started to depend on his stock dealings

and business for financing and "his stock dealings stepped into an 'illegal' field"

because he demanded profit ignoring the Securities Exchange Act that had been
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revised in 1992 although the stock market was reeling after the collapse of the

"bubble economy." In this way, Ami might be taken as having carried out stock

dealings for his private financing, not for his political funds.

There are no articles focusing on Arai's scandal after the last part dated March

20th
, 1998, of the aforementioned serial during the period from Arai's death to the

sentencing of Hiraishi and Hamahira. Even in the local news pages on the day after

the two Nikko Securities executives were found guilty on September 20th
, 1998, there

are no mentions of it at all. It is true that Arai's name sometimes appears after

March 20th
, like in an article dated March 30th reporting an election to fill a vacancy

caused by Arai and in an article dated April 27th exploring whether a retirement

allowance should be paid to the prominent figures ofcompanies/ministries who resign

and the executives of companies/ministries who are arrested due to scandals such as

the case in which the aforementioned Koike was involved. But, again, there are no

articles focusing on Arai's case, or on Arai himself, after the article on the 20th
.

There is little possibility Arai was/is focused on in any articles after the two from

Nikko Securities were sentenced as guilty. Arai disappeared from the world as a

criminal and remains so.
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CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSION

Regarding whether Arai's case was represented as a case involving a zainichi

Korean or as a case in which a politician was involved, it would be, within the range

of analysis for this paper, more appropriate to say it was represented as a case in

which a politician was involved because his origin is mentioned only in the local news

page article of February 20th
, 1998, without being taken too far in order to show that

Ota Ward in Tokyo, his electoral zone, was not his hometown. After his death,

however, it is needless to say he was determined a former zainichi Korean politician

just because ofthat reference.

The Recruit case and the JDA case were treated as cases in which a politician

was involved. Among them, the Recruit case could be used to prove, not completely

though, that Arai was represented as a politician in his case. This is because both

Arai's and the Recruit cases, to begin with, feature one-on-one relationships between

a politician and a company through money in common while the JDA case was one in

which a donation was sent to a faction, not one politician. As for the process from

the detection of the case to the arrest/prosecution, in addition, there are some common

points between Arai's and the Recruit cases: Both Arai and Fujinami of the Recruit
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case were positioned as criminals for a comparatively long time in discourse because

both were heard by the prosecution long after the detection of their cases, and the

arrest of Arai and the prosecution of Fujinami were indicated in advance in the media.

What is very different in the IDA case is that the detection of Muraoka's involvement

was reported after he was heard by the prosecution. It is especially significant that

both Arai and Fujinami were placed so until the announcement of the arrest of Arai

and Fujinami's actual prosecution with the snowballing information that had not

surfaced until then. As for Arai, it was revealed until he was going to be arrested

that he owned family companies, like Volo, a speculator had a connection with Volo,

and so on. Also, some facts on Fujinami, that a part of the profits from the Recruit

Cosmos stocks he received was allotted to the fund to buy his house and the Sundai

Education Group was related to the purchase of his house, were made public until he

was prosecuted. Such information must have been the most decisive element to

position both of them as guilty before the arrest/prosecution. It was also a result of

taking advantage of the negative meaning of the phrase, "policy tribe," for both Arai

and Fujinami were taken as policy tribe members by Yomiuri. Regarding the way of

completing a two-faced criminal portrait before the arrest/prosecution, however,

Arai's two-facedness is finished with his political activities before the detection ofhis

case after his death in the morning edition dated February 20th
, 1998, while Fujinami's
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two-facedness was already finished before he was prosecuted. (In fact, Arai's

two-facedness was completed before his death in the evening edition dated February

18th
, 1998, by contrasting his standard-bearer status around the time of the Sagawa

Kyubin scandal and his fixation on money.) This may be because Arai continued to

give news materials to the media via press conferences while Fujinami did not. In

addition, it might have been judged there was no need to bother to show Arai's

political history because he was already known to many people due to his

standard-bearer status. In spite of everything, there is a possibility of thinking the

delay in finishing Arai's two-facedness as a criminal was his ethnic origin. Actually,

it was in the morning edition of Yomiuri the day after Arai's death, on February 20th
,

1998, when his two-facedness was completed as aforementioned. Simultaneously,

his origin is mentioned in the same article. It may seem as if Yomiuri was

intentionally waiting for the day it could show Arai's political activities alongside his

ethnic origin. If pages besides the local news pages of Yomiuri are also included, in

fact, there are some articles mentioning Arai's ethnic origin: Three in total on

February 20th
, one on February 21st

, one on February 26th
, one on March 7th and one

on March 26th
, 1998. What should be paid attention to here is that the articles

mentioning Arai's ethnic origin, in the range of analysis for this paper, first appeared

after his death, although such articles were never carried before his death.
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As for the cases involving zainichi Koreans, three have been seen. One thing

to be said is that there are no words, phrases and expressions that reveal the ethnic

origin of Obara of the Lucie case while both Lee of the Komatsugawa case and Kim

of the Kim Hi-Lo case were clearly revealed as zainichi Koreans. This must be

because of self-censorship by Yomiuri. As seen, Kim of the Kim Hi-Lo case

appealed to public opinion against ethnic discrimination in Japan. Perhaps with that

appeal by Kim, as Iwabuchi (2000) points out, the Japanese media started to take it as

taboo to feature zainichi Koreans in order to avoid "possible criticism and

denunciation" (p. 57). As mentioned before, in the current Japanese media, such

regulations have been loosened to some extent because some zainichi Koreans came

to be visible in Japan and hanryu (the Korean wave) landed in Japan as well.

However, it would be an actual situation for the influential media, newspapers

especially, not to be able to help being careful when they face any cases/accidents

involving (former) zainichi Koreans. It can be seen in the analysis of the 2000 Lucie

case in this paper that such an attitude must have been taken. In Yomiuri, in fact,

there are no articles on Obara of the Lucie case coming after the one on the local news

page dated October 13t1
\ 2001, reporting that all seven of Obara's lawyers resigned

their posts as his counsel. Therefore, it cannot be learned from Yomiuri whether

Obara was found guilty in that case after all nor has he been tried.
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Although there has been in place such a taboo in the Japanese media, Arai's

ethnic origin was, however briefly, mentioned after his death in Yomiuri. This might

have been because Arai's origin had already been made public or because Arai was a

public person. However, it would not have been necessary to refer to Arai's origin

when talking about his case. Actually, Yomiuri was criticized for its reference to

Arai's origin after his death by some of its readers: "You wrote [about Arai's origin]

too much though [Arai] already gained Japanese nationality" ("2 gatsu," 1998, p. 17).

On March 26th
, 1998, nevertheless, Yomiuri, again mentioned Arai's origin to explore

the "real" Arai and his case and seems to conclude after all that Arai's political action

as a reformer was consciously carried out because he thought if he "took an ordinary

way" that way would not work due to his origin ("Seijika to kabu," 1998, p. 15).

(That article dated March 26th
, 1998, was the last one having reference to Arai's origin

in Yomiuri.) As concluded before, Arai was treated as a politician by Yomiuri, but

after his death he started to be taken as a former zainichi Korean politician.

The theory of Cultural Studies mainly explains how society is constructed

through a struggle over meaning by powerful groups. So it would be helpful

knowing how that kind of struggle happened and had influence on society in each

case in order to explore the six cases in which that kind of struggle is remarkable.

All of the cases except the Lucie case and the JDA case would be taken for it on the
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basis ofthe results of the discourse analyses in this paper.

Ofthe two cases involving zainichi Koreans, that kind of struggle over meaning

can be seen more clearly in the Kim Hi-Lo case. As Kim says or does something,

Yomiuri attacks him in discourse. Once a pro-Kim comment comes from the side of

hostages who were released, in addition, Yomiuri mercilessly attacks him again by

pulling out information like the residents around the hotel in which Kim has confined

himself have difficulty with their everyday lives and classes at school cannot be held.

In that way, Yomiuri always put itself in opposition to Kim. That is, it was, all the

time, on the side of those in power which/who wanted to repress Kim by any means.

In the first place, Kim's direct participation in the struggle must have been the biggest

element for Yomiuri's harsh attack on him. However, it must not be missed that it

was a way oftaking part in the struggle for Kim to start to confine himself in the hotel

in order to get attention from the mass media. On the other hand, the attacks not

only on Lee of the Komatsugawa case but also on Kim of the Kim Hi-Lo case by

Yomiuri to such an extent were a result of Yomiuri's catering to the wishes of those in

power like the then government, police, and the like. It is also true that the Japanese

contempt for Korea continued to be re-produced in Yomiuri as long as it kept

attacking them. However, it must not be missed that Japanese society at that time

took such a way ofreporting by Yomiuri for granted and accepted it without thought.
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As mentioned, that struggle can also be seen in the two cases in which the

politicians were involved except the JDA case, the Recruit case and Arai's case that

was concluded as such a case. However, the characteristic of the struggle in the case

in which the politicians were involved is a little different from that in the cases

involving the zainichi Koreans. The struggle in the case in which the politicians

were involved is exactly a reflection of the struggle among the factions in the LDP

and is also one in which each politician deals with the influential/powerful

people/organizations around himselflherself. What Arai and Fujinami of the Recruit

case have in common in terms of the factions ofthe LDP was that neither belonged to

the faction most influential/powerful when they were going to be arrested/prosecuted.

Regarding Arai, in addition, he had to confront the struggle alone. This might have

been because he criticized not only the big-name figures of the LDP but also the LDP

itself before he left it and he did not have a firm base even in the faction to which he

belonged after he returned to the LDP. This could be another reason he could not

help being the only target while Fujinami was one of those who received stocks of

Recruit Cosmos and were targeted. Arai's struggle against those in power was

visible via his press conferences while Fujinami did nothing. While Arai was

fighting against those in power by himself, he had before him thrust the word "arrest"

by the mass media including Yomiuri the day before his death. Veda (Mihira, 1998)
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calls such a way of reporting by the media "the report as if [they] became a cat's-paw

of the prosecution" (p. 20). That may show well the characteristics of the Japanese

media, in which the "employees" who easily alter their opinions and behavior to

please those in power deal with information without criticizing. It is already

mentioned that the prosecution was actually the most influentiaVpowerful among such

organizations at the time of Arai's case. It can also be guessed that the LDP, to

which Arai belonged, and Nikko Securities, with which Arai had stock dealings,

might have had a hand, with the prosecution, in placing the responsibility for any

wrongdoing upon Arai. If this is true, the prosecution won in that struggle beyond

doubt. As mentioned, in fact, Arai faced the prosecution alone. It is reasonable

that Arai, as aforementioned as well, said in his last press conference that Japanese

society would cross him out.

Either way, the responsibility of the Japanese media that formed the Japanese

society that made Arai feel discriminated against ethnically and led him to choose

death finally by catering to the feelings of the influentiaVpowerful organizations like

the prosecution and the LDP, is very heavy. Newspapers were treated especially as

representative of the Japanese media in this paper because they are influential enough

to make the people, in the wording of Kase, "worship" (Fukuda, 1975, p. 66) them.

However, it is shameful that such newspapers were the closest to that kind of
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influential/powerful organization and sentenced Arai to "arrest." It is not too much

to say that Arai would not have chosen death if the newspapers of the time had been

on the side of the people, not on the side of that kind of influential/powerful

organization, and had collected news material with a critical attitude against such

organizations and offered their readers material by which to fairly think of and judge

both Arai and the prosecution.

It is hoped that the Japanese media including the newspapers will become a true

watchdog as soon as possible and correspond regarding the influential/powerful

organizations with a critical attitude. In addition, it is necessary for the Japanese

media to educate and train professional communicators like journalists and writers

who can select the words and phrases that make it possible for various kinds ofpeople

to be accepted in Japanese society, and to send messages based on the words and

phrases to the public because now the diversity of identities cannot be avoided. The

construction of Japanese society that would make everyone including zainichi

Koreans feel happy surely depends on the Japanese media. In fact, it is urgent our

country reform the Japanese media, not Japanese politics or anything else.

Finally, I would like to appreciate herein Arai's great attachment to Japan in

spite of that country's behaviors of the past. I would also like to tell him in heaven

that the political reforms of which he urged the necessity are being realized, albeit
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gradually, and that all he did in their regard was not in vain.
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE KOMATSUGAWA CASE

August 22, 1958,p.9
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August 29, 1958,p.9
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APPENDIXC

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE LUCIE CASE
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APPENDIXD

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE RECRUIT CASE
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:hoili ~ (fir~illf.~~'g)

jIlUJ ~~ C13 ,6;3tl-t~±)

*i83 JlJZ(trl'~~tt~)

i!i"5iiJ ~~J1! Ci!i" jiiJ**~t±:m:)
lliiJ$ ~~C:tI).I/r-7741"

/AU:m:)

#...t {It;f;t C!t{:*:~ti)

83rf1 :B:1-t;~C:tI).I/r-774T/ 3, 000

A~~)

AUJ Jf!t~CR;t9f.~fl:) 3, 000

:*:$83 "A~CjtEf3m!.FlII~~JI$) 3, 000

1;:1:1 l~ C:t/'J-~¥fUJU:m:) 3, 000

*:t83 tt3tCR;t9f.Gi.:m:) 2, 000

~If ~~('!f.!:~7~?I).I4T1'

::tU:m:) 2, 000

(14A) 120, 000

<>.I~-1"}1.-7;t-'T.::l./

t%l83 ~;f;t 10, 000

t~ml ~C:::JA.:e:AUfirU:m:~:m:)35,000
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:JAtAt±ji 30, 000

:JAtAt±ji 28, 000

:JAtAt±ji 17, 000

:JAtAt±15tji 15, 000

:JAtAt±15tji 15, 000

:JAtAt±ji 10, 000

:JAtAt±ji 10, 000

:JAtAt±ji 5, 000

:JAtAt±ji 5, 000

:JAtAt±j1 5, 000

:JAtAt±15tji 5, 000

? (3<:11:),,) 10, 000

(14)..) 200, 000

83).. ~ 760, 000

*'7-)I.-t:4f-t:AMilO),**lij.~i1.t:$'c0)5"t.>,iii~~IJ\i;~~*1:O)+t;)"/;t:t±~1t
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51 f;:MUi!L.t:::7.J'a'~Y)-r 1'Ffl1(;L.t::: 0

t±~3!tIJ~fJj-t:::/;:~~L.t:::+-t)"0)5"t.>, fi~~, i!;ft~, m}E~, tM1~0)1m)..r;t:, "t

1:/;:*t±~"'1:~:gIJ~~/;:~?-rit:3L),iii~~, tiJlfill~r;t:, 5I~IJitJ~:RIJ~,~~f~~~

O)fJE)"llAr",~1:,lij.~i1.ta'5ftt::::JAtAt±15tfi.CL.-rBJji;IJ\/::L.-rl.\~o *t:::iiimt, JdI,

IE tjJ O).:::.~r;t:*t±O)IDl*1/;:, ~ B~, ,**~iJtO).~Mi*a'~i!Y)t:::o ~~~i1.t:$'cf;:?l. \

-r/;t:, *)"/;:MUi!r;t:c:h~l.\IJ~, Mi*~O)iiE~tci:clJ\i;, ~ji, ~iJtIJ~.1'.tlti;:ht:::o

~3!tf;:~~IJAr-~~r;t:;::h1:':::' lID 13 0 ;::h*1:r;t:, pg'Afl~*;j./;:£-:5<~~1:,~ill:$'c

1J~~':::'~~JE:l:$'c~cf;:~ jilflJBJj L.t:::IJ~, ~1ID1;t:~t±15tji1i =f,**c3<:11:)..':::'=f'**0)=J...

1J~1'flijO)**o

IJ?)1.--r-:JAtAo)~~~~,**~i1.tl1E~1:,~t±itJt±:R~:R, t~mt'lMlt15'(47) (Wlllfi

~1:~mi) f;:~ill~:ht:::':::'jJ1i =f,**0)5"t.>- JJ,**IJ~, :tJDHi~-' 51 ~:5!t1-t~± (:5t;Il1.if¥r

IT:R'!f, I.l.HI~=l&)0) £;;J;:~:g ./;:~?-rl. \~;:clJ~, + = B, BJji;IJ\f;:~?t:::o:tJDHi1-t

~±t:i:llj)I.--r-1:1i T,**o)~iJta':Yt(t-rl. \~o

t~mtflti50)':::'JJ1i =f'**r;t: , 1\+-~AFl, I.1l-;-)1.-?:;t-'f.:l./IJ\i;il51.tL.t:::o~)\;
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;f?i;tJ:fJ\-::>t.::o

NTTlmIltf0)t5i~~:;7CJ7 0 -.ili~:&, I1J ClU:&, !/C8bCiJJU:&O)=.AfJ{IjHa-i'-."57tt::O)

Ij:, +lm 8lffJj)\.Bf*""t~ 0 NTTO) =.;:<fs;U..!::L--C, R;1::ft~a-f'@' -:J-C~t.::='AfJ{, ;:0) 8

(j:$IHlllla-i!lf-C, '::'-:Ji'-L).!::;:<fs;Ut:JIA::A L), t5t~~f;:):]i~L-L \~IHI~I::"2!a:.nt.::o =.

A0) IjJH:: (;:): , r7Y:iiIJ~nei)JfIl, • .ili~:&0) Cl ~(::J O)mltO).=..:J..- AfJ{1~;f?-:Jt.::fJj~

fJ\i;O)lt\9'J'fJ{~L) ~L) .!::?fJ\fJ{7tt::.!::L\? 0

001*=ltI::J::~.!::, I1J Cl U:& I;:): , U:&.!::L--c"('(;:):t"j:<, 'J?Jl--r-~R&a-~1JB~9~UJ1q~i:

~~~0).1f=lt.!::L--C, ]iL\Cla-~L \t.:: 0 r~:&o ni37JfIlfJ{:IlLJi6a:.nt.::.!::L \?$R~I;:):

$~,,(,L-J;?fJ\ J

~UBff-tfJ\i;ii.L--C, NTTf::Jl3~"t .@;:.!::)\.fF.o :fJJd)-C, SIll'l::~~i;n~1J!IJI:::rr.-:J

t.::• .ili~:&Ij:, rM83 r::a:.fJ\ttt.::lfio Ef3 L-~tJ:L \fJ{, ~a:.L) J::<:f?fJ\i;AJJ 0

rH 83 O)~ii;Jl~, ~kfJ{U:&Bff-tI::~Mt5iI::U.::i.ttlJl3~:&~ HI Jl30);:.!::"(', NTTO)

1~.FF.Ia-7iL-< tl-:>ltt::o.1fa-.!::L) t.::L \J.!::atffO)#a-~!'@i'-0)~11f1::(j:, 1t!!a-~tt-:>ftt"j:

L\ jtmfJ{?fJ\fJ{7tt.::.!::L \?o 1~i;0)!/C8bIIJU:&t, ,~a-O)AJ"(', r-';t:fO)iRtt7Ta-~!$-:Jt.:: 0

;:O)ra'. ~=.+~ 0 Jl1&I::A.ili~:&I;:):rJl3t.::t. "('NTT0)1~.FF.Ia-[EHlL--c<nJ.!::. t&$a

!EU.::.!::L\?o

~:&O)at13:JlIJa-ft-C. I1J ClU~I;:):lft&ABf=' +1i.~fJ\i;~=lt~JlL-t.::o 838b$$RSIl

:&a--f.:F.-:J-CAIltf~Jltll::~nt.::11J Cl U:&I;:):, Cla-A,O)*t::*5tF. 1i.lL\~11f-cx l'?O)fJj

rNTT0)1~.FF.Ia-7iL-< tl-:>ltt.::;:.!::I::~L- -C.13:a-.!::L)t.::L \.!::L '?;:.!::t::-:Jt.::J b¥jf;O);(,;:

a-~t.i:fJ%, I1JClfHlH;:):-~r::mB~L-t.::o

$R~lllfJ\i;O).r,,'I::.~-:J~L)~~~1~c;~I.l.!::L-t,::~T"('~7t~11JClU:&o ~t&O)U

pg~~l::-:>L' -C I;:):, r~i!ia-IVI<;:.!::I::J::-:J-C ~d)-CL '<In*t~B~i;fJ\r::L-t.::fJ{. rOO1*=ltO)
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g!I~;:na:::-C=$ii'='iiL.",(13L) , -tnt::lt-cr~l'+~'-Cr~J cO)i1ir,m':'I~, 1-'L.CJ ~tL)tJ

tN':Jrrm<pg~I':'J::-::>"'(r~~~Bj1-C~'@c~?Jo L.tJ'L.-t0)5I14fil¥-.Jid:~~tJ'';I~, .ili~~

O)~U~~tJ'I;t;1. \im-t?C!. \?~fff1;;tJ~iflL) iflL) C?tJ,tJ~~t::.o

c;:~-C, ~@]O).iliMffjll~, r&if:tJ~f.'-::>t::'JC!. \?I)~ }(.,-I--::JA-=EA**~P.&-C~a:::

L):>C1i]I.:.id:-::>t::.~~I::, fJJ&':>"'( -$-CI~;:~V:tJ~l±lt::.;:c~~L."'(1. \.@o L.tJ\L., iT&9f.r~,

~t&if:O)ttl.\I::L., -to)&if:l~CJ~-:><'Nt::L), ~~5114L.t::.L)-c, .ml~m~:b';9'-v

"jO)rfIt::o

t::.btl;t;, .5t;'gb}~~O)&if:, fiE8~5~~tJ~-:n=T~~I&f'L.t::,7-Ao

iifiilt~(~r.wJ, ~~!-Cr.m, \€i:btt"'(fJJ&':>",(?;D-::>t::.o I)~}(.,-I--~1*~tJ,.;~tJ~ifl-::>"'(~L)

~Itt::., cMI. 't::.oU.iIJ~*.A. -Cf~id:1. \c)!I,?Jc, "rfmt~5!"I::~~ftL.t::.o-to)fiE8~o)

#B}J r~1. \a::: t::l.:.tJI. \0

)~*='=:*=&if::g.00**~JitJ~~~L.t::.~f~it;t:aB·13~3't~.~I~r*ld~:i'<?;D';

tJI. \0 &if:l::MI. \",(J;..@J, J:rI1J*2~aB&if:O):g ifrjtJ~l±lt::.J.JDiifiAFI •ifrj~mtr&.tJ~f.'

-::>t::.;:ct::JcL.t::.o iT&5~~c&.I~-f*c~nid:tJ~';, ;:cWl?i$&':>I':'~L.",(I~, &if:tJ~

~!IlI3I.:.$IJrm-1"'@c!' \?l'iiJ ,1!!,~id:~1*tJ~?tJ,tJ~~.@o

;:0) B, rl?iO)ff,tnr~ifl-::>t::.J::?I::~?J crfl I1JiIliT&*ml::=¥r;f~{t&':>id:tJ~.;, r*1 E8 tJ~1 \

/::J, im~~Hi:tJ'-::>",(13L),:btJ'i;id:1.\Jca:::t::.tf.'&if:0) ttl. \1.:.1".@~JI~ DlImL.t::..iifi

~o -t-O).ii~l~, lf~A~.=+t:~', ]fni{·NTT*t±~l±lt::.o :tJ;(50)75'':I'Y;L~;~V:

k.~.A~-~-C~CJ~';.~~.~.Y~Y,+~Blfifrj.~~~~"'(tl3~~~

+1Il~5!r&iEO)~rf1 a:::9', :11{1lJ1!l~m?+

I)~}(.,-I--t±tJ~,BBm~+ n~1i!f':':&~O)fii:tI'ifJII::-:>1. \"'( Ij\fffi=r~a:::c&':>, r (:11{1lJ

1!l1~) 1ll~~:l:E5!0)r&iE-cji;,tllltft~~~m.ifilJ L.J::?cL."'(I. \.@jtJCcfTiT&'glT~O)tlil!

O)!IZ\~tt~t±jlf':'~1. \"'(1. \t::.;:ctJ~= +-t B, Bj1.;tJ'l::tJ-::>t::.o')t±I~~f~:11m~la.I1!l

I:±UlO)~~~jll.:.tmJt<iT&5~~l?i, ~';I':'Ia.I)!r&iE~&':><· '@~H(tT-.L..~t±pgl::~JE~

tt",(13 L) , IH±tJ~Jti!id:iT&'g9f.I1'F~j!&,:>t::.~~~~1"pg$W*~cL."'(, tl~~.fflJt~

11)~1lftt"'(1. \.@o

+oBO)~~t.JWH;j tlil!;$n9'+
;:O)/j\$=rI<l:rpC?*':/"\'-O)t::.&':>0) I)~}(.,-I--fii:tI'ifJI:1a!j5.L..J 0 :i':>c~=+A:

-:/-C, ~+n~~,t±pg~.~$(PC)O)$~~5A.ltl':',1--5:1}(.,~lt)!~a:::c&':>,

~f'f~nt::.o

1f!Jl~)!O)r&iEl::-:>1.\"'(l~, ff'fiT&· ~1}lT~O)~ltjO)Jl-cMn"'(1. \.@o r (~1TI~), iii

€if::J::-::>",(I~)!ffO)r&iE~, *Jrt::.l::)!ff~-:><L), -t-O)1!lO)mJ$;O)tJj;*~i+.@;:c~',!jI;I':'

~~"'(I. \.@jcL.t::.?~ -C, :11{1lJ1!l~~Jl::rlf!Jl~~:l:EtlIreO).gl'O)@]llcJimO)~M~~
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eL \?45 13 -cJfflt~j$;~$::iEL., 8,tJffltflUrU5~:m*,JL.J:?eL \?11re·I;l;, *~I:';:(J)7-A-C

cr.,.@Je, 1i+ 1\:!:Ft.k;:';SfJ\GMt*?t:::Jfflt~;$;(J):m*,g~1t(J)i1J~I:', 5~L \~l!X;IL\~Jj.tt"C

L\t::: o
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001*~?*< f.:>'@fJ\C'?fJ\fJ{$~l!?~~(J)~ (fJ\td:d:l) Je*-CltL \"CL \t::: o
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:!l9f.(J)~L\&~-C1i+ n:!:Ft.kr!3 .±::m*,JJ"'an[)~nt:::o 11illogJfj'r:J~7kl;l;;:(J)

liftJl:.*e6i?Gnt::: o

j$;$::iE(J)fJL~~lE~d:l<·?"CI;l;, ~ffiTJfflt~f,\J~(J):JJlliil~-ftJ::iJ'1iJJ$m;'x~fJ{t\+-:!:F

nJ=l, l)umgfJ\G~):'~mJ**= =F-**(J)MtiJl~~lt"CL \t::: I;; fJ\ , ltI~!l'fltJ{~ttf.:>::f jl,.-.:;td:c'

(J)ttf.f~?lt"CL \t:::~!i&tcr.,~), 11illogJfj'r:J~7kfJ~~JF.t~nt:::~I:.tJ:?"CL \.@o

.il:H'fL."Cffpnt:::i&:9f.I 1'Ft::iJ'lltJltI~fJ{1fIIL\oIIH~::iJ'~(J)~~JJ I~, ~fjlH.ti~,

~B~,&*=+;.X,~D~~(J)~~(J)~~,::iJ'1iJJltIOB(J).m~M,~~~

.,~iili&:~~~,.ffi*=.,~~~~~~G.~u*~1iJJ~~*(J)~~td:~.~

ft"I:.~):'~mJ**~MtiJlL.t:::~), i&:j~~~, 1\-T1'-~JmA~51:e-~(tt:::~)L. "c;B~), INHT

TI:.cr.,.@r~pJT",(J)~W-t.JJ~~e?eL. "CL \t:::~IlL \fJ{jJ¥:e-~~) r:.td:?"CL \.@o

j'r:J~7k(J) 1fI-C1;l;, ~Gl:.rf51:fiJTl;l;..t~"F jltJ{Jjj{JlIJJ, r.A.$I;l;~il(J):B:*MIL\$Jtd:

c'e, f-;f:e-.g-L \1J(J)IN~,t*e6i?"CL \t::: 0 *t:::, I)U(J)~$:!l!l'flfJ{, c?L\?)Mt~m~l:'

L."C,c(J).ffeM1*~cr.,.@(J)~~,-••~*e6i?,.9f.I~(J)~.~-I3-cp~'@J:

?r:'L."CL \t:::o ;:(J)1fI1:.1;l;, ::iJ'1iJJ1tI1;l;t.6i?, ~::iEIl)(51~ ft*, ii~ltI, 1l~1tI, OO±fftd:

cnltlfffJ~1I'J1~)..tlfGn"CL \.@o

B*7;(')7J/-':;';lf-*-jl,.~ftilIlli!;l;+t\B,!3 ~:5!t*!l'fl-C~.lr~*~mJ:e-, 45'1'*

-&1:'~f!H!f;tHB~(~.~), *~I:'fljj\;i.1SZ~J:~l:.~, $mf,\J-&I:'~~~;'x~~~ffL.t:::o

NTTftJ*-&- Ittiilm (78), ~::iJ'1iJJ.m;.X~-:JJlliil~ (58) eL\?M~ 9f.f-';lj'(J)~Jl.I!fj/:'

;fI;f:e-, ;:.4Jcl;l;fJ\-:>"Ci&:9f.lfI;/'1&t:.L\t:::~~, ::iJ'lltJ.(J)~t.J1f, -/3 ~:5!tft~±
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APPENDIXE

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE IDA CASE
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APPENDIXF

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE ARAI CASE:

BETWEEN THE FIRST APPEARANCE AS A STANDARD-BEARER

AND THE DETECTION OF HIS CASE
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APPENDIXG

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE ARAI CASE:

BETWEEN THE DETECTION OF HIS CASE AND HIS DEATH

~L\M~~~~~~~~~~~t~~*tim••~••~~~~h~~~o~.~
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APPENDIXH

SAMPLE ARTICLES ON THE ARAI CASE:

BETWEEN HIS DEATH AND THE JUDGMENT DAY
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